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Introduction
Sincee NTRAK cam
me into existennce in 1974 and
a the NTRA
AK
Speciifications werre developed more than 5,000 NTRA
AK
moduules have beenn built by modelers in many countries. Alsso,
since 1974 the control of trains on NTRAK layoouts has evolveed
from basic wired DC
C throttles to wireless
w
DC throottles to wireless
Digitaal Command Control
C
(DCC). Trains are opperated today on
o
NTRA
AK layouts witth both DC and
a DCC activve on the sam
me
layout.
AK layouts of various sizes have become staples of Traain
NTRA
Show
ws, Meets and Conventionns (hereafter referred to as
a
“show
ws”). NTRAK layouts have the flexibility to fit into many
differeent size and shhape configurattions to fit the available
a
spacee.
The inntent of this doocument is to specify
s
in detaiil the design annd
operaational consideerations that are required for an NTRA
AK
layout using Digital Command Coontrol (DCC) such that railroaad
operaations are succcessful, continnuous and reliiable throughoout
the shhow.
Whilee this document is specificallyy written for NT
TRAK layouts thhe
principles containedd herein are equally
e
applicaable to modullar
layouts in other sccales and to club layouts and
a large hom
me
layouts in any scale.

Purpo
ose
This specification iss intended forr the Digital Master
M
and othher
peoplle very knowleedgeable in Diggital Commandd Control (DCC)
who hhave the task and responsibbility to successsfully implemeent
DCC control on NTRAK
N
layoutss of all sizes. It will providde
Recommended Prractices for designing,
d
insstalling, testinng,
mainttaining and opeeration of DCC-controlled NTRAK layouts.
Sincee almost every NTRAK layout is unique carre must be takeen
in botth the physicall and electricall design of eacch layout so thhat
railroaad operations on the completed layout are successful,
continnuous and relliable throughoout the event. The approacch
takenn is conservativve to ensure a “more than enough” desiggn.
The ppremise is that over-design is preferred to unnder-design.
Manyy NTRAK layouuts feature thee Red Line Rooute© (RLR), thhe
Red TTrack that goes around the entire
e
layout noo matter what its
shapee. Normally thee entire Red Liine Route© (RLLR) will be DCC
Cpoweered on show and convention layouts, especially
e
largger
AK
layouts. This speciffication includees the ability foor some NTRA
trackss within the various
v
sectionns (loops) of the
t layout to be
b
eitherr DCC- or DC--powered, exceept for those parts
p
which havve
internnal yards usedd for staging trains on the Red
R Line Routte,
whichh must of necesssity be part off the main DCC
C system.
The information in this
t specificatioon is presented in some detail
in thee sections that follow. An exxtensive set of
o Appendices is
providded and refeerenced throughout which provides moore
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compleete details aand procedures for implementing the
e
recomm
mendations of the specificatioon.
This ddocument speecifies practices required too successfully
y
designn, setup andd operate thee largest NTTRAK layouts
s.
Smalleer layouts cann often be opperated with a lower design
n
level. W
While many gguidelines willl offer size- annd complexity
yrelatedd options thee Digital Masteer must makee the decision
n
as to w
what is or is nnot applicablee to his/her sppecific NTRAK
K
layoutt.

Layout Faactors Affeccting DCC Design
D
Severaal factors must be taken into aaccount when designing DCC
C
controll for an NTRA
AK layout, incluuding whether the layout has
mplexity of the
e
Junctioon modules, itts size, shapee and the com
variouss modules. Cleearly a larger and/or more complex layou
ut
requirees a much highher level of DC
CC design. Thhe shape of the
e
layout can add an order of maggnitude to the level of DCC
C
design . Failure to taake all factorss into account can result in
operatiional difficultiess that may be very hard to troubleshoot and
d
correctt.
The m
most basic factoor affecting the DCC designn of an NTRAK
K
layout is the presennce or absencce of one or more Junction
modulees — those m odules that allow a layout too have sections
that braanch off of otheer modules, ussually at right aangles.
Juncttion Module
es
These modules are used in layoouts to split trracks from one
e
directioon to another usually at rigght angles. Soome trains may
travel sstraight thoughh the module; other trains m
may curve to a
new traack at a right angle to their original directtion of travel. A
pair of Junction Moduules is usually configured to ccreate a loop of
o
NTRAK
K modules offf a set of bbackbone or sspine moduless,
althouggh the use of a balloon moodule would allow a “loop” to
o
consistt of only a singgle junction moodule. Some juunction modules
may aalso include a reversing seection. The pphoto shows a
Junctioon Module whhich also includes the Mountain Division
(Greenn) track as well as reversing ssections.

Red Rock Junction, by David Thomppson
North Raleigh Moodel Railroad Cluub

There aare currently nno NTRAK stanndard wiring plaans for Junction
Modulees. However, the Step-by--Step Approach to NTRAK
K
Junctioon Modules, as detailed in Appendix A, is highly
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recommended as a detailed guide for wiring NTRAK Junction
Modules.
Layout Size
An NTRAK layout can range in size from four modules (four
corner modules) to more than 700 modules so let’s start by
defining some size terms — see the Table below. The module
numbers defined for each size are chosen for convenience, and
should not be considered exact, as other factors, such as
complexity of the layout and the electrical environment of the
layout’s physical location, will affect the DCC design:
Name

Size

Very Small
Small

<20 modules
20–80
modules
80–150
modules
150–300
modules
300–500
modules
>500 modules

Medium
Large
Very Large
Convention

Comments
One electrical district
Two – four electrical districts
Major Meets/Shows

reversing loop. Both rails must be gapped at each end of the
reversing section, and the tracks at each end must be powered
from the same electrical district.

Yards. The complex trackwork that can be located in yards
needs to be watched closely, especially any tracks that can be
switched between DC and DCC power. A complete wiring
diagram and operational notes are recommended to aid those
unfamiliar with the features of a particular yard.
Multiple DCC Tracks with Different DCC Polarity. Some
NTRAK layouts use modules for train travel in both directions
(note: this is not bi-directional running). In this case travel in one
direction is, say, on the Red track and travel in the reverse
direction is, say, on the Blue track (this is typical on modules
used in the spine between Junction Modules). When this is the
case the DCC track feed to Blue may need to be the reverse
polarity of the feed to Red and/or Yellow.

Major Regional
Conventions/Meets/Shows
Major National NTRAK Conventions

Private Tracks. The prime concern with Private Tracks is how
they are powered and the need to ensure such tracks cannot be
connected to both DC and DCC power at the same time.

Periodic Super NTRAK Conventions

Having a good plan of the modules in the layout, especially the
track configuration on each module will help identify potential
areas of complexity, making the Digital Master aware of where
he must give special attention. The plan can be a detailed
drawing of the track and wiring on the module, or as simple as a
digital photograph of the track configuration.

Layout Shape
There are two basic layout shapes — those with Junction
Modules/hubs and those without. Tracks on layouts without any
Junction Modules or hubs are essentially “oval” tracks even
though the layout may be square, rectangular, U-shaped, Eshaped, L-shaped or some combination of the above. A loop-toloop layout would also fit the “oval:” definition.
Layout Complexity
The presence of the following items adds to the complexity of
layouts of all sizes, especially large layouts:
Junction Modules. See section “Junction Modules” above.
Reversing Loops. These modules are used to reverse the
direction of a train, and require that polarity of the rails be
reversed for the train to enter or leave the reversing loop. There
is a need to ensure both rails are gapped at each end of the
reversing loop, and to be sure there are only two entrances to
the loop. The tracks at each end of the reversing loop must be
powered from the same electrical district.
 Wyes. Another form of reversing loop, except the reversing section
is generally short. This may cause problems with trains traversing
the reversing part of the wye, especially trains with Kato or other
lighted passenger cars, lighted cabooses or track-powered cars
with End-of-Train devices. There is a need to ensure both rails are
gapped at each end of the reversing loop, and to be sure there are
only two entrances to the loop. The tracks at each end of the
reversing loop must be powered from the same electrical district.
 Balloon Modules. Yet another form of reversing loop. The polarity
of the rails must be reversed for the train to enter or leave the

Much of the DCC design can be done using preliminary or
general plans of the proposed layout, but final design requires
the final layout plan, which may not be known until the day
before, or even the day of setup.

The Digital Command Control (DCC) System
Several manufacturers produce Digital Command Control
systems and products that meet or exceed the DCC Standards
and Recommended Practices established by the National Model
Railroad Association (NMRA). All of these systems have been
and are used with N scale and NTRAK layouts.
The NMRA Standards and Recommended Practices specify the
interface at the track; i.e. between the DCC Booster and the
decoders mounted in locomotives or used to power accessories
such as turnout controllers, signals, etc. There is no requirement
for compatibility between throttles, Command Stations, Boosters
and other products of different manufacturers, although it is
normally possible to mix Boosters from different manufacturers.
The host organization will specify the DCC system to be used to
power an NTRAK layout, and will usually provide the Command
Station complex, if not all the needed DCC equipment.
Ideally this specification should be totally DCC system
independent, and much of it will be. However, since

NTRA
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approoximately 88%
% of NTRAK clubs
c
that havee adopted DC
CC
utilizee the Digitrax DCC system
m and it is thus the de-faccto
standdard for NTRAK
K, the majority of this specificcation will refleect
the D
Digitrax system
m, and assumees that the Coommand Statioon
and B
Boosters, etc. will be Digitraxx. The track vooltage switch on
o
the D
Digitrax Commaand Station andd all Boosters will be set to thhe
“N” Scale position (nnominal 12 voltts).
a other DC
CC
A seet of Digitrax manuals for all Digitrax and
equippment in use on the layout shhould be prepaared and locateed
at thee Command Station
S
throughout the show either in printeed
form, a CD-ROM or
o a USB thum
mb drive. Softt files should be
b
transfferred to compputers located at the Command Station annd
Progrramming Statioons all of whicch will have Addobe Reader (or
(
equivvalent) installedd.

Digital Staff
S
A deddicated digital staff may be required
r
to settup, operate annd
tear ddown the DCC
C portion of ann NTRAK layouut, especially for
f
largerr layouts. The size of the digital
d
staff will depend on thhe
layout size and complexity, also on other factoors such as thhe
lengthh of time availaable to set up thhe layout.
All meembers of the Digital Staff must
m be knowleddgeable with thhe
details of this document for theeir area of ressponsibility. Thhe
diagraam below shoows a possiblee organizational structure thhat
wouldd be suitable for
f a large convention-sized NTRAK layouut;
manyy if not all functtions can be coombined in onee or two persons
on ssmaller layoutss. The Digitaal Master is responsible for
f
determ
mining the speecific organizattion structure and
a size requireed
for a ggiven layout, and for its staffinng.
The Digital Masterr or an Assisttant Digital Maaster should be
b
preseent during all hoours the layoutt is operating.
People requirementts vary with thee size of the laayout, and couuld
be ass few as 1 persson or as mucch as 12 people or more in thhe
largesst layouts. Moost of these peeople are required during setuup
and teear down, but up to 4 (dependent on layouut size) could be
b
requirred for operattions. Descripttions of the various
v
functions
follow
w the diagram.
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Digita
al Master
The hoost club or orgganization will appoint a Digiital Master who
o
will bee responsible ffor the design, setup, operaation, reliabilityy,
monitooring and troubbleshooting of the DCC part of the NTRAK
K
layout. The Digital Master will bee responsible for appointing
g
Assistaant Digital Massters and other digital staff.
No chaanges should be made to thhe design, impplementation or
o
operatiional aspects oof the DCC layyout without the agreement of
o
the Diggital Master.
The D
Digital Master will be responsible to the overall Layou
ut
Coordinator.
Assis
stant Digital Masters
Depen ding on the sizze and compleexity of the layyout up to three
(3) Asssistant Digital M
Masters may bbe appointed too work with and
d
supporrt the Digital M
Master so there is always eiither the Digita
al
Masterr or an Assistaant Digital Master present dduring all hours
the layyout is in opperation. For smaller layouuts the various
functioons of the Assisstant Digital Maasters can be ccombined.
ce ID Manag
ger
Devic
One off the Assistant Digital Masterss should be asssigned the task
of Devvice ID Managger, responsible for ensuringg that all DCC
C
devicess are assignedd a unique adddress that doees not interfere
with anny other devicee. This includess the following functions:
LocoNeet Managemennt is the assigniing of LocoNet IDs and Duplex
Group Names to the vvarious loops in the NTRAK layyout that are no
ot
part of the Red Line R
Route system, annd to other layoouts at the Show
w.
This inncludes assisting the coordinaator of each looop or layout in
correctlly setting the asssigned LocoNett ID and/or Dupplex Group Name
for thatt loop/layout, annd responsibilityy for periodicallyy monitoring the
various LocoNets to ensure IDs/Duuplex Group Names have no
ot
changeed during the Shoow.
If any D
Digitrax dealers in attendance w
will use radio opeeration to display
their prooducts they musst also be assigned a LocoNet ID and/or Duplex
Group N
Name.
Device ID Assignmeent relates to ensuring that any stationarry
decodeers or other devvices that will bbe used on the layout will have
unique addresses or otther ID necessarry to ensure succh devices do no
ot
interferee with each otheer.

Progrramming Manager
One off the Assistant Digital Masterss should be asssigned the task
of Proggramming Manager. The Prrogramming M
Manager will be
e
responnsible for insstalling, operaation and sttaffing of the
progra mming stationn(s) that may be set up at the layout fo
or
setting and verifying decoder addrresses and ennsuring throttles
are sett to Local Emerrgency Stop.
For sm
maller NTRAK
K layouts wheere there aree no assigned
d
addressses that mustt be verified beefore engineerrs can operate
e,
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self-service programming station(s) can be used. A member of
the Digital Staff can assist any engineer who is having difficulty
with programming.
Loop/Setup/Teardown
One of the Assistant Digital Masters should be assigned the task
of managing the Loop DCC Coordinators (for large layouts) and
the Setup/Teardown Teams. From one up to four (4) two-person
teams may be required for the installation and test of the DCC
system (Boosters, Radio Receivers, Universal Panels, LocoNet
cables, etc.) on the Red Line Route and, in multi-loop layouts,
the loops with DCC where the DCC is part of the Red Line Route
DCC system. The setup/tear down teams will assist the Loop
DCC Coordinators.
Loop DCC Coordinators
In multi-loop layouts with modules from many clubs since the
Loop DCC Coordinators will likely be familiar with most of the
modules in their loop they should have the prime responsibility
for the successful installation and testing of DCC in their loop,
with assistance from the setup/tear down teams, and in
accordance with the rules provided in this document and the
locations defined on the layout plan for Boosters, Radio
Receivers and other DCC devices, including Universal Panels.
This responsibility includes both the Red Line Route and any
DCC system serving the other tracks in the loop, whether part of
the Red Line Route DCC system or independent. It also includes
any DC control system in the loop. For independent and DC
systems the Digital Staff will help in the event of problems and to
ensure the systems are truly independent, and, if Digitrax,
assign a LocoNet ID and/or Duplex Group Name.
Technical Support
For larger shows support for DCC operations may be provided
by the DCC vendor. The vendor will work with the Digital Master
in the provision of this support.
Digital Staff Meeting
There should be an informal meeting of the Digital Staff prior to
or at the start of setup. The purpose is to review diagrams
showing where all blocks, gaps, Command Stations, Boosters,
etc. would be in the layout so these diagrams and others could
be given and explained to others during setup, especially other
Digital Staff and those responsible for setting up the various
parts of the layout.
This meeting is especially important since the layout
configuration may not be finalized until just before the start of the
show.

Depending on the experience of the Digital Staff members this
meeting may also include some specific training topics.

DCC System, Architecture & Configuration
The information presented here will accommodate the largest
NTRAK layouts, but the vast majority of NTRAK show layouts
will be much smaller. General guidelines will be given
determining how to scale back the requirements for these
smaller layouts. However, the Digital Master should decide
which guidelines will be followed for his/her particular NTRAK
layout.
Red Line Route DCC System
The DCC system to be used for the Red Line Route and any
other loop tracks that will be part of the Red Line Route DCC
system is the Digitrax Digital Command Control system,
specifically the Digitrax Super Chief. The track voltage switch on
the Command Station and all Boosters should be set to the “N”
Scale position (nominal 12 volts), and memory slots set to 120.
No components from any other manufacturer’s DCC system
should be permitted connection to the layout, except as specified
in this document or designated by the Digital Master, and unless
LocoNet Certified. A specific exception is given for decoders
(both mobile and stationary), throttle panels and power
managers from other manufacturers provided they conform to all
appropriate specifications. Loops with fully independent DCC
tracks may use any DCC system of their choice as long as there
is no interconnection to the main RLR system, and provided the
system causes no interference with the Digitrax system.
With the addition to the Digitrax DCC System of components
such as stationary decoders, block detectors, transponding and
signaling the interconnection of components becomes more
complex than just LocoNet and track power. The diagram below
shows a generic connection matrix of the various Digitrax DCC
components. Details will be provided in the appropriate sections
of this specification, with an extensive discussion in a later
section. The prime issue is ensuring that all such equipment
(DS64, SE8c, etc.) is assigned to unique addresses so there is
no interference from one area of the layout to another.
Interconnection between most components of the Digitrax
system utilizes LocoNet®, a proprietary Digitrax communications
network especially designed for this purpose. For many
applications a single LocoNet daisy-chained from component-tocomponent provides the optimum method of interconnection.

Digitrax Modules, Connections and Steps
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(Wiring show
wn is for gene
eral illustration only, not inttended to be a complete d
diagram)

Diagram courtesy of Train Buddy Products, ©2003–2009,
©
all rrights reserved. U
Used with permission.

Arch
hitecture
The D
DCC architectuure to be used for an NTRAK
K layout dependds
on whhether or not itt has Junction Modules, the electrically noisy
enviroonment of the location wheree the layout is being
b
set up, thhe
location of 120VAC
C electrical pow
wer, and the overall size annd
compplexity of the laayout. Remember that the prrime objective is
the continuous, reliable running of
o trains while the layout is in
operaation.

Clearlyy a rugged and reliable LoccoNet network throughout the
e
layout is key. The usse of the Digitraax LocoNet Reepeater (LNRP
P)
Modulee provides two-tiered protectiion by isolatingg and protecting
g
LocoNeet segments. TThis is requiredd on larger layoouts, especially
those with Junction Modules, butt it also provides a layer of
o
protecttion on smalleer layouts. Apppendix H proovides detailed
d
informaation on the LoocoNet Repeateer module.
NTRA
AK Layouts
s without Ju
unction Mod
dules
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As sttated earlier thhese layouts are
a ovals, irresspective of theeir
actuaal shape. Essenntially the Com
mmand Node shhould be locateed
in a ccentral locationn inside the layyout, and LocooNet extended in

each ddirection from the Commannd Node, feedding through a
LocoNeet Repeater (LLNRP) or two LNRPs if theree is a separate
e
ThrottleeNet and BoossterNet. See thhe diagrams.

Command No
ode — Single LocoNet

Command Node Separrate ThrottleN et and BoosteerNet

p
a tiereed approach too layout reliability
The uuse of LNRPs provides
by isoolating and protecting LocoNeet segments, ass follows:
 Att the Commannd Node the LocoNet
L
will connect
c
from the
Coommand Stationn to the “proteccted” side of thhe LNRP(s). Also
coonnected will be a local throttle, a computer interface for control
annd monitoring, annd a UR91 and/oor UR92.
 W
Where used, the separate ThrottleNet and BooosterNet for eaach
sidde of the layoutt will be conneccted to the “stanndard” side of the
LN
NRPs. BoosterN
Net will support Boosters
B
and PM42s. ThrottleN
Net
will connect Univversal Panels, UR91 Radio Receivers, UR92
Duuplex Radio Trannsceivers and alll other LocoNet devices.
 Prrotecting the LoccoNet with the LNRP
L
will isolatee any problems to
onne part of the layyout, and splittinng the left and right
r
LocoNets will
w
redduce potential data
d corruption when
w
a problem is encountered in

the section. For eexample, a fault on ThrottleNeet will not affecct
BooosterNet and a faault in the left haalf of the layout will not affect the
righht half, and vice-vversa.

Comm
mand Node Arrchitecture and Configuratiion. There may
be a ttotal of up to three dedicatted DCS100 aand/or DCS200
Comm and Stations present duringg a show, ass shown in the
e
diagram
m below. In adddition to the A
Active and Bacckup Command
d
Stationns described foollowing, the third can be useed as one of the
e
progra mming stationns, but its maain purpose iss to provide a
secondd backup shouuld either the Active or Bacckup Command
d
Stationn fail or develop problems. Each of these Command
d
Stationns must have its own dedicaated power supply, and each
will bee equipped witth new internaal batteries (C
CR2032 Lithium
m
Coin C
Cell) just prior too the start of thhe Convention.
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For ssmaller layouts the backup Command
C
Statiion can be useed

for proggramming withh the third not nneeded.

Comm
mand Station Architecture
A
& Configuratioon

Orig
ginal diagram courtesy
c
of Dou
ug Stuard, NVN
NTrak

Activve Command Station. A Diggitrax DCS1000 or DCS200 will
w
be ussed as the Com
mmand Station for the DCC syystem, since 1220
addreesses are acccommodated by
b these Com
mmand Stationns.
This D
DCS100 or DC
CS200 should operate
o
only as
a the Commannd
Statioon; its Boosterr section should not be coonnected to thhe
track,, nor shouldd this Comm
mand Station be used for
f
progrramming. Thee Command Station shoulld be powereed
througgh an Uninterrruptible Power Supply (UPS) to isolate it froom
any nnoise and interference in the
t 120VAC electrical pow
wer
supply.

Digitrax Chief Command Stattion (DCS100 or DCS200)

A dedicated DT4xxx throttle with an installed known
k
good 9V
9
batterry should be connected at the active Coommand Statioon
compplex at all timess for monitoringg and control puurposes.
The C
Command Staation LocoNet jacks
j
should be
b connected to
the laayout as followss:
Jack A:
Jack B:

LoocoNet Networrk (to LocoNet Repeater)
LoocoBuffer USB
B (to Monitor PC
C)

minal should bbe connected to
o
The Coommand Statioon Ground term
the eleectrical groundd at its power supply, and sshould also be
e
groundded to each Booster throuugh its Ground terminal, as
describbed in the sectiion on Grounding.
The Coommand Statioon is protectedd from backbonne faults by the
e
Comm and Node LNR
RP.
0
Backuup Command Station. A ssecond DCS1000 or DCS200
should be kept in resserve to use as a spare should any problems
develoop with the active Commannd Station, or should it be
e
necesssary to dividde the layout into two sections fo
or
troubleeshooting probblems. This C
Command Stattion should be
e
locatedd next to the aactive Commaand Station, coonnected to the
e
UPS, O
OpSw’s set ideentical to the aactive Commannd Station, and
d
maintaained in Sleep m
mode with pow
wer on. It should be connected
d
to the “protected” sidde of its own ppowered LNRP
P, but the LNRP
P
“standaard” jacks shoould not be coonnected. For smaller layouts
this Coommand Statioon can be used for programming.
Prograamming Comm
mand Station. A third DCS1100 or DCS200
0
that coould be used foor programmingg locomotives (see section on
Prograamming) shoulld serve as a second backup Command
d
Stationn for the layout. This is not neeeded for smalller layouts.
LocoN
Net. The follow
wing diagrams show the inteerconnection of
o
LocoNeet around thee layout. Whilee named as B
BoosterNet and
d
ThrottleeNet, the princciple is the sam
me for a single LLocoNet.
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Loop BoosterNet

Dia
agram courtesy
y of Doug Stua
ard, NVNTrak

Loop ThrottleNet

Dia
agram courtesy
y of Doug Stua
ard, NVNTrak

The Booster diaggram shows a Booster/P
Power Managger
combbination poweriing all four NT
TRAK tracks. A Booster/Pow
wer
Manaager combination serving a single NTRA
AK track will be
b
configgured in the same manneer. See also the section on
o
Boostters and Power Managementt.

layoutss should be connfigured to be a rugged and rreliable network
utilizingg the Digitraxx LocoNet Reppeater (LNRP)) Module. This
two-tie red protection,, as shown in tthe diagram onn the next page
e,
will util ize the LNRP tto isolate and pprotect LocoNeet segments, as
followss:

NTR
RAK Layouts
s with Junc
ction Modules
Becauuse of the com
mplexity and usually
u
also thee size of layouuts
with JJunction Modules, the electriccally noisy envvironment usuaally
encouuntered in thee show facilitiees and the priime objective of
continnuous, reliablee running of trains the LoccoNet for thesse

 A ssingle “backbonee” LocoNet will connect the Coommand Node to
indivvidual Loop Junnction nodes.
 Sepparate ThrottleN
Net and BoosteerNet connectioons will then be
brokken out at each Loop Junction too feed all LocoN
Net devices.

Orig
ginal diagram courtesy
c
of Dou
ug Stuard, NVN
NTrak.
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At thhe Command Node the LoocoNet will coonnect from thhe
Comm
mand Station too the “protecteed” side of the Command Nodde
LNRP
P. Also conneected will be a local throttlee and computter
interfaace for control and monitoringg.

in the Loop. For exaample, a faulty connection oon a throttle is
pluggeed into ThrottleN
Net creating daata corruption. BoosterNet will
not be affected nor w
will the LocoNetts on the protected side of the
e
LNRP and other Loopps.

The B
Backbone LocoNet will connnect the “standdard” side of thhe
Comm
mand Node LN
NRP to the “prrotected” side of Loop LNRP
Ps.
Theree will be no other LocoNet devvices on the baackbone.

mand Node Arrchitecture & Configurationn. There should
d
Comm
be a tootal of three deedicated DCS1000 and/or DCS
S200 Command
d
Stationns present during the show
w, as shown iin the diagram
m
below. In addition to the Active andd Backup Com
mmand Stations
describbed following, the third caan be used aas one of the
e
progra mming stationns, but its maain purpose iss to provide a
secondd backup shouuld either the Active or Bacckup Command
d
Stationn fail or deveelop problems. Each of theese Command
d
Stationns must have its own dedicaated power supply, and each
will bee equipped witth new internaal batteries (C
CR2032 Lithium
m
Coin C
Cell) just prior too the start of thhe show.

The sseparate ThrotttleNet and BooosterNet for each
e
loop will be
b
conneected to the “sttandard” side of
o the Loop LNR
RPs. BoosterN
Net
will ssupport Boostters and PM442s. ThrottleN
Net will conneect
Univeersal Panels, UR91/92
U
Radioo Receivers/Traansaceivers annd
all othher LocoNet deevices.
Proteecting the LocooNet with the LNRP
L
will isolaate any problem
ms
to onne part of one Loop, and spplitting the Looop LocoNets will
w
reducce potential datta corruption when
w
a problem
m is encountereed

Origina
al diagram courrtesy of Doug S
Stuard, NVNTrrak
Note: a LocoN
Net Repeater (n
not shown) will also be conne
ected to the bacckup Command Station.

Activve Command Station. A Digitrax
D
DCS1100 or DCS2000
should be used as the Commandd Station for thhe DCC system
m,
since 120 addressees are accom
mmodated by these
t
Commannd
Statioons. This DCS100 or DCS2000 should operrate only as thhe
Comm
mand Station; its Booster secction should not
n be connecteed
to thee track, nor should
s
this Coommand Station be used for
f
progrramming. Thee Command Station shoulld be powereed
througgh an Uninterrruptible Power Supply (UPS) to isolate it froom
any nnoise and interference in the
t 120VAC electrical pow
wer
supply.
A dedicated DT4xxx throttle with an installed known
k
good 9V
9
batterry should be connected at the active Coommand Statioon
compplex at all timess for monitoringg and control puurposes.
The C
Command Staation LocoNet jacks
j
should be
b connected to
the laayout as followss:

Diigitrax Chief Coommand Station (DCS100 or D
DCS200)

Jack A: LoccoNet Networkk (to LocoNet R
Repeater)
Jack B: LoccoBuffer USB ((to Monitor PC)
The Coommand Statioon Ground term
minal should bbe connected to
o
the eleectrical groundd at its power supply, and sshould also be
e
groundded to each Booster throuugh its Ground terminal, as
describbed in the sectiion on Grounding.
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The Command Station is protected from backbone faults by the
Command Node LNRP.
Backup Command Station. A second DCS100 or DCS200
should be kept in reserve to use as a spare should any problems
develop with the active Command Station, or should it be
necessary to divide the layout into two sections for
troubleshooting problems. This Command Station should be
located next to the active Command Station, connected to the
UPS, OpSs’s set identical to the active Command Station, and
maintained in Sleep mode with power on. It should be connected
to the “protected” side of its own powered LNRP, but the LNRP
“standard” jacks should not be connected.

Loop
Booster
Ground

Backbone
LocoNet

Programming Command Station. A third DCS100 or DCS200
that could be used for programming locomotives (see section on
Programming) can serve as a second backup Command Station
for the layout.
Junction Node. The Junction Node is built around the Loop
LNRP, as shown below. It breaks out the ThrottleNet and
BoosterNet connections for each loop. Both ThrottleNet and
BoosterNet must use 6-wire LocoNet cables.
 BoosterNet will support Boosters and PM42 Power Managers
around the loop or to a centralized loop booster cluster.
 ThrottleNet connects to all other DCC devices on the loop,
including Universal Panels, Radio Receivers, and other LocoNet
devices.

Loop
BoosterNet

PS12

Loop
ThrottleNet

Standard

Backbone
LocoNet

Protected

Booster
Ground

Loop LNRP

Booster
Ground

Diagram courtesy of Doug Stuard, NVNTrak

Each Loop LNRP should be mounted on its Junction Module on
the spine side facing the center of the layout. This provides for
easy fault checking if there is a problem.

Loop Configuration. The following diagram shows the Loop
configuration including BoosterNet, ThrottleNet and the Booster
ground.

NTRA
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Diagram courttesy of Doug S
Stuard, NVNTra
ak

Loopp BoosterNet. The Loop BooosterNet is servved from one of
o the “standardd” jacks on thee Loop LNRP. It connects to all Booster and
d
Poweer Managers (P
PM42s) in the looop, as shown below.

DCC To Track
T

Boostter
Ground

PM42
P

P
PS12

Bo
ooster
BoosterN
Net from
Loop LNRP
L

BoosterNet to
other boossters

X
Tran
nsformer
AC
Power
P

Booste
er
Ground
d

No
ote: AC gro
ound NOT
co
onnected to Booster
Grround except at
Co
ommand No
ode

Diagram courttesy of Doug S
Stuard, NVNTra
ak

The diagram show
ws a Booster//Power Managger combinatioon
poweering all four NTRAK trackss. A Booster/Power Managger
combbination servingg a single NTR
RAK track shouuld be configureed

in the same mannerr. See also thhe next Section on Boosterss,
Power Managers andd Grounding.
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Loop ThrottleNet. The Loop ThrottleNet is served from the
second “standard” jack on the Loop LNRP. It serves all LocoNet
devices (except for Boosters and PM42s) including Universal

ThrottleNet
from Loop
LNRP

Panels (UP3/UP5 pr equivalent) and radio receivers (UR91/92),
as shown in the diagram below. Stationary decoders, signal
controllers and BDL16s can be served off the side jack of UP5s.

ThrottleNet
to next UP5

(Side jack)

UP5

UR91

PS12

(As required)

PS12

DS64,
SE8C,
etc.

Diagram courtesy of Doug Stuard, NVNTrak

Architecture and Layout Size
The information provided above covers the requirements for the
largest NTRAK show layouts. Digital Masters should consider
the following conditions when scaling back this architecture and
designing DCC on smaller NTRAK show layouts.
120VAC Power Source. If the layout is Very Small or Small (per
the earlier table), and the 120VAC power for the Command
Station, all Boosters and any other DCC equipment requiring
power is obtained from the same 120VAC building power circuit,
then the use of the Booster ground and separate ThrottleNet and
BoosterNet is may not be needed. Exception: a very electrically
noisy environment such as could be found in an older building or
in close proximity to old neon signs, etc.
If 120VAC power is provided by more than one building power
circuit then the Booster Ground should be considered

Command
Station

Booster

mandatory. This is very likely to be the case in Medium and
larger NTRAK show layouts.
Separate ThrottleNet and BoosterNet. Having separate
ThrottleNet and BoosterNet is definitely the safest configuration,
but may be more than is needed for smaller layouts.

Boosters, Power Management & Grounding
The preferred method of powering the track is through a Power
Manager such as the PM42 between the Booster and the track,
as shown in the diagram below (assumes DCS200 or DB200
Booster). The PM42 short circuit trip current should be set as
low as practical based on the length of the powered electrical
district, the traffic density expected and the number of soundequipped locomotives and lighted passenger cars — 3.0A or
4.5A are preferred.

Booster

Booster

Diagram courtesy of Dayton NTRAK

For powering a single track the use of a 5 Amp Booster
(DCS100, DB100, DB150) may be connected to the track with or
without the protection of a Power Manager, although use of such
a Power Manager is highly recommended. Under no
circumstances should a DCS200 or DB200 Booster be permitted

connection to the track except through a Power Manager with
the current limited to 4.5 Amps or less per PM42 output.
Boosters
Only Digitrax Boosters, including the DCS100, DCS200, DB100
Family (DB100, DB100a, DB100+), DB150 and DB200 are

NTRA
AK DCC Design Specification
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o
Cell) innstalled just prior to the show, and must havve the setting of
their O
OpSw’s checkedd by the Digital Master beforee installation.
A DCS
S50 (Zephyr) C
Command Station/Booster, seet as a Booste
er
only, m
may be used tto power indusstrial complexees and/or yards
where these are a seeparate electriccal district.
A DB1 00 Family or D
DB200 Boosterr must have a w
wired jumper in
place bbetween Sync and Ground. A DB150 used as a Booste
er
only m
must have a wired jumper in place betweenn Config A and
d
Groundd.

DCS100 or DCS200

DB1550

DCS1100 and DCS2200 Commandd Station/Boossters used as a
Boostter must have new internal batteries
b
(CR20032 Lithium Cooin
Cell) installed just prior to the show
w, and must haave the setting of
their O
OpSw’s checkeed by the Digitaal Master beforre installation.

As statted earlier Looops with fully inndependent DC
CC systems on
their yeellow/blue/greeen tracks may uuse non-Digitraax equipment.
Powe
er Managem
ment
Insertioon of a Power Management device betweeen the output of
o
the Boooster and the ttrack is highly rrecommended for all Boosters
and maandatory for D
DCS200 and D
DB200 Boosterrs. The intent is
to limitt the current too each track bblock to the m
maximum exten
nt
possib le in order to m
minimize potenntial incidents of meltdown of
o
locomootives and/or ttrucks. While the Digitrax PM
M4/PM42 is the
e
preferrred Power Maanager, powerr managementt devices from
m
Tony’ss Train Exchannge, DCC Speccialties or equiivalent are also
o
permittted.
Based on tests carrried out at a number of ttrain shows to
o
determ
mine the optim
mum PM42 seetting for the electrical block
lengthss normally fouund on NTRA
AK layouts, thhe PM42 shorrt
circuit ttrip current shoould be set at 44.5A maximum
m.
Speciaal attention shoould be paid too monitoring P
PM42 operation
via LoocoNet to ensure that souund decoder startup inrush
currentts do not causee PM42 outputts to be shutdow
wn.

DB100 or DB200

DCS1100 and DCS2200 Commandd Station/Boossters used as a
Boostter must have new internal batteries
b
(CR20032 Lithium Cooin

The prreferred methood of poweringg, as shown bbelow, is an 8A
A
Boosteer (DB200) feeeding a PM42 with each secction set up as
short ccircuit protection. Each section of the PM42 then feeds one
e
NTRAK
K track (Red, Yellow, Blue, and Green) in the electrica
al
district powered by that Booster. Each PM4/PM
M42 requires a
PS12/P
PS14 power suupply, and musst be groundedd to its powering
g
Boosteer.
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DCC To Track

Booster
Ground

PM42

PS12

Booster
BoosterNet from
Loop LNRP

BoosterNet to
other boosters

X
Transformer
AC
Power

Booster
Ground

Note: AC ground NOT
connected to Booster
Ground except at
Command Node

Diagram courtesy of Doug Stuard, NVNTrak

Each PM4/PM42 Power Manager should be assigned an
address and connected to BoosterNet so its trip current and
timing can be remotely programmed at setup and during the
Convention as necessary.

locomotives across the double insulated gaps in the track that
separate two Boosters, and prevent the possibility of voltage
doubling between Boosters which can damage decoders. It also
provides more stable operation of the Boosters.

DB100 Family Boosters and DCS100/DB150 Command
Station/Boosters may be used to power individual tracks, with
(preferred) or without a Power Manager. Direct track powering
with no power manager using a DCS200 or a DB200 Booster
should not be permitted on NTRAK layouts.

Grounding Guidelines. The following are Grounding Guidelines
for the DCC systems connected to an NTRAK layout.

The requirements for power management also apply to any nonDigitrax Boosters in use on Loop independent DCC systems.
Booster Grounding
Each Booster (and other DCC components such as the
Command Station, PM42s, BDLs, etc.) must have an associated
power supply that converts 120VAC to 12–20 volts AC or DC.
Good design states we must provide protection for both human
beings and electronic equipment through the “grounding” of all
equipment. In other words our objective is to keep humans from
electrocuting themselves and keep the trains running.
The prime purpose of “grounding” the various DCC components,
as described in this section, is to provide smooth transition of

1) All equipment connected to 120VAC mains should have a 3-prong
grounding plug, and be plugged into a properly grounded 120VAC
mains outlet. Ideally the 120VAC would be GFCI (Ground Fault
Circuit Interrupter) protected, where practical.
2) If the AC power supply/transformer low voltage is properly isolated,
i.e. meets SELV (Safety Electric Low Voltage) Class II, no “safety”
ground is required on the low voltage side (Command Stations,
Boosters, Detectors, PM42s, etc.) as there is no possibility for
hazardous voltages to be present. These devices typically have 2prong plugs.
3) A “DCC Common” may be required between DCC system
components to provide an internal voltage reference point for
proper operation. Although often (incorrectly) referred to as a
“ground”, there is no functional need to also connect it to an
external ground. In Digitrax DCC systems, DCC Common may be
provided on LocoNet wires 2 and 5, although a separate, heavier
common wire is recommended, especially for larger layouts.
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4) The DCC Common connection MAY be connected to an earth
ground to establish a single ground reference point for static (ESD)
protection, etc. If this is done, it should be done at only ONE
point. Typically this would be at the Command Station, where the
DCC common would be connected to earth ground. The Command
Station transformer AC Safety ground “green wire” MAY be used to
provide this connection.
The primary reason for connecting DCC Common to earth ground
(either via the AC safety ground or separately) is to place the DCC
common at the same potential as the building ground, thus
bleeding off static charges so a decoder does not get zapped when
the locomotive is picked up on a cold, dry winter day. This is similar
in purpose to the wrist strap that electronic technicians wear when
working on sensitive electronic equipment, or the ground cable that
is connected from a fuel truck to an airplane before connecting the
fuel line.
5) Other DCC components (Boosters, etc.) may be connected to DCC
Common as described/required, but should NOT connect to AC
Safety ground except via the single point connection described
above. Transformers or power supplies for these other components
should have their own independent AC safety ground connections
which should NOT be connected to DCC Common in any way. This
will prevent AC ground potential differences between outlets from
flowing over the DCC Common (ground loop), possibly injecting

noise into the DCC system, or, in the case of a bad ground
connection at a wall outlet, unknowingly relying on DCC Common
to serve as the AC Safety ground lead.

DCC equipment manufacturers all must ensure that their
equipment meets appropriate US and International safety
specifications, while allowing for the variety of system
configurations that users such as NTRAK come up with. It is
thus difficult to cover every possible alternative. If in doubt,
follow the manufacturer’s instructions or consult an electrician.
“Grounding” for NTRAK Layouts. Based on the guidelines
above the following Grounding and Commons, as shown in the
diagram on the next page, should be put in place for NTRAK
layouts, especially larger layouts and for all layouts where the
120VAC power is derived from multiple branch circuits.
 Connection of the DCC common to AC safety ground is
prohibited for all Boosters and other DCC equipment used on
NTRAK layouts. A single point connection to the earth ground
should be made at the Command Station.
 A DCC “Common” should be run between all DCC components
(Boosters, PM42, BDL, etc.) in the layout, as described in this
document and detailed in Appendix O. This common should be 14gauge or larger stranded wire, preferably of green color.

SELV Class II
Double Insulation
High Voltage (AC) Side

Low Voltage (DCC) Side

AC Safety
Ground

Command
Station
12-18 VAC

Booster

DCC Out

3-Prong
Plug
Metal Case
Metal Case
Optional Static Ground (One connection only)

P
M
4
2

T
R
A
C

Booster Common

K
No Safety
Ground
Required

12-18 VAC
2-Prong
Plug

Booster

DCC Out

Metal Case

Insulated Case

Booster Common

P
M
4
2

P
O
W
E

12-18 VAC
AC Safety
Ground

3-Prong
Plug
Metal Case

Ground Loop,
do not connect!

DCC Out

Booster
Metal Case

Booster Common to
other boosters, PM42s,
BDL168s, etc.

Diagram courtesy of Doug Stuard, NVNTRAK

A power supply and Booster mounted on a metal base
where the base provides a ground connection between the

R
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poweer supply and Booster sh
hould not bee permitted on
o
NTRA
AK layouts since
s
this wo
ould violate the guidelinees
above.
w be used with
All 1220VAC power supply components that will
NTRA
AK layouts must
m
be propeerly enclosed
d in a metal or
plastic case, witth no expossed 120VAC terminals or
connections. Electric tape or shrink
s
wrap tubing
t
over th
he
soldeer connections of transsformers is not sufficieent
proteection, nor is
i the thin enamel insu
ulation on th
he
transsformer windin
ng.

Throtttles
Accepptable throttless for use on the Red Line Rooute® on NTRA
AK
layouts are the Digitrax family of wireless radio throttles. Thesse
includde the DT1000R, DT300R, DT400R, DT402R, DT402D,
UT4R
R and UTD, ass shown in thee diagrams. Infformation on thhe
use oof these throttlees is provided inn Appendices B through F.
Digitrrax wired throottles such as the DT100, DT300, DT4000,
DT4002 and UT4 maay be used forr local industrial switching, but
b
not foor mainline runnning. Any succh DTxxx or UT
U throttles muust
have a battery installed.

ms from their built-in Com
mmand Station
potentiial for problem
functioons. LT-1, LT-2 and Buddy thrrottles are prohhibited.
All throottles in use onn NTRAK layouuts, except thoose used by the
e
Digital staff, should hhave Global E
Emergency Stoop disabled and
d
Local E
Emergency Stoop enabled. Reefer to Appenddices B through
F for innstructions.

Programming
e
Prograamming is the act of configuuring the decooder to run the
locomootive the way yyou want it to run, by storing numeric data
a
values in memory loccations (Configguration Variabbles — CVs) in
the d ecoder. Therre are two types of proogramming —
Operattions Mode annd Service Moode Programm
ming.
Opera
ations-Mod
de Programm
ming
Operattions-Mode Proogramming alloows the prograamming of CV’s
in loco motives equippped with Extennded Packet Foormat decoders
while tthey are on the main linee. Many usefuul CVs can be
progra mmed in Operrations-Mode, eespecially speeed table valuess;
there iss one big downnside for NTRA
AK layouts.
Becauuse one operaator can acciddentally progrram a differen
nt
locom
motive than intended, annd thus creeate potentia
al
probleems with the ccontinuous reeliable operatiion of the DCC
C
trackss, Operations--Mode Prograamming shouuld be strictly
y
prohibbited on NTRA
AK layouts.
Servi ce-Mode Prrogramming
g
Servicee-Mode Progrramming requires a DCC system with a
progra mming track. Its capabilitiess are only those of the DCC
C
system
m being used. There are thhree types off Service-Mode
e
Prograamming:

DT100R Throttle

 P
Paged Mode
 D
Direct Mode
 P
Physical Register Mode

DT300R Thro
ottle

Digitraxx systems are capable of all tthree modes.
Progrramming Sttations
Depen ding on the size of the NTR
RAK layout froom one to fou
ur
Prograamming Stations should bee provided forr programming
g
decodeers. There aree three configuurations that m
may be used fo
or
the Proogramming Staations:
1) A programming track and mainline (operatingg) track section
DT400R
DT402R
DT402D

UT4R
UT4D

Digitrrax DT200 throottles are prohibited from NT
TRAK layouts as
a
they only offer 2-ddigit addressinng; there mayy also be som
me

CS50 or DCS1000/200 Commannd Station, in turn
coonnected to a DC
er
coonnected to a LocoBuffer or Digitrax PR3 aand a compute
runnning JMRI DeccoderPro.
2)

A programming track and mainline (operatingg) track section
coonnected to a D
DCS50 or DCS100/DCS200 Command Station
annd a DTxxx throtttle.
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3)

A programming track connected to specialized sound decoder
programmers such as the Digitrax PR3, the LokSound
LokProgrammer or the Quantum programmer.

Configuration 1 is preferred. Details are provided in Appendix G.
Other DCC systems, if available, can also be used for
programming. The Programming Stations should not be
interconnected to the main DCC system.
The active DCC Command Station operating the NTRAK layout
should not be used for the programming of decoder addresses
or other CVs.
Address Assignments
Addresses should be carefully managed by the Digital Staff to
ensure unique assignments and provide for slot management in
the Command Station. Clearly the need for assigning addresses
depends heavily on the size of the layout and the number of
operators. For smaller layouts there may be no need for address
assignment control at all; the only rule is that the first person to
use an address owns that address until he releases it. The
following Address Assignment method works for all sizes, but it
is especially required for large to very large layouts.
Four-Digit Addresses. Where address assignment is in use
engineers wishing to operate trains on the NTRAK Layout must
use the 4-digit address that is assigned (which may be identical
to his/her Show registration number, where applicable). No other
4-digit address should be used (except by Digital Staff for testing
purposes). These addresses will be programmed into
locomotives at the Programming Stations. Engineers may
program their locomotives addresses to their registration number
before coming to the layout, but these should be checked at a
Programming Station before the locomotive can be run on the
layout’s Red Line Route.
The range of addresses assigned to engineers will also be
reserved on any independent loop DCC systems in the layout so
locomotives can be moved back and forth from the Red Line
Route to the independent DCC loops without having to
reprogram the locomotive address each time.
Two-Digit Addresses. When address assignment is in use twodigit addresses should be assigned only at a Programming
Station by the Digital Staff. Two-digit addresses should be
available only to locomotives with decoders not capable of 4digit addresses, and as Decoder Assisted Consist Addresses
(see below). The Programming Station staff will keep track of
any two-digit addresses assigned to ensure there are no
duplicates.
Consisting
Consisting is the combining of two or more locomotive units
together so a single throttle can control them. There are three
types of consisting possible with the Digitrax system and
decoders of recent design (less than 10 years old). As defined
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elsewhere, slot management of the system is important when a
large number of simultaneous operators is expected. Two of the
three types of consisting make more efficient use of slots than
the third method, which, unfortunately, is the most commonly
used.
 This most common method is Command Station Assisted
Consisting (CSAC), called UniVersal Consisting by Digitrax, in
which the Command Station sends a packet addressed to each
locomotive in the consist for speed and direction as specified in the
NMRA standards. Since each locomotive in the consist uses one
memory slot in the Command Station, sending these packets adds
to data congestion on the rails, and can contribute to lag time
between the throttle and the locomotive. CSAC is carried out on the
mainline.
On larger layouts Command Station Assisted Consisting
(UniVersal Consisting) should not be permitted on the Red
Line Route or on DCC-powered tracks that are part of the Red
Line Route DCC system.
 A more effective method is Basic Consisting where all
locomotives in the consist are programmed to the same address,
thus using only a single memory slot. The main disadvantage is the
loss of individual control of locomotive functions. Basic Consisting
can only be carried out on a programming track.
Basic Consisting should be used on larger NTRAK layouts for
the Red Line Route and for DCC-powered tracks that are part
of the Red Line Route DCC system. Engineers wishing to run
will have their locomotives programmed to their assigned 4digit address.
 The third type of consisting is Decoder Assisted Consisting
(DAC), called Advanced Consisting by Digitrax, if supported by
the decoders involved, where a 2-digit consist address is
programmed into CV19 of the decoder in each locomotive in the
consist. DAC can be set up on either the programming track or the
mainline, but should be restricted to the programming track for
NTRAK layouts.
Only Digitrax decoders with Extended Packet Format (EPF) can be
used with DAC; these include all DNxxFX, DN14x, DN16x, DZ12x
and DZ14x decoders. Decoders from Lenz, TCS, NCE and others
that support DAC may be used. Decoders without EPF functions
must use Basic Consisting.
With DAC either the decoder must be Status Edited so the status
number ends in 4 or 7, or the Command Station OpSw #21, 22 and
23 must be set to default to a status number of 7. The Command
Station OpSw’s should be set to default to this status.
Optionally engineers may utilize Decoder Assisted (Advanced)
Consisting if supported by the decoders in their locomotives.
The Programming Station(s) will be capable of programming
DAC consisting to a free 2-digit address. If an attendee’s
consist is already programmed the consist must still be
checked at the Programming Station to ensure the 2-digit
address is free.
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As stated above in order to conserve memory slots in the
Command Station CSAC (Command Station Assisted
Consisting) should not be used on larger layouts. Engineers will
have the choice of Basic Consisting or Decoder Assisted
Consisting (DAC) for the locomotives they will operate on the
layout, since either requires only a single memory slot per
consist.
Throttle Emergency Stop
When operators come to the Programming Station(s) to have
their locomotive addresses checked/programmed, their throttles
will also be checked and set so that Local Emergency Stop only
is enabled. Refer to Appendix G.
Unique Throttle Identification
All Digitrax DT100, DT300, DT400, DT402 and UT4 throttles
have a throttle identification number (ID) set at the factory. Not
all throttles manufactured by Digitrax have unique throttle IDs.
Unique IDs can be programmed into these throttles if needed to
identify the throttle and/or user. Throttle IDs as well as the
address of the locomotive(s) being controlled by the throttle are
displayed on the computer screen by the software used to
monitor the Command Station. At large show layouts there may
be a record of each operator based on his/her registration
number and thus unique throttle addresses will not be required.

Track Power Distribution
The tracks of DCC-powered NTRAK layouts can be wired using
two different methods of power distribution — Centralized and
Distributed. Distributed Power Distribution is more flexible for
differing layout configurations than Centralized Power
Distribution. Both types of power distribution may be used on
larger NTRAK layouts. Centralized Power Distribution may be
used on smaller NTRAK layouts or on DCC loops by one or two
NTRAK clubs that normally use this type of distribution. Most
DCC layout loops will use Distributed Power Distribution.
In either method it is mandatory that the Rail A output from the
Booster/PM42 be connected to the wide pin of the Cinch-Jones
connectors or the colored (not black) pin of the Powerpole
connector, which in turn is connected to the front rail of each
track, per NTRAK electrical standards and recommended
practices.
Centralized Power Distribution
With Centralized Power Distribution, there is normally a power
case/cabinet that is centrally located in the layout loop,
containing a Command Station (which may be used as a
Booster) and Boosters. The output of the Boosters are
connected to the NTRAK tracks by an “octopus” of 12-gauge or
larger power cables feeding the various modules in that loop.
Distributed Power Distribution
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With Distributed Power Distribution, several Boosters are located
around the layout to define a number of electrical districts of
length such that the voltage drop at the end of the district is not
more than 0.5–1.0 volts. In all cases the Booster should be
located in the geographic center of the electrical district.
The length of the electrical districts within a layout loop will be
equalized as much as possible; however, no electrical district
should be longer than 80 feet.
The output of the Booster/PM42 should be connected to the
track bus via 12-gauge (14-gauge minimum) wire with either
dual Cinch-Jones connectors or dual Powerpole connectors
(preferred).
Track Bus Twisting, Filters and Terminators
Ad-hoc layouts such as our NTRAK layouts and especially large
NTRAK layouts have noisy and messy electrical environments.
Poor craftsmanship on modules (bad solder connections,
insecurely attached connectors, etc.) and electrical interference
from sources such as the building HVAC system, cellular
telephones, other layouts, etc. contribute to this environment.
All these sources of interference can influence the DCC signal
and cause problems.
Several different solutions have been promoted for reducing or
eliminating the potential for problems to our DCC layouts from
these various sources. The solutions involve twisting the track
bus cables, terminating the track bus and/or installing high
frequency filters.
Twisting the track bus wires is a decision left to the module
builder, and twisting the track bus wires does not have any
negative side re the DCC signal. However, if the module has
occupancy detection the portion of the track feeders from the
BDL168 to the track CANNOT be twisted without potentially
affecting the transponding or detection.
Terminating the track bus or installing a high frequency filter can
help in very specific circumstances. Experience has shown
these are not necessary on our large NTRAK layouts since the
multiple Boosters that are used keep the track buses to
manageable lengths. Track bus terminators and/or high
frequency filters should not be used on NTRAK show layouts.

LocoNet
LocoNet is a proprietary Digitrax communications network
especially designed for model railroad operation to provide rapid
response even when many throttles and other devices are
connected to the network — the communications bus. LocoNet
is a peer-to-peer Local Area Network (LAN) and is based on the
Ethernet CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Detection) Local Area Network protocol, the most
universal worldwide hookup standard for computer networks.
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LocoN
Net has been optimized for use with Digitrax systems to
allow 100% traffic caapacity with lesss than 0.33% collision rate.
LocoN
Net is the method of interconnecting all paarts of a Digitraax
DCC system, such as the Comm
mand Station, Boosters, Raddio
and I/R Receivers, Throttles, Uniiversal Panels, Detectors, annd
d
not connect to Mobile or Stationaary
other devices. It does
Decoders, which arre "connected"" via the track. Note, howeveer,
that LocoNet doees connect to Digitrax DS64
D
Stationaary
Decoders.
The LLocoNet design allows very simple free forrm wiring, whicch
makees adding extra devices and feeatures simple.
A com
mplete treatise on LocoNet annd LocoNet Caables is availabble
from tthe North Raleigh Model Railroad Club’s weeb site.
The LocoNet cablling for an NTRAK
N
show layout can be
b
extennsive and compplex dependingg on the size and complexity of
the laayout. Digitrax has developedd a device callled the LocoN
Net
Repeeater (LNRP) which
w
permits the isolation and
a protection of
segm
ments of the layyout, i.e. each loop, and actss as a diagnostic
tool w
when problemss arise. The LNRP
L
and its connections are
a
shown below. Each LNRP must bee individually powered
p
with 144–
18VD
DC.

LocoN
Net Repeaterr Componentts

At largge and very laarge NTRAK layouts a twoo-layer LocoNe
et
protecttion scheme sshould be usedd. A LNRP at the Command
d
Node w
will protect the Command Staation from faultts on the spine
e,
while LLNRPs at eacch junction m
module will prootect the spine
e
LocoNeet from faults tthat may occur in each loop.
While Loop LNRPss provide prootection to bboosters, radio
o
receiveers, etc. in use in each loop, additional LLNRPs may be
e
requireed along the sppine to providee LocoNet prottection to these
e
items tthat may be loccated on the sppine itself.
At eacch Loop LNR
RP one Standard LocoNet output will be
e
design ated for ThrotttleNet and thee second for BoosterNet, as
describbed in the follow
wing sections.

Digitrax LocoNet Repeater
R
(LNRP
P)
Photo an
nd diagram so
ource: Digitrax
x, Inc.

The LoocoNet jack onn the front panel of the LNRP
Ps can be used
d
for throottles only, as there are no RailSync signaals at this jackk.
For larrge NTRAK layyouts the use oof this jack shouuld be reserved
d
for Diggital Staff mem
mbers only; a ssticker stating “For DCE Stafff
use onnly” should be aapplied to eachh LNRP.
e
The LLNRP configurration for largge layouts is shown in the
m at the top oof the next paage. More infoormation on the
e
diagram
Digitraxx LocoNet R
Repeater (LNR
RP) module iis provided in
Appenddix H.

Thrrottle LocoN
Net Network & Universsal Panels
The Thhrottle LocoNeet Network (called ThrottleNeet) connects the
e
Comm and Station viaa one of the Looop LNRP stanndard outputs to
o
Receivers, other throttle plug
gall Univversal Panels, UR91 Radio R
in poinnts and other devices requirinng LocoNet connnections (such
as DS 64 stationary decoders, signal controllerss, BDL16, etc.)),
exceptt Boosters andd Power Manaagers (PM42). ThrottleNet will
be daiisy-chained thhrough the vaarious Universsal Panels and
d
UR91 Receivers, etcc. As requiredd 4-way LocoN
Net connectors
(such as Loy’s TToys PH-LL LocoNetLink Connector or
o
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equivvalent) or 2-foor-1 connectorrs (such as Litchfield
L
Statioon
CableeRJsplit connecctors) may be used to split thhe ThrottleNet for
f
more efficient wiringg. This is shownn below graphically.
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RP should be llocated at each
For NTTRAK layouts oone Loop LNR
Junctioon module for eeach loop. Sinnce most Loopps will have two
o
Junctioon Modules thhe ThrottleNet from each Loop LNRP will
connecct to only half tthe Loop; the bboundary betw
ween the halves
will de pend on the sspacing of ThrottleNet devicees in the Loop
p,
may not be exxactly the geoographical halffway point, no
or
and m
identicaal to the BoostterNet boundarry.

Diagram courtesy of Do
oug Stuard, NVNTrak

Univeersal Panels with/without connected wall-wart
w
pow
wer
supplies should be provisioned
p
thrroughout the laayout as followss:


U
Universal Pan
nels should be
b mounted in
n the center of
the diagonal on
o all corner modules, on the outside of
the module. Iff the Yellow, Blue and/or Green
G
tracks in
the Loop are part of the Red Line Routte DCC syste
em
then Universa
al Panels should also be mounted
m
on th
he
in
nside diagona
al of all corne
er modules.



U
Universal Pa
anels should
d be mounted along th
he
o
outside of the layout at app
proximately 20-foot interva
als
o
or less. If the Yellow, Blue
e and/or Gree
en tracks in th
he
L
Loop are part of the Red Line Route DC
CC system the
en
U
Universal Pan
nels must also
o be mounted
d on the insid
de
o
of the modules at approxim
mately the sam
me intervals.



M
Modules equipped with panels or other throttle plug--in
d
devices will be included in ThrottleN
Net and in th
he
d
distance calc
culations, on
nly after being tested for
f
p
proper operattion of the ne
etwork in the module. Suc
ch
p
plug-ins will be
b covered ov
ver with tape and bypasse
ed

perational. Th
hrottle plug-in
n
if they do not test fully op
evices need n
not be panels manufacture
ed by Digitrax.
de


So
ome clubs h
have equippe
ed their mo
odules with a
Lo
ocoNet Bus, with 6-wire jacks at the end of each
h
m odule. Shortt LocoNet jumper cabless connect the
e
m odules. Such
h LocoNet Bus equipped modules will
be
e utilized ass part of Th
hrottleNet oncce tested fo
or
prroper operatiion in the n
network. If th
he on-module
e
Lo
ocoNet bus d
does not fun
nction properlly, a LocoNe
et
byypass will be added.

Universsal Panels thatt are connecteed to the Red LLine Route DCC
C
system
m should be marked with a small circuular red sticke
er
attacheed to the paneel at the top lefft front. Univerrsal Panels tha
at
are paart of an indeppendent DCC ssystem must bbe marked with
yellow,, blue and/or grreen as approppriate.
The 6-w
wire cabling foor ThrottleNet sshould be susppended from the
modulee as it is run thhroughout the layout. The ThhrottleNet cable
e
must nnot be allowed to hang down where it may bbe damaged by
activityy under the moodules (such as box storage,, entry/exit from
m
the layyout, etc.), espeecially in the viccinity of the RJJ plugs.
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Should the ThrottleeNet need to be
b run on the floor, it must be
b
securrely fastened to the floor with suitable tape or othher
protecction and not be
b twisted undeerneath the tappe.
The 66-wire cable foor ThrottleNet should be whhite or silver, or
have white tape appplied at each RJ12
R
plug.
The sspecific location and quanttities of Universal Panels an
nd
ThrotttleNet routing should be detailed on the
t final layo
out
drawings availablee at the show.
gitrax UP3/UP
P5 Universal Panels.
P
Digitraax
Speccial Note: Dig
UP3 aand UP5 Univeersal Panels seerve multiple puurposes but theey
do noot add power to
t the LocoNeet, only to the front panel (annd
side panel in the UP5)
U
RJ jackss for whatever is plugged innto
them.. Thus they will help reduce the load on the LocoNet wheen
batterryless throttless are used andd for battery throttles when thhe
batterry voltage is loow. There are 3 possible poower sources for
f
the UP3/UP5 and thhey can be useed singly, or all together.
1)

2)

LLocoNet Power If the UP3/UP5 is connected onnly to the LocoNet,
thhen it will onlyy have availabble LocoNet poower. As such a
U
UP3/UP5 is the same as any other
o
dual RJ connector,
c
and all
ppower drawn will be from LocooNet. (Note thaat the LNRP adds
ppower to the LoccoNets terminateed on standard LNRP
L
jacks.)
TTrack Power Connectors
C
Wheen these are connected
c
to loccal
trrack power they provide power to
t the front jackss (and side jack on
thhe UP5). There is also a bi-coloored LED on the UP3/UP5 that will
w
sshow the status of
o the local trackk power. This waay as long as theere
iss track power, any
a throttle connnected to either of the front jaccks
(oor the side jack on the UP5), will
w use the trackk power instead of
LLocoNet power. Track power, iff connected, should only be Red
trrack power. (Unniversal Panels which
w
are part of
o an independeent

m should not be connected to R
Red track power,
looop DCC system
buut rather to Yellow
w, Blue or Greenn as appropriatee.)
3)

A 2mm DC Pow
wer Jack Conneect a 12–15VDC power source
heere; a Digitrax P
PS12/PS14 or other 12VDC 3300mA wall wart
woorks very well foor this. Also locaated in the rear back center is a
soolder hole. Thesse solder holes can be connectted together from
m
onne UP3/UP5 to aanother, and this will allow the 12VDC to powe
er
upp to a total of 100 UP3/UP5 paneels in a daisy chain fashion. Only
thi s single conducctor for the daissy chain is needded because the
LoocoNet common will supply the return path. If thhe 12VDC powe
er
is connected andd always on, evven with the syystems powered
doown, the UP3/UP5 can be usedd as a battery saver for batterry
thrrottles as long ass they are pluggged into the UP3/UP5.

All Diggitrax UP3/UP55 Universal Panels used on N
NTRAK layouts
should have either traack power or D
DC power (PS112 or equivalen
nt
power supply) conneected, unless sufficient powerr is provided by
the LN
NRP to which the ThrottleNett is connected.. When a PS12
2
or PS114 is used it shhould be pluggeed into the 1200VAC Line. The
e
White bbus power musst not be used to power Univversal Panels. If
presennt, the Brown bus may be useed to power Unniversal Panels.

Booster Lo
ocoNet Netw
work & Grounding
The Boooster LocoNeet Network (called BoosterNeet) connects the
e
Comm and Station via one of the sstandard Loop LNRP ports to
o
all Booosters and Poower Managerrs (PM42), ass shown in the
diagram
m below. Throottles, Radio reeceivers, Univeersal Panels or
o
other devices should not be connected tto BoosterNett.
BoosteerNet will be daisy-chained tthrough the vaarious Boosterss.
As reqquired 4-way LLocoNet conneectors or 2 foor 1 connectors
may bee used to split tthe BoosterNet for more efficcient wiring.

Diagram coourtesy of Doug S
Stuard

The 66-wire cabling for
f BoosterNet should be susspended from thhe
moduule as it is run throughout
t
the layout. BoosteerNet cable muust
not bbe allowed to hang down where
w
it may be
b damaged by

activityy under the moodules (such as box storage,, entry/exit from
m
the layyout, etc.), espeecially in the viccinity of the RJJ plugs.
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Should the BoosterNet need to be run on the floor, it must be
securely fastened to the floor with suitable tape or other
protection and not be twisted underneath the tape.
The 6-wire cabling for BoosterNet should be black in color, or
have black tape applied at each RJ12 plug.
The specific location and quantities of Boosters and
BoosterNet routing should be detailed on the final layout
drawings available at the Convention.
In addition to the 6-wire BoosterNet cabling, Boosters should be
interconnected via a 12-gauge (preferable, 14-gauge minimum)
wire connected to the Ground terminal on each Booster and to
the Ground terminal on the Command Station. Boosters must
not be connected to the AC electrical ground at their own power
supply; any such connections should be removed. See also the
Section on Grounding and Appendix O.

Radio Receivers/Transceivers
Radio receivers/transceivers are needed to receive
transmissions from simplex wireless throttles and to send to and
receive information from duplex wireless throttles that will be
used for controlling trains on the layout. To minimize radio dead
spots all receivers/transceivers should be mounted on a “radio
tower” at least 3 feet above the top of the layout module’s
skyboards. Both the UR91 Simplex Radio Receiver and the
UR92 Duplex Radio Transceiver should be available so that
engineers can operate regardless of the type of Digitrax wireless
throttle they own.
Digitrax UR91 Simplex Radio receivers
Digitrax UR91 Simplex Radio Receivers will be used to receive
transmissions from Digitrax simplex wireless throttles, such as
the DT100R, DT300R, DT400R, DT402R and UT4R. All UR91
receivers must be powered by PS12, PS14 or equivalent power
supplies. Powering of the UR91s by track power should not be
permitted, as a shutdown of track power for any reason will
remove power from the UR91. UR91 radio receivers should be
connected to ThrottleNet, if installed, or to normal LocoNet.
A minimum of two UR91 radio receivers, tower mounted, should
be placed at appropriate locations in each layout. If a layout has
multiple loops consider placing two UR91 simplex radio
receivers, tower mounted, at appropriate locations in each loop.
Where a layout or loop of a layout uses an independent DCC
system any radio receivers for that system should be placed no
closer than 10 feet to a Red Line Route radio receiver.
Digitrax UR91 Radio Capacity. There may be some concern
that the Digitrax specifications for the UR91 states that 10 – 20
throttles can be handled. It should be noted that this refers to
throttles broadcasting in the exact same time. It is expected that
well in excess of 60 throttles can be handled since it is unlikely
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that they all send at the same time. Also, unlike a tethered
throttle which sends each command once, radio throttles send
each command 5 times to make sure that at least one gets
through on a busy receiver.
Further, while the UR91 receives from all throttles within range,
the UR91 will filter the messages and only transmit to LocoNet
the messages that have the identical LocoNet ID.
Digitrax UR91 Connections. UR91 radio receivers may be
connected to the side connector on the nearest ThrottleNet UP5
Universal Panel, or connected inline as part of ThrottleNet.
However, one UR91 should always be connected to the
Command Node to ensure continuous radio reception should a
LocoNet fault develop somewhere on the layout.
Digitrax UR91 Interference from Other Systems. This type of
interference is the interference from another source of radio
transmission on the same or a close frequency that may be even
busier then the traffic from the Digitrax wireless throttles that are
part of the layout. For example, a two-way polled system, such
as the NCE DCC system, can result in radio channel congestion
that becomes disruptive.
Since the NCE system is two-way, radio packets received in
error generate retransmission requests, so any radio
interference to the NCE system from Digitrax throttles will cause
more traffic in the NCE system, swamping Digitrax receivers
even more. A Digitrax “R” throttle, being transmit only, has no
way of knowing that its transmissions have been stepped on,
other than the action of the throttle operator who twiddles the
knobs even more furiously trying to get a response, thus
compounding the problem.
The radio protocol and LocoNet protocol (packets, unique to
Digitrax) are different, and since the LocoNet protocol is specific
to Digitrax and incompatible with the NCE protocol, a UR91 on
seeing a transmission originated by NCE would simply ignore it.
However, it is possible that an NCE radio signal may interfere
with (swamp) the desired Digitrax throttle signals and prevent
the reception of Digitrax packets.
At train shows with NTRAK layouts every attempt should be
made to minimize the number of layouts using the NCE system,
and locate those that will be present as far away geographically
as possible from the main NTRAK layout. Any Loop
independent DCC systems using NCE may only be used in
tethered mode.
Digitrax UR92 Duplex Radio Transceivers
Digitrax UR92 Duplex Radio Transceivers will be used to receive
transmissions from and send transmissions to Digitrax duplex
wireless throttles, such as the DT402D and UT4D. All UR92
transceivers must be powered by PS12, PS14 or equivalent
power supplies. Powering of the UR92’s by track power should
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not be permitted, as a shutdown of track power for any reason
will remove power from the UR92. UR92 transceivers should be
connected to ThrottleNet, if installed, or to the normal LocoNet.
A UR92 radio transceiver, tower mounted, should be placed at a
central location in each loop of the layout; a smaller layout with a
single loop needs only one UR92. Where a layout or loop of a
layout uses an independent DCC system any radio receivers for
that system should be placed no closer than 10 feet to a Red
Line Route radio receiver.
Digitrax UR92 Radio Capacity. The UR92 Duplex Radio
Transceiver supports dozens of duplex throttles at the same
time, so capacity should not be an issue even on the very largest
NTRAK layouts. Additional UR92 transceiver can be added to
increase capacity and expand the coverage of the radio system.
Further, while the transceivers receive from all throttles on the
same channel within range, the UR92 will filter the messages
and only transmit to LocoNet the messages that belong to the
transceiver’s Duplex Group.
Digitrax UR92 Radio Connections. UR92 duplex radio
transceivers may be connected to the side connector on the
nearest ThrottleNet UP5 Universal Panel, or connected inline as
part of ThrottleNet.
However, one UR92 should always be connected to the
Command Node to ensure continuous radio reception should a
LocoNet fault develop somewhere on the layout.
Digitrax UR92 Interference from Other Systems. This type of
interference is the interference from another source of radio
transmission on the same or a close frequency as the Digitrax
wireless throttles used on the layout. For example, Wi-Fi and
other services share the same 2.4GHz band as the UR92.
Unlike the UR91 simplex receiver the UR92 duplex transceiver
has multiple channels, and can be set to any of channels 11
through 26 in the 2.4GHz band. Software is available (from
Digitrax) that will allow a search of available channels to find the
channel which is least busy. Refer to Appendix J for the
procedure to change channels.

Other DCC Devices
A variety of accessory products have been developed to work
with NMRA compatible DCC systems and with the Digitrax
system LocoNet for control of trackside devices. These include
stationary decoders, signals, detection units and fast clocks,
among others. The use of these DCC controlled accessories on
NTRAK layouts can cause some complex problems. Only NMRA
compliant and/or LocoNet certified devices should be permitted
in NTRAK show/convention layouts.
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Use of any accessory products MUST be pre-approved by the
Digital Master. Such approval will only be given if the use of the
product(s) is verified to not cause any interference with the prime
objective of the show layout — the continuous and reliable
operation of trains.
Device Classes
There are two general classes into which stationary devices fall:
NMRA Compliant Stationary Decoders. Accessory decoders
that receive an NMRA compliant signal via track input from a
Booster.
Non-NMRA Compliant Stationary Decoders. Accessory
devices that receive a signal via the Command Bus connected to
the DCC system, essentially LocoNet devices, but other devices
in this category exist.
Some stationary devices, such as the Digitrax DS64, meet both
definitions, as it takes either an NMRA signal from the track, or a
LocoNet signal.
Potential Problems
For NTRAK modular layouts there are several problems that the
module builder, layout planner and Digital Master must consider:
 There may not always be an appropriate signal available.
 There is a good chance that more than one module owner will have
chosen to use the same address for a stationary decoder.
 Operators are likely to be unfamiliar with how to operate a module’s
accessory decoders using a throttle or other command bus input
device.

Possible Solutions
By examining each problem in more detail solutions can be
found.
Appropriate Signals May Not Be Available. This problem may
arise when a module with accessory decoders has been placed
in a layout, or in a portion of a layout, where an appropriate
signal is not available. This problem may be made worse when
some of the tracks on a module are DCC-powered while others
are DC-powered.
There are two potential sub-issues to be aware of:
Wiring Accessory Decoders if No Signal Available. For
NMRA DCC compliant decoders that cannot be wired into the tracks, a
separate accessory decoder signal input (such as a module-mounted
Booster) is required for these devices. An additional wiring bus should
be used for this purpose, so that decoders from multiple modules can
be connected together.
For accessory decoders that connect via the command bus (LocoNet)
there is a need to be able to isolate the decoders on a module from the
command bus. This means that except for the Digitrax DS64 any
visible throttle jacks on the module framework cannot be used to
connect accessory decoders. This is due to the fact that different
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throttle buses use the same jacks and plugs, but use the wires for
different purposes. It is possible the wiring differences may damage or
destroy a device.
Obtaining an Appropriate Signal. Some NMRA DCC
compliant accessory decoders can work off of 12-15V power; simply
provide 12-15V to the decoders.
For decoders that cannot work off a simple 12-15V power then an
appropriate signal must be supplied to the decoders.
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present at his/her module throughout the show to explain to
each new operator how to use each feature of a module.
Because of this unfamiliarity a module owner should provide a
local control panel(s) for the module. The need to provide a local
control panel may influence the choice of accessory decoder. If
an accessory decoder does not have built in inputs for local
controls these controls may be routed through a computer using
appropriate software.

For NMRA DCC compliant accessory decoders this means a DCC
Command Station and Booster must be supplied that can connect to
the accessory decoder’s track inputs. Thus if the decoder does not
receive its signal from the layout DCC track bus then a device must be
provide that provides all the appropriate signals. For LocoNet devices
this means there must be a device which can terminate the private
LocoNet. This can be a Command Station, devices such as the Digitrax
BDL16x series of block occupancy detectors, or a device such as a
LocoBuffer connected to a computer.



The preferred connection for any Digitrax DS64 stationary decoders
used in NTRAK layouts will be to ThrottleNet, specifically the side jack
of the nearest UP5.

The control panel should include a physical control device for
every device an average operator might need to use (turnouts,
uncoupling devices, etc.)



It should be clear from looking at the panel what device each
switch controls and what each indicator is for.



Don’t confuse operators by putting controls for devices that are
automatically controlled.



It is recommended that a virtual control panel (i.e. a computer
screen) NOT be used for controlling these devices.



If there are signals on the module, it is recommended that a
display of some kind be included that echoes the current signal
status. A physical panel can be used for this display; a virtual
panel should not be used.



Consider installing a lockout switch for mainline (red, yellow, blue)
turnouts if they are useable for mainline operations.

Duplicate Stationary Decoder Addresses. Having two or more
modules containing accessory decoders with the same address
can lead to some problems while operating trains. It is not
desirable to throw a turnout on one module, only to find that a
turnout on another module in a different part of the layout has
also been thrown, perhaps causing a derailment.
The clear solution to this problem is to coordinate and reprogram, as necessary, all the accessory decoders on the layout
that have a conflicting address, and this should be done during
setup of the layout, prior to the operation of trains. For NTRAK
layouts the Assistant Digital Master — Device ID will be
responsible for ensuring there are no conflicting addresses in the
layout. As far as possible address assignments will be provided
to module owners so programming can be completed before
arriving at the show. Such addresses then need only to be
checked during setup.

Since some operators will use Digitrax UT4R/D throttles to
control their trains, having a local control panel is highly
desirable as the UT4R/D does not have the ability to operate
turnouts.
Following are some other factors to remember when designing a
control panel:

Preparing for an NTRAK Show Layout
Owners of modules with stationary decoders must be prepared
to provide the following additional items with the module:


Documentation for the stationary decoders on each module.

An alternate method, which will normally NOT be used for
NTRAK layouts, would be to divide the layout into zones where
each zone contains non-conflicting accessory decoder
addresses. In the extreme a zone could be a single module.
While this can provide satisfactory results where only a few
modules have accessory decoders, it leads to a poor use of
available resources when there are a large number of accessory
decoder equipped modules, which is likely for large and very
large NTRAK layouts.



The minimal hardware needed to provide the proper power and
input signals to the decoders if these inputs are not otherwise
available.



A wiring diagram indicating how the decoders are wired.

Operators Unfamiliar with Decoder Operation. With a wide
variety of modules and operators from many locations in the
world being part of the NTRAK show layout, many operators
may be unfamiliar with how to operate an accessory decoder on
a module. It is also not practical for a module owner to be



NTRAK Layout Setup and Operation
The following process will be used to evaluate the acceptability
of stationary decoders for an NTRAK DCC layout, and prepare
for appropriate programming of these devices.
The Layout Coordinator, with the assistance of the Loop
Coordinators, should collect information from module owners re
their modules that include accessory decoders This includes
stating specifically what type(s) of decoder(s) are on each of the
modules in question, and which contain mainline turnouts.
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The Layout Coordinator should ensure the Digital Master(s) and
the Dispatcher(s) have copies of this information.

operational. At other times he/she should assist the setup teams
and the Loop DCC Coordinators as necessary.



The Dispatcher should decide which, if any, of the decoders are
going to be used for operating the layout.



The Digital Master will determine the best method of providing the
power to the stationary decoders on the layout, taking care that
any decoders that are going to be used for operating the layout
are powered in a manner acceptable to the operating principles
the Dispatcher wants to use for layout operations.

 The Assistant Digital Master — Loops/Setup/Teardown has
direct responsibility for installing the various DCC components in
the layout spine, utilizing the Setup Teams, and prime responsibility
for the installation of the various DCC components around the
layout utilizing the Setup Teams and the DCC Loop Coordinators.
He/she is also responsible for providing material needed (e.g.
LocoNet cabling, RJ12 jacks, other components) to the setup
teams and the Loop DCC Coordinators.



Where the module owner has mounted a module Booster he/she
must provide manufacturer documentation for the Booster, if nonDigitrax. This Module Booster may only be connected to the
Digitrax Rail Sync connections (LocoNet wires 1 and 6); this
connection must be by means of a plug-and-socket arrangement
to permit rapid disconnect for troubleshooting purposes.

Acceptable Devices
As stated above, only NMRA compliant and/or LocoNet certified
devices should be permitted in the NTRAK layout.

Setup and Test
A major challenge will be to install, complete and test the various
DCC components, cables, etc., that will make up the DCC
system, and to do this in the time available after the layout is
sufficiently assembled and before operations are scheduled to
start.
Setting up the Command Station, Boosters, Radio Receivers,
Universal Panels and LocoNets will require close coordination
and communications among many people. The Digital Team
members and Loop DCC Coordinators involved should be
equipped with Family Radio Service (FRS) radios set to a unique
channel assigned for this purpose.
Specific setup responsibilities are as follows:
 The Digital Master is responsible for setting up the Command
Station complex. He/she will then be overall supervisor of the
Digital Team, and coordinate any system testing necessary from
the Command Station.
 The Assistant Digital Master — Device ID Manager is
responsible for assigning LocoNet IDs to the various Loops with
their own (separate from Red Line Route) DCC system and
providing this information to the Loop DCC Coordinator.
He/she should also ensure that all other DCC devices in use on the
layout, such as stationary decoders, have unique addresses so
they will not interfere with each other.
At other time he/she should then assist the setup teams and the
Loop DCC Coordinators as necessary.
 The Assistant Digital Master — Programming should be
responsible for ensuring the Programming Stations are setup and

 The Loop DCC Coordinators are responsible for the physical
installation of the DCC system in their loops, according to the rules
specified in this document. This includes the Red Line Route
system and any other DCC system unique to the Yellow, Blue
and/or Green tracks in their loop. Once each Loop installation is
complete the Loop DCC Coordinators can use a local Command
Station to test their Loop before connecting to the main DCC
system.

Except for locomotives used by the Digital Staff for testing
purposes, there should be no locomotives on any of the DCCpowered tracks until setup has been completed and the system
activated. No DCC trains should be run until the whole system is
complete, except for track cleaning or other trains as authorized
by the Digital Master. Locomotives used by the Digital Staff for
testing purposes are exempt from any address programming
restrictions, but must be programmed to 4-digit addresses
greater than 8,000.
For multiple loop layouts as soon as the layout spine is set up,
wired and tested for DCC, the DCC system should be activated.
Each layout loop can then be activated as it is completed, wired
and tested.
Setup
The Red Line Route will run around the entire layout. In some
Loops some of the Yellow and/or Blue and/or Green tracks may
be under DC control or under control of a separate DCC system
because this is the desired and normal operation for those
attendees in the loop. Crossover tracks between such
independent tracks and the DCC-operated tracks (including the
Red Line Route) must be embargoed to prevent DC trains from
crossing over to the Red Line Route. The method of embargoing
the crossover must be physical, such as a red map tack placed
between the rails in the crossover. Automated control of such
crossovers should be disabled if possible.
Setup Proceedings. The Layout Coordinator, his/her staff and
the Loop Coordinators are responsible for the physical layout
and placement of all modules in the layout. Modules should be
inserted and connected to the layout beginning with the layout
spine and extending out to the various loops.
Module Inspection. All modules destined for the NTRAK show
layout must meet the NTRAK Specifications, as a minimum. It
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should be the responsibility of Clubs with recognized
Certification procedures to inspect and certify the modules their
Members are bringing to the show. All other modules should
receive a cursory visual inspection on arrival, and before they
are assembled into the layout. A suggested procedure for this
module inspection is defined in Appendix I.
Any deficiencies found should be documented for a more
detailed inspection once the problem(s) is remedied by the
owner and installed in the layout, but before operations begin. If
the module clearly does not meet basic NTRAK, Bend Track,
TwinTrak or oNeTRAK standards as appropriate for its position
in the layout it should not be permitted in the layout.
Section Isolation. The Digital Staff should indicate and ensure
insulating rail joiners are installed properly in the spine so that
initially there will be an isolated section to start the DCC system
set up and test. This is necessary since some loop modules may
arrive later than others and some loops may be set up and ready
to start train operations earlier than others.
Electrical district boundaries should be marked on layout module
diagrams that will be provided to all Loop and Loop DCC
Coordinators showing where the block gaps should be located.
A card will also be placed on the modules indicating specifically
the district boundaries and that insulated rail joiners should be
used. The Digital Staff should also check to ensure these block
gaps are installed at the specified locations, and that track bus
cables underneath are marked (with “do not plug” tags) and left
unplugged.
The Digital Staff and Loop DCC Coordinators should start
installing and testing the DCC components on the various loops
as they become complete, on a loop-by-loop basis.
Device ID Management. There may be several layouts using
the Digitrax DCC system operating at NTRAK Train Shows as
well as modules with stationary decoders and/or other devices
that require a unique ID to prevent interference with each other.
LocoNet Management. Each layout that uses Digitrax radio
control must be assigned a separate LocoNet ID and/or Duplex Group
Name so they will not interfere with each other. A maximum of eight (8)
LocoNet IDs are available with ID=0 being the default. The Duplex
Group Name consists of up to eight alphanumeric digits, and is virtually
unrestricted in variations.
The LocoNet Manager should assign LocoNet IDs and/or Duplex
Group Names to the various independent Loops, other layouts, and
any dealers requiring a LocoNet ID and/or Duplex Group name either
before the show or as the Loops/layouts/dealers “report in.” The Main
NTRAK Layout (Red Line Route) should be assigned LocoNet ID=7
and a Duplex Group Name that is appropriate to the show name. Other
independent Loops, layouts and dealers will be assigned LocoNet IDs
in descending order, with ID=0 being the last assigned.
In the event there are more than 8 Digitrax-operated layouts at the
show, LocoNet IDs may need to be shared. This should be done based
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on size (small can be shared) and geographic diversity (distance
between nearest UR91s). It may also be done using address blocks,
with one layout assigned, say, addresses 1000–4000, and another
assigned addresses 6,000–9,000.
Special note for independent DCC systems in the main NTRAK
Layout: Irrespective of the LocoNet ID assigned to the system, the
range of addresses that include show registration numbers should be
excluded from independent use by the DCC system. This is done so
that show attendees can use the same addresses on the main NTRAK
layout and on any loops with independent DCC tracks.
From time-to-time during the show, the LocoNet Manager should check
each Loop/layout to ensure they are actually using the ID assigned.
Note that UR92 duplex radio transceceivers need to have the
same LocoNet ID assigned to them as UR91 receivers in the same
layout/loop. This is in addition to the Duplex Group Name.
The LocoNet Management procedure is provided in Appendix J.
Device ID Management. Each DCC device — whether
mobile or stationary decoders, signal controllers, block detectors, etc.
— must have a unique address not shared by any other such device.
Except for mobile decoders, checking existing addresses,
reprogramming to a unique address and checking the new address for
satisfactory operation, as well as keeping a record of assigned
addresses, must be done during the setup phase. Appendix K provides
a listing of the Sensor and Switch Address Ranges for Digitrax devices
other than mobile decoders.
The Device ID Manager will ask each module owner with a module
equipped with a device that requires an address what the existing
programming is for the module device(s). Once this is complete the
Device ID Manager will then determine which devices need to be reprogrammed, determine a suitable address(es) and work with the
module owner to do the programming, and to verify operation after
programming is complete. He will also record the assigned
address(es).
In the programming of devices the Device ID Manager will use a laptop
computer equipped with a LocoBuffer or PR3 interface and the
LocoNet Checker and/or JMRI LocoTools software needed to program
these devices

Command Station Complex Setup
If the Command Station internal battery has not been replaced
within the week previous to the Convention, begin by replacing
this battery (Type CR2032 Lithium Coin Cell).
The active and backup Command Stations should be set on a
table located at a central location on the spine of the DCC
layout. The power supplies of both Command Stations should be
plugged into an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), which in
turn must be connected to the 120VAC supply to the layout. A
DT4xx throttle, with a known good 9V battery installed, should
be connected to each Command Station at all times for
monitoring and control purposes. The computer used to monitor
the Command Station should also be located on this table and
plugged into the UPS.
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Once the Command Stations are installed, they should be
powered up and a total system reset (OpSw #39=”c”) carried
out. The procedure for a total system reset is provided in
Appendix L. After the total system reset is complete, the
Command Station will be programmed with the various CVs
specified for normal operations as defined in Appendix L.
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constructed using a spool of black 6-wire flat cable, an
appropriate crimping tool and RJ12 plugs. In either case, cables
should be checked for integrity using a network cable tester.
Refer to Appendix N for BoosterNet details and setup
procedures.

Manufacturing and Testing LocoNet Cables
LocoNet cables utilize 6-wire telephone/data-type flat or round
wire with RJ12 plugs on each end. Using flat cable they can be
easily manufactured to meet the specific needs of any NTRAK
layout. The actual wiring of the LocoNet is a balanced RF Quad
configuration, which is what allows the free-form non-terminated
architecture.

Testing the DCC System
Once the Command Station complex is set up and operational it
will be used to test and check the DCC system as the spine and
the various Loops are installed. Once all Boosters are installed
on the spine these Boosters will be properly phased. They will
then be the standard for phasing the Boosters in the Loops.
Refer to Appendix O for information on Booster phasing and
grounding.

The information needed to manufacture, operate, maintain and
repair LocoNet cables is provided in Appendix M and in the
publication LocoNet & LocoNet Cables.

Operations

Note: The use of standard Ethernet cable for LocoNet
applications is prohibited. The voltages do not
match, the pinout does not match, the cabling is
different, the RJ plug is different, and the protocols
are different.

ThrottleNet Setup
Each ThrottleNet branch should extend outwards from each
Loop LNRP. The branch should be subdivided and daisychained throughout the Loop to efficiently connect to all
Universal Panels, other throttle connection jacks and
UR91/UR92 radio receivers.
A specific ThrottleNet routing plan should be detailed on the
final layout drawings.
Existing white/silver LocoNet cabling can be used where the
length matches what is needed. Otherwise new cable can be
constructed using a spool of white/silver 6-wire flat cable, an
appropriate crimping tool and RJ12 plugs. In either case, cables
should be checked for integrity using a network cable tester.
Refer to Appendix N for details and setup procedures.
BoosterNet Setup
Each BoosterNet branch should extend outwards from each
Loop LNRP. The branch should be subdivided and daisychained throughout the layout to efficiently connect to all
Boosters and PM42s.
A specific BoosterNet routing plan will be detailed on the
final layout drawings.
Existing black LocoNet cabling can be used where the length
matches what is needed. Otherwise new cable can be

Once set up is complete the layout enters operational mode,
which must be sustained until the show is over and tear down
begins.
Power-Up Sequence
To ensure proper operation, the power up sequence is to power
the Command Station before any of the Boosters. This ensures
all Boosters will see LocoNet packets on power-up and enter
DCC mode. Refer to Appendix P for the Power Up procedure.
Layout Operations
Like a prototype railroad, certain activities must be carried out on
a model railroad to ensure continuous reliable and safe
operation. These include activities relating to the track structure,
rolling stock and locomotives, and the control equipment.
Track and Wheel Cleaning. Clean track, clean turnout points
and clean wheels are fundamental to reliable operation. Refer to
Appendix Q.
Command Station. It is very important that analog locomotive
operations be disabled (OpSw#20 = c) and the speed of address
00 set to 00 during normal layout operations. The stretched
pulses generated when using analog address 00 consume
system bandwidth rapidly as the speed of address 00 is
increased.
The pulse width of normal DCC pulses (OpSw#20 = c, address
00 speed=00) is 95S. Analog operations allow this 95S to be
stretched up to 12000S, which means that fewer packets can
be sent per second, thus cutting bandwidth and slowing
response to throttle commands.
Radio Throttles. By design radio throttles act slightly different
from normal tethered throttles. They do not send commands until
the throttle is inactive. This means that when the engineer is
changing speed, direction or setting functions, etc., the throttle
does not transmit the commands to the radio receiver until the
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engineer stops making changes. This gives the effects of delays,
but what it is doing is keeping radio data to a minimum to allow
maximum bandwidth over the airwaves.
User education is necessary here. If the user learns to not be
constantly changing throttle speed, etc. but do it either in small
steps, or all at once to reach a stable state on the throttles he
will hardly notice this effect. On the other hand, the more active
the user is with the throttle, the more pronounced it becomes.
Also, the human body can act as a shield to the radio signals.
Thus the user should keep the throttle about 10 inches out from
his/her body and try not to get his/her body between the throttle
and a radio receiver.
Additional radio bandwidth can be obtained, if necessary, by
turning off ballistic tracking on all throttles and using the Up and
Down buttons to change speed instead of the throttle knobs.
LocoNet Bus Speed. The LocoNet used in the Digitrax system
is similar to Ethernet in a computer system, but its speed is
16.6Kbps. With LocoNet, even if all memory slots are active,
every known LocoNet device connected and every LocoNet
message in use, the actual LocoNet would be at less than 30%
capacity. With 100% traffic, there should only be about a 1 in
300 collision rate. The capacity of the LocoNet bus should not be
an issue for any NTRAK layout.
System Reset
In the event major control problems are encountered such as an
all slots full condition or other corruption of the Command Station
slot memory, and the releasing of slots using the LocoNet
Checker or JMRI LocoTools Slot Monitor (as described in
Appendix R) does not clear the problem, it may be necessary to
perform a partial or full system reset. This process should only
take about one minute, but it requires shutting down the DCC
tracks. After the reset is performed all locomotive addresses
including any UniVersal consists may need to be reprogrammed
into the system. The on-duty Digital Master will advise all
operators prior to a system reset, and then advise operators
what actions they need to take (i.e. logging back onto the
system) after the reset is complete. See Appendix P for the
process.
System Shut Down
System Shut Down is a controlled process to prevent runaways
or other conditions with trains on the DCC-controlled tracks.
Refer to Appendix P for the Shut Down Process.

Monitoring, Measuring & Testing
To ensure the continuous and reliable operation of trains, the
DCC system should be monitored on a continuous basis
throughout the Show. A computer with appropriate software
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located next to the Command Station should be connected to
the system and used for this purpose. Also, there may be
occasions where it will be necessary to measure voltage and/or
current on the tracks and track power wiring. This requires a true
RMS AC meter.
In addition, should something go wrong, procedures need to be
in place to handle any problems and ensure a speedy resolution.
System Monitoring
The most important function at the Command Station to ensure
reliable and continuous operation is to monitor the DCC system,
specifically the Command Station memory slots, and to take
corrective action when warranted, either due to a problem or by
engineers running unauthorized addresses. There are two
software programs that can be used for monitoring the
Command Station.
LocoNet Checker. LocoNet Checker is software available from
the Digitrax web site that allows the management of Digitrax
devices connected to the LocoNet bus and monitor their
behavior. Key functional areas are:
 Smart configuration of the Command Station, and the ability to
make changes quickly.
 Configuration of detectors, power managers and signal controller
devices connected to the LocoNet.
 LocoNet and BDL/DS message viewer.
 Manual sending of LocoNet messages.
 Smart Slot Manager that provides information and control of all
Command Station slots, including consisted locomotives, throttle
ID, function switch status, speed, etc. There is the capability to stop
or release individual or all addresses.

LocoNet Checker may be used to monitor the DCS100/DCS200
Command Station slots, and for setup and changing Digitrax
devices. Refer to Appendix R for details.
JMRI: A Java Model Railroad Interface. JMRI is well known for
its superior DecoderPro decoder programming tool. As well as
DecoderPro, JMRI has developed a library of LocoNet-specific
tools (LocoTools) that interface to specific hardware of the DCC
system. These may be used to monitor the Digitrax Command
Station slots and configure Digitrax DCC devices. Refer to
Appendix R for details.
Monitor Computer. The computer to be used should be a
Windows-based desktop or laptop computer running Microsoft
Windows 2000, XP, Vista or Windows 7. Interface to LocoNet
should be via the Digitrax MS-100 interface, the Digitrax PR3
Programmer or the LocoBuffer interface; the PR3 or LocoBuffer
is the preferred interface. Note: for setting the Duplex Group
Name and idle channels on a UR92 Duplex Radio Transceiver
via Digitrax-supplied software the PR3 is required.
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Measuring and Monitoring Voltage and Current. Since the
DCC waveform is square-wave alternating current, and not DC
or sine-wave AC, a true RMS meter is required to accurately
read DCC voltage and current. The recommended meter for use
on NTRAK layouts for this purpose is the RRampMeter,
designed by Tony’s Train Exchange. The RRampMeter will be
used for measuring voltage drop and loss, and for monitoring
voltage and current as necessary on the layout track and track
power wiring. Refer to Appendix R for details.
Other Test Equipment. Several other items can be useful for
testing during layout setup, and for problem resolution during
operations; details are in Appendix R. These are:
Digitrax LT1 Tester. The LT1 LocoNet tester can be used to
check the status of LocoNet simply by plugging a short LocoNet cable
into the LT1, and then plugging the cable into a Universal Panel jack.
Normal conditions would be three or four LEDs lit. See Appendix N for
more details on using the LT-1. Note: the LT1 is not a LocoNet
device, and should NOT be used during normal operations except
when troubleshooting.
Model Power Test Light. This device provides a quick test
of whether track power is on or off. Just hold the copper prongs across
the rail and the light will illuminate if track power is on. This tester does
not provide any information about the status of the DCC signal, only
whether track power is on or off.
Model Power Test Light (Modified). If the Model Power
tester is modified by replacing the stock lamp with a bi-color 2-lead
LED in series with a 1,000 ohm resistor, then it can be used to check
polarity of the DCC track power.
LED Test Light with Alligator Clips. This is simply a 2-lead
bi-color LED in series with a 1,000 ohm resistor terminated on alligator
clips, with heat-shrink tubing over the resistor and leads near the LED.
The length of the leads can be 3”– 6”.
This tester can be used to check track power status, Booster phasing,
track power polarity (when address 00 is active and set to a high speed
setting), and shorts.

Troubleshooting
In the event problems are encountered during the show,
procedures must be in place to test the problem and related
equipment, then rectify the problem and/or replace the faulty
equipment. A great deal of information on troubleshooting and
resolving problems is provided in Appendix S.
Problems should be reported to the on-duty Digital Master, who
will either resolve or assign Digital Team staff to resolve.

Tear Down
When the train show ends operations on the layout must be shut
down and the layout disassembled, and modules packed up and
removed from the site.
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At the end of operations track power will be turned off at the
Command Station, but the Command Station should remain
powered until all Boosters are powered off. The DCC Loop
Coordinators and Setup/Teardown teams should act
expeditiously to disconnect all components of the DCC system
— Boosters, PM42s, UPs, UR91s, UR92s, PS12s, PS14s,
LNRP, ThrottleNet and BoosterNet cabling, and associated
hardware — and remove them from the layout.
As DCC components are disconnected and removed from the
layout they should be taken to a central marshalling point where
they should be sorted by owner, according to the identification
applied at the start of setup (see next Section). When this is
complete owners may claim their property.

Equipment and Material List
The following is a list of equipment and supplies that may be
required to be on hand for an NTRAK layout by the start of
setup. The layout host will be responsible for ensuring the
provision of these items, but not necessarily for providing them.
Note that a smaller subset of the lists may only be needed for
smaller layouts.
The layout host should provide a secure marshalling point at the
layout site for the assembly of equipment, material and tools.
Only the Digital Staff should have access to this equipment.
The Assistant Digital Master — Loops/Setup/Tear Down will be
responsible for ensuring the registration, identification and
marking of all equipment loaned by attendees and/or clubs
participating in the NTRAK layout. In particular any equipment
loaned by Digitrax must be clearly identified with a serial number
on a removable label for purposes of inventory control before,
during and after the show.
Equipment
The following DCC equipment may be needed during the show.
Specific quantities should be specified by the Digital Master as
soon as possible in a separate document.
Command Stations. Digitrax Command Stations —DCS100,
DCS200 or DCS50 (Programming Station only), with appropriate
power supply.
Boosters. Digitrax Boosters (with appropriate power supply) —
the following are acceptable:







DCS100 (in Booster only mode with fresh CR2032 battery)
DCS200 (in Booster only mode with fresh CR2032 battery) +
PM42 Power Manager
DB100, DB100a, DB100+
DB150 (in Booster only mode)
DB200, DB200+ and PM42 Power Manager
DCS50 (in Booster only mode)

Digitrax DCC Devices
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Digitrax LocoNet Repeater + PS-14 power supply
Digitrax Simplex Radio Receivers — UR91 + PS12/14 power
supply
Digitrax Duplex Radio Transceivers — UR92 + PS12/14 power
supply
Digitrax Power Managers — PM4/PM42 + PS12/14 power supply
Digitrax Universal Panels + Power — UP3/UP5 + PS12/14 power
supply
Loy’s Toys PH-LL – LocoNet 4-way Connector or equivalent
Loy’s Toys PH-UP – LocoNet Universal Panel or equivalent
Digitrax LocoNet Tester — LT1
Digitrax PR3 Programmer

Other Equipment






Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
Personal Computers running Windows Operating System
LocoBuffer Computer Interface and/or Digitrax MS100 Computer
Interface and/or Digitrax PR3 programmer
LocoNet Checker and/or JMRI LocoNet Tools software
JMRI DecoderPro software

Material
Some or all of the following material will be needed during the
show. Specific quantities will be specified by the Digital Master
as soon as possible in a separate document.


























6-wire Flat Telephone Cable, Color 1 (ThrottleNet) — white/silver
6-wire Flat Telephone Cable, Color 2 (BoosterNet) — black
White and/or black tape to ID cables if only one color 6-wire cable
purchased
RJ12 Plugs for above cable
12-gauge solid wire for system ground, green color preferred.
Polarity Change Cables
Ties to fasten LocoNet cables under modules. Suitable ties are:
 Plastic wire tires
 Twist Ties (e.g. for sandwich bags, garbage bags)
 Plastic twist ties
Cinch-Jones Connectors
Powerpole Connectors
12-gauge zip wire (outdoor low-voltage wire)
16-gauge zip wire
Radio Towers
Power Strips
CR2032 Lithium Coin Cells
No. 4 x ½” round-head wood screws for fastening Universal
Panels to modules.
Elastic Bands
Red Map Tacks
Tags for attaching to Cinch-Jones & Powerpole connectors.
Red dot stickers to label Red Line Route Universal Panels.
Yellow, blue, green dot stickers to label independent Loop DCC
systems
Atlas or Peco Insulated Rail Joiners
Clear Nail Polish
Duct Tape
320-Grit Black Wet/Dry Emery Paper
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Atlas Conducta Lube
Isopropyl Alcohol
3M Dual-Bladed Guillotine Insulation Displacement Connectors
(IDC)

Miscellaneous Tools










Diagonal Wire Cutters
Wire Stripper
Long-Nosed Pliers
Screwdrivers — Flat and Phillips — Miscellaneous Sizes
Soldering Irons (15W, 25W) and solder
Network Cable Tester
6-Wire Crimping Tool
Powerpole Connector Crimping Tool
Bi-Color LED with 1,000 ohm resistor and leads with alligator
clips.
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Appendix A

NT
TRAK Junction M
Modules
s
A Step-byS
-Step Ap
pproach
h
by
Doug Sttuard, NVN
NTRAK, Feb
bruary 12, 2008
Overview
This Appendix depicts the stepps involved inn developing a
comm
mon configuration base for NT
TRAK junction modules

Step 2 — Add Sp
pine Red Trrack Conne
ection
Providees a straight rooute connectingg the corner m
module Red Line
e
to the sspine Red Linee.

The objectives aree to minimize confusion att setup time by
estabblishing:

Power is routed either to the corneer trackage orr the spine Red
d
Line viaa the Corner FFront configurattion switch.





Common track topologies
Standard electrical configurationns
menclature and laabeling
Consistent nom

Step
p 1 — Outside Corner
The ccommon outsidde corner module is the basiis for all NTRA
AK
junctions



W
When set for spine connections, the Red Line corner trackage is
eelectrically dead.

Spine connections are per NTRAK
K Standard or Recommended
d
Practicce.

All junction interfacce connectionss are per NTR
RAK Standard or
Recommended Pracctice.


R
Right End: Cincch-Jones (CJ) male
m or Powerpoole (PP) red ovver
bblack



LLeft End: CJ fem
male or Powerpole black over redd
P
Per the Recom
mmended Practice on NTRAK
K Module Wirinng,
P
Powerpole shellss of appropriate colors (blue, yeellow, green, etc.)
m
may be used in place
p
of red.

Track Conne
ection
Step 3 — Add Bllue Spine T
d
Providees a divergingg route conneccting the corneer module Red
Line too the spine Bluee Line.
Power is routed eitheer to the corneer trackage or the spine Blue
e
Line viaa the Corner R
Rear configurattion switch.


W
When set for spinne connections, the Red Line ccorner trackage is
eelectrically dead.

Modulee wiring ensurees proper polarrity to spine Bluue Line.


TThe Red Line “ffront” rail at thee rear corner beecomes the Blue
LLine rear rail at thhe spine interfacce.



N
No crossover wirring adapters neeeded (PP or CJ)).
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Spinee connections are per NTRA
AK Standard orr Recommendeed
Practice.



Step
p 4 — Add Spine
S
Yellow
w Track Acc
cess
Yellow
w Line access is optional.


Power to the spine Y
Yellow Line is routed via thee Spine Yellow
w
configuuration switch.

May be provideed from corner frront (Red Line siding),
s
corner reear
(Blue Line siding), or both.

R
Required even if access to only oone side of corneer is provided.

Spine connections sttill per NTRAK
K Standard or Recommended
d
Practicce.

Steep 3 Diagram

Steep 4 Diagram
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S
Configuration Switches
Used to route power to appropriatee trackage (diaagram at right).
Use DPDT toggle switches of appropriate
a
caapacity (6 Amps
minim
mum).


Corner switchess may be combinned using a 4PD
DT toggle.

Consistent nomencclature and labbeling is a must
m
to minimizze
setupp confusion.
Alternate 4PDT
T Configurattion Switch
The ddiagram below shows the Right Hand versioon.

wering the Spine
S
Pow
In Reed Line Route© applications, the front (red)) and rear (bluue)
spinee tracks have opposite
o
polaritties as trains travel
t
eastbounnd
westbound (diagram at right).
and w


Holds for both DC
D and DCC opeeration.



Requires reverssed polarity feedd to spine Blue Line.



Spine trackagee can take pow
wer either from adjacent junction
modules, or from
m a mid-spine feeed.

Feed
d from the Junction
J
Juncttion module “ccrossover” wirinng at spine blue configuratioon
switchh ensures propper polarity to thhe spine Blue Line
L


Simplest solutioon



No need to reveerse spine blue line connections.

Mid-S
Spine Feed
Spine Blue Line feeed polarity muust be manually reversed to
o
match the polarity froom the junction


C
Cinch-Jones “Y” cables must be connected to the throttle/booste
er
inn reverse, or



P
Powerpole “Y” caables may simply be connectedd to the track bus
inn reverse (indicated by the color mismatchh of the mating
cconnectors)
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Appendix B

Sum
mmary Throttle
T
Operatting Insttructions
Dig
gitrax DT100R Simplex
S
x Radio T
Throttle
e
This Appendix proovides summary operating instructions annd
helpfuul hints for the Digitrax DT1000R Simplex thhrottles that maay
be ussed on the DC
CC portion of NTRAK
N
show layouts. Refer to
this A
Appendix as needed for helpp. The informaation offered will
w
providde improved peerformance andd radio signal reception.
r

throttlle knob will rresult in imprroved responnse. It will also
o
providee less congestiion to the radioo receivers andd LocoNet.
Thrott le Orientationn. The optim
mum orientation to hold the
e
throttlee in normal ussage is from hhorizontal to 300º upward in a
naturall hand positionn about 12” ouut from your boody. This gives
the beest radio coveerage. Althouggh there are uusually severa
al
UR91 radio receivvers located in and abouut the layoutt,
er
occasioonally wiring, metal plumbinng, HVAC duccting and othe
items m
may cause sm
mall areas of ppoor radio receeption. Moving
g
about 6” – 24” in anny direction oor varying thee orientation of
o
the DTT100R will typically overcom
me any dropouuts.
Displaay Power Dow
wn. If an untethhered DT100R throttle detects
no useer throttle activvity for about 3 minutes, it w
will enter Powe
er
Saver Mode and dissplay r-PS on the display unntil a throttle or
o
button action restores normal aactivity and displays. If the
DT1000R has a locom
motive assigneed to it and is iin Power Save
er
Mode, it will continuue to “check inn” with the syystem every 60
0
secondds telling the syystem “I’m still here.” This keeeps the system
m
from reeleasing the loocomotive bacck to “commonn.” The easies
st
and faastest way too signal the D
DT100R to exxit from Powe
er
Saver Mode is to hold down either the + or – button
n.
Option ally you can diisable Power S
Saver Mode as described late
er
in this A
Appendix..

Throtttle Knob Mo
ovements. Whhen operating in radio modde,
throttlle knob trackking will feel slightly differrent than wheen
conneected to LocoN
Net. In radio mode,
m
slow movement
m
of th
he

DT10
00R Throttle
e Operations
s
The taables below prrovide directioons for the operations of the
DT1000R throttle norm
mally encountered during NTR
RAK shows.

Select Loco
omotive to Drivve

Controlling
g Lights & Funnctions

Locomootive Speed & Direction

 DT1100R must be connected to LocoNeet.
 Turnn desired throttle knob at least ¼ tuurn in either
direction until display shows SE:L-.
 To select 2-Digit Address,
A
press SEL/SET.
Dispplay shows 00:033 with “00” flashhing. Turn
either throttle knobb until desired locomotive
S
to
address appears on display. Press SEL/SET
set address active.
 To select 4-Digit Address, press and hold
o throttle knob. DT100R
SELL/SET then turn one
enteers 4-digit addresss range & RED EX
XP indicator
lightts. Select 4-digit address (left knoob changes
in hundreds, right in units).
u
Press SEL//SET to set
address active.

 Press FUNC/F0 too get to Light/Funnction mode for
display active throottle. Display shoows Fn:00 with
n flashing to inddicate the functioon number of
desired function needs
n
to be selecteed.
 Use one of five BLUE
B
buttons to cchoose desired
function.
f
FUNC
C/F0 controls lighhts. Pressing
FUNC/FO toggles light from off (F0:of) to on
(F0:on) to off, etc.
 Operation is the same
s
for other funnctions F1, F2,
F3, and F4.
 To
T access funcctions F5–F7 ppress & hold
FUNC/F0 while pressing the BLUE
E F5, F6, F7 or
F8 buttons to togggle between on & ooff.
 Adjust
A
either throtttle to return to Locco mode.

 Turn throttle kknob for locomotivve whose speed is
to be changeed. UP/+ & DOW
WN/- can also be
used.
 With 2-digit adddress speed is sshown on right side
of display.
 With 4-digit adddress speed flasshes up as SP:XX
X.
Display will return to 4-digit adddress.
 To change direction press c/R
R for right throttle
knob or L/t for left throttle knob. Direction
o
indicator channges color (to RED for reverse or
GREEN for forward.)
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Dispatching/Releasing Address
 DT100R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Ensure the locomotive speed is 00.
 Press SEL/SET then MODE/DISP. DT100 LCD
will show SEL.
Note: if the throttle is not plugged into LocoNet when
this step is carried out the address will be released
from the throttle, but will not be dispatched from the
system.

Stealing a Loco/Slot Following

Status Editing a Decoder

DT100R must be connected to LocoNet.
Press SEL/SET to enter selection mode.
Dial up address to be stolen.
Press SEL/SET.
Disconnect DT100R from LocoNet. Display
should go to idle.
 Press and hold Direction Arrow button for
throttle knob used above and plug DT100R back
into LocoNet.
 After DT100R beeps release direction button.
Slot following mode is active.

 DT100R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Press SEL/SET to enter selection mode. Be sure
desired address is displayed.
 Press FUNC to enter status edit mode. Current
status code xy at right of test area flashes.
 Use either throttle knob to change status code
value.
 Once desired code is displayed press SEL/SET to
change status code and select address to run.







Setting Throttle Options
1. Unplug the DT100R from LocoNet. Press/hold SEL/SET key while
plugging DT100R back into LocoNet. The display will show
“oP:0x”., where “x” is the current setting.
2. Use R or L throttle knob to change setting to “oP:01”.
3. Press SEL/SET key to save setting & advance to next option. The
display will show “oS:xx”.
4. Use R or L throttle knobs to change the setting to the desired
setting.
5. Press SEL/SET to save setting then press SEL/SET two more
times to complete the process.

Note: DT100R throttles will time out and return to RUN mode
in 5 or 6 seconds if no action is taken following each
step above.
It is strongly recommended that all locomotives
assigned to the throttle (both throttle knobs) are
released (i.e. dispatched) before any throttle options
are changed.
The values to assign for throttle options OP#2 are:
Desired Action

DT100R

Ballistic tracking ON
Ballistic Tracking OFF
Normal radio mode with power saver, 128 speed
steps
Normal radio mode without power saver, 128 speed
steps

OP#1 = x01
OP#1 = x00
OP# 2 = x03
OP#2 = x83

Any changes to throttle options should be made at a
Programming Station, not while operating on the layout.
DT100R Throttle Consisting
The consisting methods that will be permitted at NTRAK shows
will depend on the total number of operators expected to
participate in the show, and whether the maximum of 120 slots
in the DCS100 Command Station may be reached. Basic or
Advanced (Decoder Assisted) Consisting use only use one
memory slot per consist. UniVersal (Command Station Assisted)
Consisting requires a memory slot in the Command Station per
locomotive. Basic or Advanced Consisting can be set up prior to
the Convention or at the Programming Stations; UniVersal
consisting must be set up on the layout.

Basic Consisting. With Basic Consisting all locomotives in the
consist are programmed to the same address. For locomotives
moving in the forward physical direction program CV29 to x06
for 2-digit address or x26 for 4-digit address. For locomotive(s)
moving in the reverse physical direction program CV29 to x07
for 2-digit address or x27 for 4-digit address. (Note: the DT100R
program in hexadecimal.) For non-Digitrax decoders these
values may be different; check the decoder manual.
UniVersal (Command Station Assisted) Consisting. Where
permitted, UniVersal Consisting is set up as follows:
 DT100R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Select the address of the TOP locomotive
on the right throttle knob.
 Select the address of the locomotive to be
consisted to the TOP locomotive on the
left throttle knob.
 Ensure the two locomotives are traveling
in the same direction on the track, and
any functions on the left locomotive are
set.
 Press the MODE button twice until the
MU mode indicator on the LCD display is
lit, then press + to add the locomotive to
the consist.
 Repeat to consist additional locomotives.

To remove locomotive(s) from a consist do the following:
 DT100R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Select the address of the locomotive to be
removed on the left throttle knob.
 Press the MODE button twice until the
MU mode indicator on the LCD display is
lit, then press – to remove the locomotive
from the consist.
 Repeat to remove additional locomotives.

Advanced (Decoder Assisted) Consisting. Digitrax FX
decoders (DNxxFX, DN14x, DN16x, DZ12x and DZ14x) can be
used with Advanced Consisting, but other decoders may not be
capable of Advanced Consisting. For compatibility of nonDigitrax decoders with Advanced Consisting check your decoder
manual. Programming of Advanced Consists should be carried
out in advance at home or at the Programming Station.
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Programming Decoders
Throttle directions for programming decoders are not provided
here since Programming Stations are available at most NTRAK
show layouts. The programming staff should be fully qualified to
provide assistance as needed in programming decoders.
Operations Mode Programming on the layout tracks is
prohibited on NTRAK show layouts. It is too easy to make an
unintentional error with Operations Mode Programming that
could cause problems for another locomotive or the entire
layout.
Throttle Problems & Maintenance
If problems with a throttle are encountered during the
Convention check the following items. If these do not solve the
problem the throttle should be taken to the on-duty Digital
Master or a Programming Station, to be checked out.
Battery. Be sure the battery is installed with the correct polarity.
Check this especially if the throttle display goes blank when
unplugged from LocoNet.
A good battery is key to successful operation in the radio
(tetherless) mode. A battery is not needed when the throttle is
plugged into LocoNet. Whatever may appear to be wrong with a
throttle, the first thing to suspect is the battery. Replace the 9V
battery with a new or known good battery. Try two or three
batteries before deciding there is a fault with the throttle.
Examples of problems caused by weak or dying batteries
include:
 The throttle operates correctly when plugged into LocoNet, but you
cannot control the train after it is unplugged.
 The throttle loses control of a train after a period of time.
 The throttle makes beeping noises.
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Don't assume that a newly purchased battery will always be a
good battery. A new battery can have a high internal resistance
that prevents it from putting out sufficient voltage and/or current
to operate the throttle. Always purchase batteries from a store
that sells lots of batteries and therefore always has fresh
batteries on hand. Batteries have a "shelf life" as they will
deteriorate even if not used.
No Radio Operation. If the throttle operates correctly when
connected to LocoNet but not when untethered, even after
ensuring the battery is good, the problem may be that radio
transmission has been turned off. Bring the throttle to the onduty Digital Master or a Programming Station to be checked out
and make sure radio transmission is turned on.
Loose Throttle Knob. The throttle knobs are held in place by
two 0.050" screws, which can work loose over time. The screws
require a 0.050" Allen wrench to tighten them. When tightening
the screws, be careful not to put too much sideways pressure on
the knob, as the encoder shaft can be damaged. If the throttle
knob(s) gets loose bring the throttle to the on-duty Digital
Master, who will have the required Allen wrench.
RJ12 Plug. There are 3 potential problems relating to the RJ12
plug on the end of the stubby LocoNet cable:
 The locking tab breaks off,
 The contacts on the plug are bent or otherwise damaged (rare), or
 The wires are not making a good connection with the contacts in
the plug.

The solution to any of these problems is to replace the RJ12
plug. The on-duty Digital Master is equipped to replace your
damaged RJ connector.
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Appendix C

Sum
mmary Throttle
T
Operatting Insttructions
Dig
gitrax DT300R Simplex
S
x Radio T
Throttle
e
This Appendix proovides summary operating instructions annd
helpfuul hints for the Digitrax DT3000R Simplex thhrottles that maay
be ussed on the DC
CC portion of NTRAK
N
show layouts. Refer to
this A
Appendix as needed for helpp. The informaation offered will
w
providde improved peerformance andd radio signal reception.
r

throttlle knob will rresult in imprroved responnse. It will also
o
providee less congestiion to the radioo receivers andd LocoNet.
Thrott le Orientationn. The optim
mum orientation to hold the
e
throttlee in normal ussage is from hhorizontal to 300º upward in a
naturall hand positionn about 12” ouut from your boody. This gives
the beest radio coveerage. Althouggh there are uusually severa
al
UR91 radio receivvers located in and abouut the layoutt,
occasioonally wiring, metal plumbinng, HVAC duccting and othe
er
items m
may cause sm
mall areas of ppoor radio receeption. Moving
g
about 6” – 24” in anny direction oor varying thee orientation of
o
the DTT300R will typically overcom
me any dropouuts.
Displaay Power Dow
wn. If an untethhered DT300R throttle detects
no useer throttle activvity for about 3 minutes, it w
will enter Powe
er
Saver Mode and dissplay r-PS on the display unntil a throttle or
o
button action restores normal aactivity and displays. If the
DT3000R has a locom
motive assigneed to it and is iin Power Save
er
Mode, it will continuue to “check inn” with the syystem every 60
0
secondds telling the syystem “I’m still here.” This keeeps the system
m
from reeleasing the loocomotive bacck to “commonn.” The easies
st
and faastest way too signal the D
DT300R to exxit from Powe
er
Saver Mode is to hold down either the + or – button
n.
Option ally you can diisable Power S
Saver Mode as described late
er
in this A
Appendix..

Throtttle Knob Mo
ovements. Whhen operating in radio modde,
throttlle knob trackking will feel slightly differrent than wheen
conneected to LocoN
Net. In radio mode,
m
slow movement
m
of th
he
Select Loco
omotive to Drivve
 DT3300R must be connected to LocoNeet.
 Turnn desired throttle knob at least ¼ tuurn in either
direction or press dow
wn on knob.
 Presss SEL/SET; Locoo icon flashes.
 To sselect 2-Digit Ad
ddress turn left thhrottle knob
so ““00” appears in display, then use right knob to
dial up desired addreess. Press SEL//SET to set
address active.
 To sselect 4-Digit Add
dress use left throottle knob to
dial up first 2 digits (1000’s
(
& 100’s) &right
&
knob
to ddial up last two digits (10’s & 1’s). Press
SELL/SET to set addreess active.

DT30
00R Throttle
e Operations
s
The taables below prrovide directioons for the operations of the
DT1000R throttle norrmally encounttered during N
NTRAK showss.

Controlling
g Lights & Funnctions

Locomootive Speed & Direction

 Press FUNC/F0 button to get to Light/Function  Turn throttle kknob for locomotivve whose speed is
mode for display active throttle. Display shows
to be changeed. Y+ & N- buttons can also be
Fn:00 with n flaashing to indicatee the function
used.
number of desiredd function needs too be selected.  % of full speeed will be displayyed in text line of
o
 Use one of five BLUE
B
buttons to cchoose desired
display on thee L or R side deppending on throttle
function.
f
FUNC
C/F0 controls lighhts. Pressing
knob that is coontrolling locomotivve. % of full speed
FUNC/FO toggles light from off (F0:of) to on
is also displayeed on bar graph aabove the text area
in the display.
(F0:on) to off, etc.
 Operation is the same
s
for other funnctions F1, F2,  To change ddirection double click the Throttle
F3, and F4.
Knob controlliing locomotive orr press the L or R
Reverse buttoon.
T access funcctions F5–F7 ppress & hold
 To
FUNC/F0 while pressing the BLUE
E F5, F6, F7 or
F8 buttons to togggle between on & ooff.
 Adjust
A
either throtttle to return to Locco mode.
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Dispatching/Releasing Address
 DT300R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Ensure the locomotive speed is 00.
 Press SEL then press MODE. The DT300 LCD
will show SEL.
Note: if the throttle is not plugged into LocoNet when
this step is carried out the address will be released
from the throttle, but will not be dispatched from the
system.

Stealing a Loco/Slot Following

Status Editing a Decoder

DT300R must be connected to LocoNet.
Press SEL/SET to enter selection mode.
Dial up address to be stolen
Press SEL/SET.
If address can be stolen, DT300 will display
Steal?=Y in text area.
 Press Y+ to steal or N- to not steal.
 Slot following mode is active

 DT300R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Press SEL/SET to enter selection mode. Be sure
desired address is displayed.
 Press FN F0 to enter status edit mode. Lo
changes to SE and current status code displayed
in text area.
 Use either throttle knob or Y+ or N- buttons to
change status code value.
 Once desired code is displayed press SEL/SET to
change status code and select address to run.







Setting Throttle Options
1. Unplug the DT300R from LocoNet. Press/hold SEL key while plugging
DT300R back into LocoNet. The display will show OP#1=??? where
??? is current setting.
2. Use R or L throttle knob to change setting to x01.
3. Press SEL key to set OP#1 and advance to OP#2.
4. Use R or L throttle knob to change the setting to the desired value.
5. Press SEL key to set OP#2 and advance to OP#3.
6. Since no change required in OP#3–6 press SEL four more times to step
through these options.

Note: DT300R throttles will time out and return to RUN mode
in 5 or 6 seconds if no action is taken following each
step above.
It is strongly recommended that all locomotives
assigned to the throttle (both throttle knobs) are
released (i.e. dispatched) before any throttle options
are changed.
The values to assign for throttle options OP#2 are:
Desired Action
Ballistic tracking ON
Ballistic Tracking OFF
Normal radio mode with power saver, 128 speed
steps
Normal radio mode without power saver, 128
speed steps

DT300R
OP#1 = x01
OP#1 = x00
OP# 2 = x43
OP#2 = x83

Any changes to throttle options should be made at a
Programming Station, not while operating on the layout.
DT300R Throttle Consisting
The consisting methods that will be permitted at NTRAK shows
will depend on the total number of operators expected to
participate in the show, and whether the maximum of 120 slots
in the DCS100 Command Station may be reached. Basic or
Advanced (Decoder Assisted) Consisting use only use one
memory slot per consist. UniVersal (Command Station Assisted)
Consisting requires a memory slot in the Command Station per
locomotive. Basic or Advanced Consisting can be set up prior to
the Convention or at the Programming Stations; UniVersal
consisting must be set up on the layout.

Basic Consisting. With Basic Consisting all locomotives in the
consist are programmed to the same address. For locomotives
moving in the forward physical direction program CV29 to 06/x06
for 2-digit address or 38/x26 for 4-digit address. For
locomotive(s) moving in the reverse physical direction program
CV29 to 07/x07 for 2-digit address or 39/x27 for 4-digit address.
For non-Digitrax decoders these values may be different; check
the decoder manual.
UniVersal (Command Station Assisted) Consisting. Where
permitted, UniVersal Consisting is set up as follows:
 DT300R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Select the address of the TOP locomotive
on the right throttle knob.
 Select the address of the locomotive to be
consisted to the TOP locomotive on the
left throttle knob.
 Ensure the two locomotives are traveling
in the same direction on the track, and
any functions on the left locomotive are
set.
 Press the MODE button twice until the
MU mode indicator on the LCD display is
lit, then press + to add the locomotive to
the consist.
 Repeat to consist additional locomotives.

To remove locomotive(s) from a consist do the following:
 DT300R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Select the address of the locomotive to be
removed on the left throttle knob.
 Press the MODE button twice until the
MU mode indicator on the LCD display is
lit, then press – to remove the locomotive
from the consist.
 Repeat to remove additional locomotives.

Advanced (Decoder Assisted) Consisting. Digitrax FX
decoders (DNxxFX, DN14x, DN16x, DZ12x and DZ14x) can be
used with Advanced Consisting, but other decoders may not be
capable of Advanced Consisting. For compatibility of nonDigitrax decoders with Advanced Consisting check your decoder
manual. Programming of Advanced Consists should be carried
out in advance at home or at the Programming Station.
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Programming Decoders
Throttle directions for programming decoders are not provided
here since Programming Stations are available at most NTRAK
show layouts. The programming staff is fully qualified to provide
assistance as needed in programming decoders.
Operations Mode Programming on the layout tracks is
prohibited on NTRAK show layouts. It is too easy to make an
unintentional error with Operations Mode Programming that
could cause problems for another locomotive or the entire
layout.
Throttle Problems & Maintenance
If problems with a throttle are encountered during the
Convention check the following items. If these do not solve the
problem the throttle should be taken to the on-duty Digital
Master or a Programming Station, to be checked out.
Battery. Be sure the battery is installed with the correct polarity.
Check this especially if the throttle display goes blank when
unplugged from LocoNet.
A good battery is key to successful operation in the radio
(tetherless) mode. A battery is not needed when the throttle is
plugged into LocoNet. Whatever may appear to be wrong with a
throttle, the first thing to suspect is the battery. Replace the 9V
battery with a new or known good battery. Try two or three
batteries before deciding there is a fault with the throttle.
Examples of problems caused by weak or dying batteries
include:
 The throttle operates correctly when plugged into LocoNet, but you
cannot control the train after it is unplugged.
 The throttle loses control of a train after a period of time.
 The throttle makes beeping noises.
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Don't assume that a newly purchased battery will always be a
good battery. A new battery can have a high internal resistance
that prevents it from putting out sufficient voltage and/or current
to operate the throttle. Always purchase batteries from a store
that sells lots of batteries and therefore always has fresh
batteries on hand. Batteries have a "shelf life" as they will
deteriorate even if not used.
No Radio Operation. If the throttle operates correctly when
connected to LocoNet but not when untethered, even after
ensuring the battery is good, the problem may be that radio
transmission has been turned off. Bring the throttle to the onduty Digital Master or a Programming Station to be checked out
and make sure radio transmission is turned on.
Loose Throttle Knob. The throttle knobs are held in place by
two 0.050" screws, which can work loose over time. The screws
require a 0.050" Allen wrench to tighten them. When tightening
the screws, be careful not to put too much sideways pressure on
the knob, as the encoder shaft can be damaged. If the throttle
knob(s) gets loose bring the throttle to the on-duty Digital
Master, who will have the required Allen wrench.
RJ12 Plug. There are 3 potential problems relating to the RJ12
plug on the end of the stubby LocoNet cable:
 The locking tab breaks off,
 The contacts on the plug are bent or otherwise damaged (rare), or
 The wires are not making a good connection with the contacts in
the plug.

The solution to any of these problems is to replace the RJ12
plug. The on-duty Digital Master is equipped to replace your
damaged RJ connector.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix D

Sum
mmary Throttle
T
Operatting Insttructions
Digitrax DT400R
D
and DT4
402R Simplex R
Radio Th
hrottles
This Appendix proovides summary operating instructions annd
helpfuul hints for thhe Digitrax DT
T400R and DT402R
D
Simpleex
throttlles that may be
b used on thee DCC portion of NTRAK shoow
layouts. Refer to this Appendixx as needed for help. Thhe
inform
mation offered will provide im
mproved perform
mance and raddio
signaal reception.

throttlle knob will rresult in imprroved responnse. It will also
o
providee less congestiion to the radioo receivers andd LocoNet.
Thrott le Orientationn. The optim
mum orientation to hold the
e
throttlee in normal ussage is from hhorizontal to 300º upward in a
naturall hand positionn about 12” ouut from your boody. This gives
the beest radio coveerage. Althouggh there are uusually severa
al
UR91 radio receivvers located in and abouut the layoutt,
er
occasioonally wiring, metal plumbinng, HVAC duccting and othe
items m
may cause sm
mall areas of ppoor radio receeption. Moving
g
about 6” – 24” in anny direction oor varying thee orientation of
o
the DTT300R will typically overcom
me any dropouuts.
Displaay Power Dow
wn. If an unteethered DT4000R or DT402R
R
throttlee detects no usser throttle activvity for about 3 minutes, it will
enter P
Power Saver M
Mode and displlay r-PS on thee display until a
throttlee or button action restores noormal activity aand displays. If
the DTT400R or DT4002R has a locomotive assigneed to it and is in
Power Saver Mode, it will continue to “check in” w
with the system
m
every 660 seconds teelling the systeem “I’m still here.” This keeps
the syystem from releasing the loccomotive backk to “common..”
The eaasiest and fasstest way to signal the DT4000R or DT402R
R
to exitt from Power Saver Mode is to hold dow
wn either the +
or – b utton. Optionnally you can ddisable Power Saver Mode as
describbed later in thiss Appendix..

ovements. Whhen operating in radio modde,
Throtttle Knob Mo
throttlle knob trackking will feel slightly differrent than wheen
conneected to LocoN
Net. In radio mode,
m
slow movement
m
of th
he
Select Loco
omotive to Drivve

DT40
00R and DT4
402R Throtttle Operatio
ons
The taables below prrovide directioons for the operations of the
DT4000R and DT4022R throttles nnormally encountered during
g
NTRAK
K shows.

Controlling
g Lights & Funnctions

Locomootive Speed & Direction

 DT4000R/DT402R musst be connected to LocoNet.  Ensure
E
the throttlee knob to be useed is in normal  Turn throttle kknob for locomotivve whose speed is
fuunction mode, ass it is during norm
mal locomotive
to be changedd. The Y+ and N
N- buttons can also
 Turn desired throttle knob
k
at least ¼ tuurn in either
operations.
o
If not sure
s press FUNC..
be used.
direcction.
F the light funcction (F0) press the LAMP 0  % of full speeed will be displayyed in text line of
o
 Presss LOCO. Displayy shows SEL undeer activated  For
button
b
to toggle F00 on and off.
display on thee L or R side deppending on throttle
knobb.
knob that is coontrolling locomotivve. % of full speed
F functions 1––12 press the bbutton on the
 Use the numeric keeypad to enter the desired  For
is also displayeed on bar graph aabove the text area
numeric
n
keypad thhat corresponds w
with the desired
addrress (either 2-digit or 4-digit)
in the display.
fuunction to be turneed on/off. Note thhat F2 is a non Presss LOCO to selectt the address. Thhe loco icon
laatching function annd only is on as loong as button 2  To change diirection double click the Throttle
assoociated with the throttle knob showss a direction
iss held down. To latch F2 hold downn button 2 then
Knob controllinng locomotive or press the L or R
arrow
w and blinking sm
moke. The blinkking smoke
press
p
the PWR
R button then release both
Reverse button.
indiccates which throttlee knob is associatted with the
simultaneously.
s
top liine of the display.
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Dispatching/Releasing Address
 DT400R/DT402R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Ensure the locomotive speed is 00.
 Press LOCO then press DISP. The DT400R or
DT402R LCD will show SEL.
Note: if the throttle is not plugged into LocoNet when
this step is carried out the address will be released
from the throttle, but will not be dispatched from the
system.

Stealing a Loco/Slot Following

Status Editing an Address

DT400R/DT402R must be connected to LocoNet.
Press LOCO to enter selection mode.
Dial address to be stolen & press LOCO again.
If address can be stolen, DT400 will display
Steal?=Y in text area.
 Press Y+ to steal or N- to not steal.
 Slot following mode is active.

 DT400R/DT402R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Press LOCO to enter selection mode.
 To display current status turn throttle knob up one
address & back to original.
 Press EDIT. Lo changes to SE & current status
code displayed.
 Use throttle knob or press EDIT to scroll through
status codes.
 Once desired code is displayed press ENTER to
change status code & select address to run.






Setting Throttle Options
The process for setting throttle options is different for the
DT402R than for the DT400R. Refer to the appropriate section
below.
DT402R Simplex Throttle Options

You can customize the way your DT402D throttle operates.
Throttle options can be changed either tethered or untethered
with a battery installed, as follows:
 Press the OPT/T button to access the Options menu. The display
shows Options/OpEdit.

1. Press the OPTN t key. The right side of the display will show the
current value for OP#1
2. Use R or L throttle knob to change the setting to x01.
3. Press ENTER key to set OP#1 to the selected value &advance to
OP#2.
4. Use R or L throttle knob to change the setting to the desired value.
5. Press ENTER key to set OP#2 to the selected value & advance to
OP#3.
6. Since no change is required in OP#3–6 press ENTER key four more
times to step through these options.

 Use the R throttle knob to scroll through the options. The name will
blink in the display during this part of the process.

Note: DT400R throttles will time out and return to RUN mode
in 5 or 6 seconds if no action is taken following each
step above.

DT402R/DT402D Throttle Consisting
The consisting methods that will be permitted at NTRAK shows
will depend on the total number of operators expected to
participate in the show, and whether the maximum of 120 slots
in the DCS100 Command Station may be reached. Basic or
Advanced (Decoder Assisted) Consisting use only use one
memory slot per consist. UniVersal (Command Station Assisted)
Consisting requires a memory slot in the Command Station per
locomotive. Basic or Advanced Consisting can be set up prior to
the Convention or at the Programming Stations; UniVersal
consisting must be set up on the layout.

It is strongly recommended that all locomotives
assigned to the throttle (both throttle knobs) are
released (i.e. dispatched) before any throttle options
are changed.
The values to assign for throttle options OP#2 are:
Desired Action

DT300R

Ballistic tracking ON
Ballistic Tracking OFF
Normal radio mode w/power saver, 128 speed steps
Normal radio mode without power saver, 128 speed
steps

OP#1 = x01
OP#1 = x00
OP# 2 = x43
OP#2 = x83

Any changes to throttle options should be made at a
Programming Station, not while operating on the layout.
DT402R Simplex Throttle Options
1.
2.
3.
4.

Plug into LocoNet or install a battery.
Press OPTN button.
Use right throttle knob to scroll through options to desired option.
Use the Y/+ or N/– buttons to toggle through the values for each option
until the desired value appears on the screen.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for additional options.
6. Press ENTER to save all option settings.

 Use the Y/+ or N/– buttons to toggle through the values for each
option until the desired value appears on the display.
 To change another option repeat the previous two steps.
 When finished press ENTER to set all of the changes or EXIT to
leave the options unchanged.

Basic Consisting. With Basic Consisting all locomotives in the
consist are programmed to the same address. For locomotives
moving in the forward physical direction program CV29 to x06
for 2-digit address or x26 for 4-digit address. For locomotive(s)
moving in the reverse physical direction program CV29 to x07
for 2-digit address or x27 for 4-digit address. (Note: the DT100R
program in hexadecimal.) For non-Digitrax decoders these
values may be different; check the decoder manual.
UniVersal (Command Station Assisted) Consisting. Where
permitted, UniVersal Consisting is set up as follows:
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 DT400R/DT402R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Select the address of the TOP locomotive on the right throttle knob.
 Select the address of the locomotive to be consisted to the TOP
locomotive on the left throttle knob.
 Ensure the two locomotives are traveling in the same direction on the
track, and any functions on the left locomotive are set.
 Press the MU button then the Y/+ button.
 Repeat to consist additional locomotives

To remove locomotive(s) from a consist do the following:
 DT400R/DT402R must be connected to LocoNet.
 Select the address of the locomotive to be
removed on the left throttle knob.
 Press the MU button then the N/– button.
 Repeat to remove additional locomotives

Advanced (Decoder Assisted) Consisting. Digitrax FX
decoders (DNxxFX, DN14x, DN16x, DZ12x and DZ14x) can be
used with Advanced Consisting, but other decoders may not be
capable of Advanced Consisting. For compatibility of nonDigitrax decoders with Advanced Consisting check your decoder
manual. Programming of Advanced Consists should be carried
out in advance at home or at the Programming Station.
Programming Decoders
Throttle directions for programming decoders are not provided
here since Programming Stations are available at most NTRAK
show layouts. The programming staff is fully qualified to provide
assistance as needed in programming decoders.
Operations Mode Programming on the layout tracks is
prohibited on NTRAK show layouts. It is too easy to make an
unintentional error with Operations Mode Programming that
could cause problems for another locomotive or the entire
layout.
Throttle Problems & Maintenance
If problems with a throttle are encountered during the
Convention check the following items. If these do not solve the
problem the throttle should be taken to the on-duty Digital
Master or a Programming Station, to be checked out.
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Battery. Be sure the battery is installed with the correct polarity.
Check this especially if the throttle display goes blank when
unplugged from LocoNet.
A good battery is key to successful operation in the radio
(tetherless) mode. A battery is not needed when the throttle is
plugged into LocoNet. Whatever may appear to be wrong with a
throttle, the first thing to suspect is the battery. Replace the 9V
battery with a new or known good battery. Try two or three
batteries before deciding there is a fault with the throttle.
Examples of problems caused by weak or dying batteries
include:
 The throttle operates correctly when plugged into LocoNet, but you
cannot control the train after it is unplugged.
 The throttle loses control of a train after a period of time.
 The throttle makes beeping noises.

Don't assume that a newly purchased battery will always be a
good battery. A new battery can have a high internal resistance
that prevents it from putting out sufficient voltage and/or current
to operate the throttle. Always purchase batteries from a store
that sells lots of batteries and therefore always has fresh
batteries on hand. Batteries have a "shelf life" as they will
deteriorate even if not used.
No Radio Operation. If the throttle operates correctly when
connected to LocoNet but not when untethered, even after
ensuring the battery is good, the problem may be that radio
transmission has been turned off. Bring the throttle to the onduty Digital Master or a Programming Station to be checked out
and make sure radio transmission is turned on.
RJ12 Plug. There are 3 potential problems relating to the RJ12
plug on the end of the stubby LocoNet cable:
 The locking tab breaks off,
 The contacts on the plug are bent or otherwise damaged (rare), or
 The wires are not making a good connection with the contacts in
the plug.

The solution to any of these problems is to replace the RJ12
plug. The on-duty Digital Master is equipped to replace your
damaged RJ connector.
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix E

Sum
mmary Throttle
T
Operatting Insttructions
Dig
gitrax DT402D Duplex
D
R
Radio Throttles
s
This Appendix proovides summary operating instructions annd
helpfuul hints for thee Digitrax DT402D Duplex thhrottles that maay
be ussed on the DCC
C portion of NT
TRAK show layyouts. The use of
DT4002D Duplex throttles
t
requiires a UR92 Duplex Raddio
Transsceiver to be operational on
o the layoutt. Refer to thhis
Appendix as needded for help. The informattion offered will
w
providde improved peerformance andd radio signal reception.
r

DT4022D has a locom
motive assigneed to it and is iin Power Save
er
Mode, it will continuue to “check inn” with the syystem every 60
0
secondds telling the syystem “I’m still here.” This keeeps the system
m
from reeleasing the loocomotive bacck to “commonn.” The easies
st
and faastest way too signal the D
DT402D to exxit from Powe
er
Saver Mode is to hold down either the + or – button
n.
Option ally you can diisable Power S
Saver Mode as described late
er
in this A
Appendix.
Join tthe DT402D
D to the Dup
plex Group
In ordder to operaate untetheredd with the layout’s UR92
2
transceeivers the DT402D must join the Duplex Grooup, the unique
e
identifieer for the UR992s in the layoout. This can be done eithe
er
tethereed (easy — reccommended) oor untethered (m
more difficult —
not reccommended). Note that DT4402D Duplex R
Radio Throttles
remem
mber the last jooined Duplex Group, even if the battery is
removeed, so when re-powered it will automaticcally wirelessly
rejoin this particular Duplex Group if it is within duplex radio
o
range.
Tetherred Method oof Joining a Duplex Grouup. Connect a
DT4022D Duplex Raddio Throttle to aany LocoNet jaack or the fron
nt
jack off the UR92 for aat least 2 seconds.

Throtttle Knob Mo
ovements. Whhen operating in radio modde,
throttlle knob trackking will feel slightly differrent than wheen
conneected to LocoN
Net. In radio mode,
m
slow movement
m
of th
he
throttle knob will result in imp
proved response. It will alsso
providde less congesstion to the radiio receivers and LocoNet.
Throtttle Orientatio
on. The optim
mum orientatioon to hold thhe
throttlle in normal usage
u
is from horizontal to 30º
3 upward in a
naturaal hand positioon about 12” out
o from your body.
b
This givees
the bbest radio covverage. Althouugh there are usually severral
UR922 radio receiivers located in and aboout the layouut,
occassionally wiring,, metal plumbing, HVAC duucting and othher
itemss may cause small
s
areas of poor radio recception. Movin
ng
about 6” – 24” in any
a direction or varying the orientation of
the D
DT402D will typ
pically overco
ome any dropo
outs.
Displlay Power Dow
wn. If an untetthered DT402D
D throttle deteccts
no usser throttle activity for about 3 minutes, it will enter Pow
wer
Saverr Mode and display r-PS onn the display until
u a throttle or
buttonn action restoores normal activity and displays. If thhe

Disconnnect the DT4002D from the LoocoNet jack. TThe DT402D will
briefly display an 8 character Duuplex Group name and the
e
Chann el Number (# 11 through 266) being used by the Duplex
Group.. The DT402D can now be ooperated wireleessly just as if it
were cconnected by w
wires to the LoccoNet.
Wireleess Method off Joining a Dupplex Group. TThe DT402D will
remem
mber the last D
Duplex Group tthat it joined aand display tha
at
Group Name upon sstartup. If the D
Duplex Group is available the
e
DT4022D will rejoin thhe group. If the Group is noot available, the
e
screenn will display Idlle. To select a Group do the ffollowing:


Maake sure there is a battery insttalled in the DTT402D. Press the
OP
PT/T button. If you are startingg from the Idle screen hold the
buutton down for abbout 3 seconds tto power up the throttle.) You will
seee Options/OpE
Edit displayed.



ress the FIND buutton to display tthe rf search moode and scan the
Pre
lasst active channeel. ScanNets w
will briefly appeaar on the display
annd if there is no G
Group available on the last channnel (e.g. 19) you
willl see NoRfNet/C
Ch19 Sn.



Pre
ress the Y/+ or N
N/– button to chaange the channeel up or down. At
A
eaach channel the ddisplay will show
w Hit Find to seaarch for a Duplex
Grroup name operaating on that chaannel.
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When the DT402D discovers a Duplex Group the name will blink
in the display. A default name might be, for example, Dtx0048.



Press the ENTER button to join the Group. The throttle will now
operate untethered for locomotive address selection and train
operation.

Select Locomotive to Drive









DT402D Duplex Throttle Operations
The tables below provide directions for the operations of the
DT400R and DT402R throttles normally encountered during
NTRAK shows. First, however, the DT402D must join the Duplex
Group in operation on the layout.

Control Lights & Functions

Turn desired throttle knob at least ¼ turn in  Ensure the throttle knob to be used is in normal
either direction or by pressing the throttle
function mode, as it is during normal locomotive
knob.
operations. If not sure press FUNC.
Press LOCO. Display shows SEL under  For the light function (F0) press the LAMP 0
activated knob.
button to toggle F0 on and off.
Use the numeric keypad to enter the desired  For function 1–12 press the button on the
address (either 2-digit or 4-digit).
numeric keypad that corresponds with the
desired function to be turned on/off. Note that
Press LOCO to select the address. The loco
F2 is a non-latching function and only is on as
icon associated with the throttle knob shows a
long as button 2 is held down. To latch F2 hold
direction arrow and blinking smoke. The
down button 2 then press the PWR button the
blinking smoke indicates which throttle knob is
release both simultaneously.
associated with the top line of the display.
 To control functions F13-F19, while holding the
FUNC button down, press the 1 key then release
Dispatching/Releasing Loco
both buttons simultaneously. Next press the last
Ensure the locomotive/consist speed is 00.
digit of the desired function
Un-consist locomotives first.
 To control functions F20-F28, while holding the
Press LOCO then press DISP. The DT402D
FUNC button down, press the 2 key then release
display will show SEL.
both buttons simultaneously. Next press the last
digit of the desired function
 To exit either the +10 or +20 function mode, just
push the FUNC button once

DT402D Throttle Options
You can customize the way your DT402D throttle operates.
Throttle options can be changed either tethered or untethered
with a battery installed, as follows:


Press the OPT/T button to access the Options menu. The display
shows Options/OpEdit.



Use the R throttle knob to scroll through the options. The name
will blink in the display during this part of the process.



Use the Y/+ or N/– buttons to toggle through the values for each
option until the desired value appears on the display.



To change another option repeat the previous two steps.



When finished press ENTER to set all of the changes or EXIT to
leave the options unchanged.

DT402D Throttle Consisting
The consisting methods that will be permitted at NTRAK shows
will depend on the total number of operators expected to
participate in the show, and whether the maximum of 120 slots
in the DCS100 Command Station may be reached. Basic or
Advanced (Decoder Assisted) Consisting use only use one
memory slot per consist. UniVersal (Command Station Assisted)
Consisting requires a memory slot in the Command Station per
locomotive. Basic or Advanced Consisting can be set up prior to

Loco Speed/Direction Control
 Turn throttle knob for loco whose speed is to
be changed. The Y+ and N- buttons can also
be used.
 % of full speed will be displayed in the text line
of the display on the L or R side depending on
throttle knob that is controlling the locomotive.
 To change direction double click the throttle
knob controlling the locomotive or press the L
or R Reverse button.

Stealing a Locomotive
 Press LOCO to enter selection mode.
 Dial address to be stolen & press LOCO again.
 If address can be stolen, the DT402D will
display Steal?=Y in the test area.
 Press Y+ to steal or N– to not steal.
 Slot following mode is active.

the Convention or at the Programming Stations; UniVersal
consisting must be set up on the layout.
UniVersal (Command Station Assisted) Consisting. To set up
a consist with the DT402D throttle do the following:


The DT402D can be either tethered or untethered for consisting.



Select the address of the TOP locomotive on the right throttle
knob.



Select the address of the locomotive to be consisted to the TOP
locomotive on the left throttle knob.



Ensure both locomotives are traveling in the same physical
direction on the track, and that the left locomotive has its functions
set.



Press the MU button then the Y/+ button to add the locomotive to
the TOP.



Repeat to add more locomotives to the consist.

To remove a locomotive from a consist do the following:


Select the locomotive to be removed from the consist on the left
throttle knob.



Press the MU button to enter consist mode, then press N/– to
remove the locomotive address from the consist. The left throttle
becomes active with the locomotive just removed from the consist.
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Repeat to remove more locomotives from the consist.

Programming Decoders
Throttle directions for programming decoders are not provided
here since Programming Stations are available at most NTRAK
show layouts. The programming staff is fully qualified to provide
assistance as needed in programming decoders.
Operations Mode Programming on the layout tracks is
prohibited on NTRAK show layouts. It is too easy to make an
unintentional error with Operations Mode Programming that
could cause problems for another locomotive or the entire
layout.
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 The throttle operates correctly when plugged into LocoNet, but you
cannot control the train after it is unplugged.
 The throttle loses control of a train after a period of time.
 The throttle makes beeping noises.

Don't assume that a newly purchased battery will always be a
good battery. A new battery can have a high internal resistance
that prevents it from putting out sufficient voltage and/or current
to operate the throttle. Always purchase batteries from a store
that sells lots of batteries and therefore always has fresh
batteries on hand. Batteries have a "shelf life" as they will
deteriorate even if not used.

Throttle Problems & Maintenance
If problems with a throttle are encountered during the
Convention check the following items. If these do not solve the
problem the throttle should be taken to the on-duty Digital
Master or a Programming Station, to be checked out.

No Radio Operation. If the throttle operates correctly when
connected to LocoNet but not when untethered, even after
ensuring the battery is good, the problem may be that radio
transmission has been turned off. Bring the throttle to the onduty Digital Master or a Programming Station to be checked out
and make sure radio transmission is turned on.

Battery. Be sure the battery is installed with the correct polarity.
Check this especially if the throttle display goes blank when
unplugged from LocoNet.

RJ12 Plug. There are 3 potential problems relating to the RJ12
plug on the end of the stubby LocoNet cable:

A good battery is key to successful operation in the radio
(tetherless) mode. A battery is not needed when the throttle is
plugged into LocoNet. Whatever may appear to be wrong with a
throttle, the first thing to suspect is the battery. Replace the 9V
battery with a new or known good battery. Try two or three
batteries before deciding there is a fault with the throttle.
Examples of problems caused by weak or dying batteries
include:

 The locking tab breaks off,
 The contacts on the plug are bent or otherwise damaged (rare), or
 The wires are not making a good connection with the contacts in
the plug.

The solution to any of these problems is to replace the RJ12
plug. The on-duty Digital Master is equipped to replace your
damaged RJ connector.

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ap
ppendix F

Sum
mmary Throttle
T
Operatting Insttructions
Digitrax UT
T4R Simplex and
d UT4D Duplex
x Radio T
Throttle
es
UT4 throttles are
a simpler to use
u than the DTxxx
D
throttles. It
The U
integrrates intuitive operation
o
with simple
s
design so everyone caan
run trains. It features a large knob
k
for speedd control and 3
position toggle switcch for directionn control and braking,
b
either 2or 4-ddigit addressingg and Control Functions
F
F0-F
F12.

This tthrottle is ideal for the Basic and
a Advanced Consisting to be
b
used on NTRAK laayouts. Howevver the UT4 faamily of throttlees
cannoot operate “sw
witch” functionss such as mayy be needed for
f
turnouut control on modules
m
so equuipped, turnoff//on layout pow
wer
or proogram decoderrs.

mum orientation to hold the
e
Thrott le Orientationn. The optim
throttlee in normal ussage is from hhorizontal to 300º upward in a
naturall hand positionn about 12” ouut from your boody. This gives
the beest radio coveerage. Althouggh there are uusually severa
al
UR91aand UR92 radioo receivers loccated in and abbout the layoutt,
occasioonally wiring, metal plumbinng, HVAC duccting and othe
er
items m
may cause sm
mall areas of ppoor radio receeption. Moving
g
about 6” – 24” in anny direction oor varying thee orientation of
o
the UTT4R or UT4D w
will typically oovercome any dropouts.
Batteryy Conservatioon Mode. The UT4R and UT4D throttles
have aan automatic baattery conservaation mode whhen not plugged
d
into LoocoNet. After aabout 8 seconnds of no action, the norma
al
Status light blink ratte, either greeen or red, of aabout once pe
er
secondd will slow dow
wn to once eveery 3 seconds to indicate the
e
throttlee is conserving battery pow
wer. Any useer action (knob
turned,, toggle switchh moved or bbutton pushed)) will exit this
mode aautomatically aand the Statuss light will return to the faste
er
blink raate.
UT4R
R Simplex T
Throttle Ope
erating Instrructions

Locomotivee Selection

Forwardd/Brake/Reversse

Function Butttons

 Install 9V battery into the unit.
 With the UT4R unplugged from LocoNet, dial up the 2- or 4-digitt
address using thhe 4 rotary addreess selectors (usee the 2 rightmostt
selectors for 2-diggit addresses).
 Plug the UT4R into a LocoNet poort and Auto selection occurs — a
green status light confirms selecttion.
orr
 If you are alreadyy plugged into LoccoNet dial up the address
a
as above.
 Press the SEL buutton and look for the green status light
l
confirmation.
 For radio operatioons simply unplugg the UT4R from LocoNet.

Changing thee Direction switchh from
Forward (F) to the center Brake
position causses the locomotiive to
stop at the loccomotive’s prograammed
deceleration rrate. Changing qquickly
from F to R caauses the locomootive to
stop at the proogrammed deceleeration
rate, then rreverse directionn and
accelerate aat the locomootive’s
programmed aacceleration rate.

There aare 8 physical butttons assigned
for funcctions F0–F12. TThe blue F7–
F12 funnction buttons share the same
buttons as the F1 througgh F6 function
buttons.. To use functionn F7–F12 you
must prress and hold doown the SHIFT
button oon the lower lefft row as you
push thee F7 through F12 buttons.

Whenn finished opeerating a train with the UT44R dispatch thhe
locom
motive so anoother user cann use the Coommand Statioon
memoory slot. Do the following:
 Unnplug the UT4R from LocoNet
 Prress and hold thhe Dispatch buttton
 Plug the UT4R baack into a LocoN
Net port. The staatus light will tuurn
reed.

UT4D Duplex Throttle Ope
erating Instrructions
The U
UT4D duplex throttle must bee joined to a Duplex
D
Group for
f
tetherrless operationn.

The funnction buttons work exactly like
all otherr Digitrax throttles

Joinin g a Duplex Grroup for the First Time

 Inseert a known goodd 9V battery intoo the UT4D.
 Plugg the UT4D intto LocoNet on a layout equippped with a UR92
Dupplex Radio transsceiver to join that layout’s Duuplex Group. Be
suree this is the desiired layout on whhich you wish too operate.
 Afteer the UT4D has joined a Duplex Group, any time a battery is
inseerted into the UTT4D while it is uunplugged, it wiill search for tha
at
Dupplex Group, and will join the Grooup if it is within rrange.
 Wheen the throttle hhas re-joined thee Group, the Status light will blink
Greeen 5 times. Thhe UT4D will attempt to selecct the locomotive
adddress on the 4 rootary address selectors.
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 If the UT4D’s Status light blinks red 5 times this means no UR92
with the Group Name is within range. Either move closer to the
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UR92 to re-join the Duplex Group or plug into LocoNet to join
another Duplex Group that is available.

Locomotive Selection

Forward/Brake/Reverse

Function Buttons

 Install 9V battery into the unit.
 Dial up the 2- or 4-digit address using the 4 rotary address selectors
(use the 2 rightmost selectors for 2-digit addresses).
 If a Duplex Group has already been joined simply press the SEL
button to begin operating the locomotive address, otherwise plug the
UT4D into LocoNet and automatic selection of the address will occur.
A green status light will blink about once per second to confirm the
selection.
 If you are already plugged into LocoNet dial up the address as above.
 Press the SEL button and look for the green status light confirmation.
 If the Status light blinks red this means the locomotive address shown
on the address selectors is not selected or is already selected by
another throttle.
 For radio operations simply unplug the UT4D from LocoNet.

Changing the Direction switch from
Forward (F) to the center Brake
position causes the locomotive to
stop at the locomotive’s programmed
deceleration rate. Changing quickly
from F to R causes the locomotive to
stop at the programmed deceleration
rate, then reverse direction and
accelerate at the locomotive’s
programmed acceleration rate.

There are 8 physical buttons assigned
for functions F0–F12. The blue F7–
F12 function buttons share the same
buttons as the F1 through F6 function
buttons. To use function F7–F12 you
must press and hold down the SHIFT
button on the lower left row as you
push the F7 through F12 buttons.
The function buttons work exactly like
all other Digitrax throttles

When finished operating a train with the UT4D dispatch the
locomotive so another user can use the Command Station
memory slot. Do the following:

batteries before deciding there is a fault with the throttle.
Examples of problems caused by weak or dying batteries
include:

 Change the rotary address selectors to a different address. The
Status light will change to blinking red showing that the locomotive
address is released.

 The throttle operates correctly when plugged into LocoNet, but you
cannot control the train after it is unplugged.
 The throttle loses control of a train after a period of time.
 The throttle makes beeping noises.

 If you wish to Dispatch this address and make it available for
selection by another throttle press the Dispatch button.

UT4R and UT4D Throttle Consisting
The UT4R and UT4D throttles cannot by themselves create a
consist of locomotives. They can, however, acquire a consist
that has been set up on a DT-type throttle. The address of the
top locomotive of the consist should be dispatched from the DT
throttle. The UT4 throttle would then dial up the top locomotive
address and acquire the consist the same way any address is
acquired. The YT4 throttle can then control the consist in the
normal manner.
Programming Decoders
UT4R or UT4D throttles cannot be used to program decoders..
Throttle Problems & Maintenance
If problems with a throttle are encountered during the show
check the following items. If these do not solve the problem the
throttle should be taken to the on-duty Digital Master or a
Programming Station, to be checked out.
Battery. Be sure the battery is installed with the correct polarity.
Check this especially if the throttle has no response at all when
unplugged from LocoNet.
A good battery is key to successful operation in the radio
(tetherless) mode. A battery is not needed when the throttle is
plugged into LocoNet. Whatever may appear to be wrong with a
throttle, the first thing to suspect is the battery. Replace the 9V
battery with a new or known good battery. Try two or three

Don't assume that a newly purchased battery will always be a
good battery. A new battery can have a high internal resistance
that prevents it from putting out sufficient voltage and/or current
to operate the throttle. Always purchase batteries from a store
that sells lots of batteries and therefore always has fresh
batteries on hand. Batteries have a "shelf life" as they will
deteriorate even if not used.
Batteries for UT4D Duplex Throttles. Unlike the UT4R simplex
throttle which transmits only when the knob is moved, the toggle
switch is moved or a button is pushed, the UT4D duplex throttle
transmits and receives continuously. This it drains batteries
much faster than the simplex throttle.
It is highly recommended that the user of Digitrax duplex
throttles consider purchasing rechargeable batteries with a
higher start voltage when fully charged. A recommended battery
and charger are the following:
 Powerex Model MHR9v, Part No. MH-96V230 9.6V 230mAh
Rechargeable NiMH Battery
 The recommended charger is the Model MH-C490F which charges
4 of these batteries at the same time in 2 hours:
 A kit which contains this charger and 3 of the batteries can be
purchased. It is Model MH-C490F396VDC.

More information on the battery and charger is available at
http://www/mahaenergy.com. The products are available from
several online sources and locally at Batteries Plus.
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No Radio Operation. If the throttle operates correctly when
connected to LocoNet but not when untethered, even after
ensuring the battery is good, bring the throttle to the on-duty
Digital Master or a Programming Station to be checked out.
RJ12 Plug. There are 3 potential problems relating to the RJ12
plug on the end of the stubby LocoNet cable:
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 The contacts on the plug are bent or otherwise damaged (rare), or
 The wires are not making a good connection with the contacts in
the plug.

The solution to any of these problems is to replace the RJ12
plug. The on-duty Digital Master is equipped to replace your
damaged RJ connector.

 The locking tab breaks off,

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix G

De
ecoder Program
mming a
and Con
nsisting
At leeast one proggramming stattion should be
b set up in a
conveenient locationn in NTRAK show layouts for
f programminng
locom
motive and coonsist addresses, and to ensure analoog
operaation is turned off in the decoder. The JM
MRI DecoderP
Pro
software program shhould normallyy be used. Detaails follow.

desireed sounds alreeady program
mmed into thee decoder, and
d
all souund configuraable CVs for the decoder programmed to
o
the deesired values bbefore comingg to the show. No sound file
prograamming or sound CV adjusstment will be carried out by
y
the layyout programm
ming stations.

essful Progrramming
Hintts for Succe
The foollowing are soome hints to ennsure your proggramming will be
b
succeessful or to maake it easier to program decooders installed in
locom
motives.

Only tthe locomotivee address, noormal directionn of travel and
d
analogg operation will be programmeed at the show.

 Trrack, Wheels and
a Pickup Wipers Must be Clean. It is veery
im
mportant to havve a good conntact between the rails of the
prrogramming tracck and the wheels
w
of the decoder-equipped
loccomotive since the voltage appplied to the trackk is current limited
to protect the decooder and keep thhe locomotive from running off the
traack during progrramming. Be surre to clean the programming
p
traack
annd clean the wheeels of the locom
motive prior to prrogramming. If the
loccomotive uses a wiper contact to collect powerr from the wheeels,
maake sure it is cleean and making as good a contaact as possible.
 Otther Devices. Since
S
the program
m track is currennt limited to proteect
thee decoder durinng programming, ensure there is
i no other device
(laamps, LEDs, annother decoder, etc.) in parallel with the red and
blaack wires of the decoder being programmed. Such
S
other devicces
maay prevent thhe programmer from seeingg the decodeer's
accknowledge pulsses and/or reliabbly, if at all, reaading decoder CV
C
vaalues, although writing
w
to the deccoder will probabbly be successfuul.

JMRI DecoderPrro
The D
DecoderPro syymbolic progrrammer providdes a friendly
interfacce to program
m decoders, using a com
mputer running
g
Window
ws (2000, XP, Vista or 7) annd Java, the D
DCC Command
d
Stationn and an interfface to LocoNet such as thee LocoBuffer or
o
PR3. It simplifies tthe job of coonfiguring com
mplicated DCC
C
decodeers by providing screens on which you can select the
e
variouss options and values you waant. These scrreens show the
e
exact contents of each specificc decoder tyype. Both the
e
progra mming screenss and decoderr information arre stored in texxt
files, sso you can maake up new oones as desireed. DecoderPro
o
talks too the decoders using the JMR
RI programmingg interface.
When tthe program sttarts the following opening sccreen is seen:

 Deecoder Functio
ons. Before proggramming a decoder, make suure
alll the decoder functions (headligghts, sound, etc..) are turned OF
FF.
Thhis must be done from a norm
mal DCC-powerred track using a
Coommand Stationn/Power Booster and throttle.
 Listen/Watch. Duuring programming listen and waatch for any mottor
moovement. This indicates that the decoder is generating an
Accknowledge (AC
CK) pulse for the programmer as
a confirmation of
ann exchange of messages bettween the proggrammer and the
deecoder.

Sounds in Prog
grammable Sound Dec
coders
Progrrammable sounnd decoders, such
s
as the Diggitrax, LokSounnd
and Q
QSI sound decooders have thee appropriate loocomotive sounnd
files downloadablee from the manufacturer’s
m
web site annd
progrrammed into the decoderr by proprietyy programmeers
(Digitrax PR2 and PR3, LokSound LokProgram
mmer, Quantuum
Progrrammer) madee available by
b the manufaacturers. Thesse
proprrietary program
mmers may be available
a
at NT
TRAK layoutts,
but not for downloaading and proggramming souund files into thhe
decodder.
Attenndees bring
ging downlo
oadable sou
und equippeed
locom
motives to an
n NTRAK sho
ow layout sh
hould have th
he

The sccreen shown aat the top of the next page is used during
g
actual programming oof decoder adddresses:
A copyy of the Manuaal for DecoderrPro (hard coppy, CD-ROM or
o
thumb drive) will be kkept both at the Programming Table, and in
the maaster book of D
DCC Documenntation kept att the Command
d
Stationn.
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Operaating of DecodderPro for checcking and assiggning addressees
is sum
mmarized as foollows:
 DeecoderPro will be launched in the “NMR
RA Standard CV
C
Deefinitions” mode..
 Too check a locom
motive, sit it onn the programm
ming track and let
DeecoderPro “read sheet” while onn the “Basic” tab..
 Too change the adddress write the changes
c
on the Basic
B
sheet.
 Ussing DecoderP
Pro’s Basic programmer instead of the
coomprehensive prrogrammer will restrict
r
the progrramming screen to
jusst the “Roster Enntry” and “Basic”” tabs.

Deco
oder Assistted Consistting (DAC)
Decoder Assisted (A
Advanced) Connsisting is simiilar to Commannd
Statioon Assisted (UniVersal)
(
Coonsisting exceept the consist
addreess is program
mmed into the decoder to permanently
p
MU
M
locom
motives togetheer, even if remooved from the layout and takeen
to another layout. (Care must be taken when such
s
locomotivees
are reemoved from the layout to put them backk in the EXAC
CT
arrangement in whicch they were originally consissted together.)
AC
The toop address (the one assigned to the right thhrottle) in a DA
must be a two-digitt (short) addresss. This does not mean thatt a
locom
motive with a two-digit addreess actually has
h to be in thhe
consist. If the locom
motives to be consisted onlyy have four-diggit
addreesses, select a two-digit addreess that does not
n actually exist
on thhe layout and assign it to thhe right throttle — this 2-diggit
addreess will be asssigned at the Programming
P
Table.
T
Then MU
M
all fouur-digit addressses to the two-digit address.
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MU'ingg the locomotivves to be consisted is then performed in the
e
same manner as wiith Command Station Assistted (UniVersal)
Consissting. When thhe consisting takes place, thhe DCS100 will
automaatically assignn the consistt address to CV19 in the
e
decodeers being conssisted. When loocomotives aree removed from
m
the connsist, CV19 is aautomatically cchanged back tto '00'.
The e asiest way too consist locoomotives usingg DAC is with
DecodeerPro’s Conssisting Tool, and can be done at the
Prograamming Stationns at NTRAK laayouts. DecodderPro performs
consistting using Opps Mode Proggramming so the locomotive
e
must be placed oon the mainlinne track during consisting
g.
Follow ing is the initial programming screen from D
DecoderPro.

The buuttons on the top row are used to select between an
Advancced (or Decooder Assisted)) Consist andd a Command
d
Stationn Assisted Consist
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The bbox Next to thee label Consistt: is used to sppecify the consist
ID. FFor Decoder Assisted
A
Consiists, this shouuld be the shoort
addreess used to identify the consisst.
The second line of the conssisting tool iss used to addd
locom
motives. A locoomotive may be added either by entering it's
numbber in the box next
n to New. Clicking
C
the addd button will addd
a locoomotive to the consist, and it will appear in the
t list below thhe
seconnd line, as show
wn:

The Direction Norm
mal checkbox is used to determine
d
if thhe
locom
motive is traveling in forward or reverse wheen the consist is
travelling forward.
After adding a seecond locomottive to the coonsist, with thhe
directtion reversed, you
y should seee something like the following:
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C
CV19 Value

Effect on D
DAC
Addresss

Normal Direction
off Travel

000/x00

DAC Addresssing
Disabledd
DAC Addresssing
Enabledd
DAC Addresssing
Enabledd

N/A

001//x01 to 127/x7F
129//x81 to 255/xFF

FForward
R
Reverse

To deteermine the hexx value to proggram into CVs 21 and 22, add
d
up thee hex values of the functioons to be coontrolled in the
advancced consist annd program thaat value into thhe CVs — see
e
the fo llowing table. To make alll CVs be conntrolled by the
advancced consist adddress, program
m a value of 2255/xFF to both
CV21 aand CV22.
CV21 Values

CV22 Valuess

F0
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

F0

x01

F9
F10
F11
F12

x16
6
x32
2
x64
4
x12
28

x00
x01
x02
x04
x08
x16
x32
x64
x128

For exxample, for F00 to be controllled by the advanced consisst
addresss program Cv221 to x00 and Cv22 to x01. For F0, F1 and
d
F5 conntrolled by the aadvanced conssist address, prrogram Cv21 to
o
x17 annd CV22 to x001. All other fuunctions will bbe controlled by
the deccoder’s regularr address.
It mustt be noted that some decoderrs block an Opps Mode write to
o
CVs 1,, 17, 18 and 199. Locomotivess with such deccoders must be
e
progra mmed manually on the progrramming track.
Note: A
Advanced Consists always operate in 288 speed stepss.
Operattors need to m
make sure theirr throttle is sennding 28 speed
d
steps tto the address to avoid flickerring headlights.
The following dettails are proovided to asssist in manuual
progrramming of Deccoder Assistedd Consisting, if used.
c
data for
f
CV199 contains the DAC address. CV19 also contains
the direction in which the consistt will operate. The table beloow
can bbe used to deteermine what value to program into CV19.
Whenn CV19 is active the variouss function within the advanceed
consist are individuually controlled at their reggular addressees.
Howeever, CV21 andd CV22 allow placing
p
specificc functions undder
the coontrol of the addvanced consisst address.

ersal Consiisting
UniVe
The noormal method of consisting with Digitrax ssystems is with
UniVerrsal Consistingg where the Command Station keeps track
of all consists, and each locomootive in a connsist uses one
e
memorry slot. If a larrge number of operators arre expected at
a
the shhow and thee need is foor strict slot managementt,
UniVerrsal Consistinng should be pprohibited.
Relea
asing/Dispa
atching Lo
ocomotives from the
e
Throtttle
To asssist in slot m
management inn the Commaand Station all
locomootives must bbe released/dispatched from
m their throttle
e
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when operation on the layout is complete. This allows for reuse
of addresses, particularly the 2-digit addresses for consisting.

 Press and hold the Dispatch button
 Plug the UT4R back into a LocoNet port.

Radio throttles must be plugged into ThrottleNet to release an
address from the throttle.

UT4D Throttles

Following is the procedure:

Throttle Emergency Stop Setting
At the time of checking and programming decoder addresses
and consist, operator throttles will be checked and set to ensure
they are set for Local Emergency Stop (which is the default
setting) rather than Global Emergency Stop. This is done to
prevent the accidental stoppage of all DCC trains on the layout
due to an operator inadvertently (or on purpose) pressing the
Emergency Stop button on the throttle.

DT100R and DT300R Throttles

 Plug the throttle into LocoNet.
 Ensure the locomotive speed is 00.
 Press SEL/SET button then MODE/DISP button. DT100R and
DT300R will show SEL.

DT400R, DT402R and DT402D Throttles
 Plug the throttle into LocoNet.
 Ensure the locomotive speed is 00.
 Press LOCO key then press DISP key. The DT400 LCD will show
SEL.

UT4R Throttles

 Press the DISP button.

Throttles used by the Digital Staff will be exempt from this
requirement.
The correct throttle options and the procedures to set them for
DCC train operators on NTRAK layouts are:

 Unplug the UT4R from LocoNet

DT100R Throttles

DT300R Throttles

1. Unplug the DT100R from LocoNet.
Press/hold SEL/SET key while
plugging DT100R back into
LocoNet. The display will show
“oP:0x”., where “x” is the current
setting.
2. Use R or L throttle knob to change
setting to “oP:01”.
3. Press SEL/SET key to save setting
and advance to next option. The
display will show “oS:xx”.
4. Use R or L throttle knobs to change
the setting to “oS:23”.
5. Press SEL/SET to save setting then
press SEL/SET two more times to
complete the process.

1. Unplug the DT300R from LocoNet.
Press/hold SEL key while plugging
DT300R back into LocoNet. The
display will show OP#1=??? where
??? is current setting.
2. Use R or L throttle knob to change
setting to x01.
3. Press SEL key to set OP#1 and
advance to OP#2.
4. Use R or L throttle knob to change
the setting to x43.
5. Press SEL key to set OP#2 and
advance to OP#3.
6. Since no change required in OP#3–
6 press SEL four more times to step
through these options.

DT400R Throttles

DT402R & DT402D

1. Press the OPTN t key. The right 1. Press the OPTN-t button to
side of the display will show the
access the Options menu. The
current value for OP#1
LCD will show Options.
2. Use R or L throttle knob to change 2. Use the right throttle knob to
the setting to x01.
scroll to the option ES->Idle. Us
3. Press ENTER key to set OP#1 to
the Y/+ or N/- buttons to scrolls
the selected value &advance to
the values until OFF appears on
OP#2.
the LCD.
4. Use R or L throttle knob to change 3. Press the ENTER button to set
the setting to x43.
the Options.
5. Press ENTER key to set OP#2 to
the selected value and advance to
OP#3.
6. Since no change is required in
OP#3–6 press ENTER key four
more times to step through these
options.
Note: DT100R and DT300R throttles will time out and return to RUN mode in 5 or 6 seconds if no action is taken following each step above.
It is strongly recommended that all locomotives assigned to the throttle (both throttle knobs) are released (i.e. dispatched) before any throttle options are
changed.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix H
Digitrax Lo
ocoNet R epeater
(LNRP)
Intro
oduction
The LLocoNet Repeeater (LNRP) module
m
is a neew product froom
Digitrrax designed too improve the reliability
r
of LoccoNet operatioon,
especcially for largerr layouts. The LNRP and its connections are
a
shown below.

reconnnect and resum
me operationss on the “stanndard” LocoNe
et
segmeent.
The LLNRP boosts and separatees the RailSyync “standard
d”
outputss form the master Com
mmand Station (“Protected
d”
RailSy nc) so if there is a problem w
with the separaated “Standard
d”
RailSy nc copy, the m
master Commannd Station is unaffected along
g
with ot her devices thaat need good R
RailSync.
Similarrly, the LocoNeet “data” part oof the cable wirring is protected
d
to the C
Command Stattion side.
Since tthe LNRP drivves the power and RailSync signals on the
e
“standaard” LocoNet ccable segmentts each LNRP should have a
DC inpput of +14V to +18V at up too 250mA suppllied on the side
e
DC poower jack. (Noote the increasse in minimum
m voltage from
m
+12V tto +14V.)

LocoNet Repeater

eral LNRP C
Connection Scheme
Gene
The foollowing diagrram is a veryy general LNRP connection
schem e for connectting one or m
more LNRP’s to configure a
LocoNeet-based systeem for operation:

LocoNet Repeater Components
Photo an
nd diagram so
ource: Digitrax
x, Inc.

The feeatures of the LNRP are:





Issolates segmentts of a LocoNet layout.
P
Protects segmennts of LocoNet laayouts.
E
Extends large LocoNet installattions, especiallyy where there are
a
m
more than 20 devvices.
A
Acts as a Diagnoostic tool if LocoN
Net problems occcur.

If a w
wiring or signall problem occuurs on any “staandard” LocoN
Net
sectioon that the LNRP is connectting and monitoring, the LNR
RP
will aact to internally disconnect the faulty “staandard” LocoN
Net
segm
ment so that thee “protected” LoocoNet can conntinue operatinng.
If thee fault is remooved, the LNR
RP will typically automaticaally
Diag
gram source: Digitrax, Inc.
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The aapproach show
wn in this connnection diagram will work well
for most Digitrax DC
CC-powered laayouts. Howeveer, for very largge
layouts we need to take
t
an additioonal step.
Very
y Large Lay
yout LNRP Connection
C
Scheme
For aall layouts the LocoNet from the Commandd Station shouuld
be coonnected to thee Protected sidde of one LNR
RP located at thhe
Comm
mand Station complex. Forr very large layouts LocoN
Net
cablees from the Staandard LocoNeet jacks on thiss LNRP will forrm
the layout’s proteccted “backbonne” LocoNet, and be daissychained to the prootected LocoNeet jacks on thhe other LNRP
Ps
(Loopp LNRP) arouund the spine,, one LNRP located
l
at eacch
junction module. Onne outlet on the Command Station
S
LNRP will
w

Faullt Codes
The rred, green and yellow LEDs on
o the front paanel of the LNR
RP
light tto indicate speccific fault condiitions as follows:
Red LED
D (Protected LocoNet Side)
Off
Onee Wink
Twoo Winks
Three Winks
Fouur Winks

Prootected LocoNett, Rail Sync OK
Prootected LocoNett Shorted or Stucck Low
Noo Rail Sync (probbably disconnectted)
Large Capacitive Load
L
on Protecteed LocoNet
Meedium Capacitivee Load on Protected LocoNet
(166Kbaud only)
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serve lloops to the right of the Com
mmand Stationn complex, and
d
the othher will serve looops to the left..
At eacch Loop LNRP
P one Standarrd LocoNet ouutput should be
e
design ated for ThrotttleNet and thee second for BoosterNet, as
describbed in the folloowing sections. Additional LNRP’s should be
e
locatedd along the layyout spine to prrovide protectioon for Boosterss,
etc. poowering the spinne.
The LoocoNet jack onn the front panel of the LNRP
Ps can be used
d
for throottles only, as tthere are no RaailSync signalss at this jack.
The LN
NRP configuraation for very large layouts iss shown in the
e
diagram
m below.

Yellow LE
ED (Standarrd LocoNet Side)
Off
One Blink
Two Blinks
Threee Blinks
Fourr Blinks

LoccoNet, Rail Syncc OK
LoccoNet Shorted orr Stuck Low
Rail Sync Shorted tto Ground or Each Other
Larrge Capacitive Looad on LocoNett
Meddium Capacitivee Load on LocoN
Net (16Kbaud
onlyy)

Gree
en LED (Pow
wer Status)
Mos tly On
Mos tly Off

DC Power Good, Raail Sync Active
DC Power Good, Coommand Stationn is in Sleep
Modde
Fastt Blink
DC Power Out-of-Range (<12V or >>20V)
A Blink is a light tthat’s mostly off, and then on moomentarily
A Wink is a ligght that mostly on, then off momentarily

____
__________
___________
__________
__________
___________
__________
__________
___________
__________
_
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Appendix F

Module Inspection
Since the same problems with modules and larger layouts that
cause bottlenecks and train backups appear to surface year
after year, all modules destined for NTRAK layouts must meet
the NTRAK Mechanical and Electrical Specifications, as a
minimum. It should be the responsibility of Clubs with recognized
Certification procedures to inspect and certify the modules their
Members are bringing to an NTRAK show layout.
Modules pre-certified will have a Certification Sticker applied
before coming to the show. Modules without the Certification
Sticker will receive a cursory visual inspection on arrival, and
before they are assembled into the layout. Any deficiencies
found will be documented for a more detailed inspection once
the problem(s) is remedied by the owner and installed in the
layout, but before operations begin. If the module clearly does
not meet basic NTRAK, Bend Track, TwinTrak or oNeTRAK
standards it may be relegated to a branch section off the main
layout depending on the inspectors’ recommendation.
The objective of certification and inspection of modules is to
increase reliability of the entire layout and improve enjoyment for
spectators and crews alike.
Pre-Certification Inspection
Clubs with recognized Certification procedures should carry out
the following checks on all modules that will be in an NTRAK
layout:
Track Inspection. Any shortcomings found should be corrected
prior to applying the certification sticker.
 Inspection Train — Run a short inspection train with the following
consist:
 2 or more long 6-axle locomotives (SD90) coupled together with
body-mounted couplers
 a PA-1 locomotive (long 6-axle wheelbase truck)
 several long (86’) cars coupled together
Ensure these locomotives and cars track easily without derailing
around all 18” (blue) and 24” curves, reverse curves and
crossovers. Pay particular attention to “S” curves that need at least
an 8” straight section between the curves for a smooth transition.
 Car Clearance — Include in the inspection train an 86’ “clearance
car” with a profile form 1.75” above the rail to test clearances to
NTRAK standards as well as to clear all possible double stack
loads. The profile form should also have appropriate side profiles to
simulate the wide low pressure cylinders on a Y6b articulated
locomotive.
 Flange Clearance — Include in the inspection train some cars with
Micro-Trains standard (pizza cutter) wheels and some with Micro-

Trains lo-profile wheels. Watch for cars bouncing that may indicate
track out of gauge, ballast on the track or in flangeways, attempts
to pick turnouts or that derail.
 Turnouts — Check that crossovers between Red–Yellow–Blue are
Peco long turnouts. Check that all turnouts have positive operating
controls. Repair, replace or spike turnouts as necessary.
Restrictions on long locomotive and cars may be needed where the
curved part of medium or short turnouts are used, particularly in
crossovers.
 Track — All track must be Code 80 at the ends of the module.
Sections of Micro-Engineering or Peco Code 55 track are
acceptable, but Atlas Code 55 is prohibited due to interference of
the spikes with wheels. There should be no damaged or kinky rails.
 Track Alignment — Ensure the rails at the end of modules are
level and not bent up due to warped roadbed or plywood. Ensure
the module ends are flat and square with no overhanging plywood
top. Check that track spacing is 1.5” ± 1/16”.

Electrical Inspection. Any shortcomings found should be
correct prior to applying the certification sticker.
 Continuity — To check track continuity quickly operate a single 4axle diesel locomotive without a flywheel along all tracks and
crossovers, and check for dead sections in turnouts and connector
tracks, and dirty track. This locomotive should run slowly over
turnouts and suspect areas.
 Wire Size — Ensure all Red-Yellow-Blue-Green, etc. bus wires
meet the NTRAK electrical standards if the module is equipped with
Cinch-Jones connectors or meet the NTRAK Recommended
Practice if the module is equipped with Powerpole Connectors,
from the connector at one end of the module to the connector at the
other end of the module. Ensure the presence of the White Wire
and that it is 16 gauge or heavier. Ensure there are no permanent
120VAC connections on the module and that there are no power
strips permanently attached to the module.
 Junctions and Inside Corners — Check that all wiring and
connectors are properly reversed where required. Improper plug
wiring can damage train controls.
 Yard Controls — Ensure the train controls in yards have the
capability to disconnect from the power of the Red-Yellow-Blue
community tracks.
 Isolation of Rails — Ensure all connectors and rails are isolated
from all other rails; this can be checked using an ohmmeter.
 Cinch Jones Connectors — Ensure all Cinch Jones connectors
are properly color-coded and the contacts are clean. To clean apply
Conducta-Lube or CRC Contact Cleaner to the contacts and push
plugs in and out several times.
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 Powerpole Connectors — Endure all Powerpole Connectors are
properly color-coded and the contacts are clean.
 Voltage Drop — Observe trains carefully to see if they slow in one
or more areas on the module. Use a digital meter (RRampMeter) to
measure voltage and check for loose connections by wiggling the
Cinch Jones connectors and track feeder wires. Repair or replace
as necessary.
 Test Under Load — For troubleshooting low voltage conditions
use a RRampMeter with a No. 1156 automotive bulb connected to
the output and a DCC input to the module. The No. 1156 draws
2.5A, which will allow determining accurate voltage, drop across a
module. Target voltage drop per module is 0.1 volt or less.

On-Site Inspection
Modules without a certification sticker will be tested on arrival at
the show. Following are the items to be checked during this
initial module inspection:
 Check for bent or damaged rails of community tracks, especially at
the module ends. Make note of any damage for repair by owner.
 Modules with Cinch-Jones Connectors
 Check for proper wire size (#18 or larger) with the male CinchJones plugs on the right end. Modules with telephone-type
wiring will not be permitted in the layout, except for short rail
feeders.
 Check for correct color-coding on the Cinch-Jones connectors.
Apply correct colored tape where required.
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 Check the connector pins on the Cinch-Jones plugs for
cleanliness. Wire brush as necessary and apply Conducta-Lube
or TV-Tuner Cleaner.
 If the module has chassis-mount female Cinch-Jones sockets
check solder connections to them closely when moving wires
around. Check for wear and looseness of the contact pins. If
one or both feel loose add a tag and conduct a simple voltage
drop test using a MRC 501 and a 10-ohm resistor. Replace
socket or jump socket as necessary.
 Modules with Powerpole Connectors
 Check for proper track bus wire size (#12 gauge) with the
correct orientation of the Powerpole connectors (red-over-black
at the right end and black-over-red at the left end).
 Ensure all Powerpole connectors are properly color coded and
the contacts are clean.
 Check that owners of modules or module sets employing
Powerpole connectors have Powerpole to Conch-Jones
adapters available per the NTRAK Recommended Practice to
connect to adjacent Cinch-Jones modules if required.
 Check terminal blocks for loose or disconnected wires.
 Check for presence of the White line (if we decide to require it) and
the 120VAC line.

An “OK” sticker will be applied to modules passing all the above
items or notes made of defects on a 3” x 5” card for later followup.
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Appendix J

LocoNet Management
There may be several layouts using the Digitrax DCC system
operating in the same building as the NTRAK layout, and
possibly dealers selling Digitrax equipment. Each of these
layouts must be assigned a separate Identification Code so they
will not interfere with each other. With UR91 Simplex Radio
Receivers a maximum of eight (8) LocoNet IDs are available
with ID=0 being the default. With UR92 Duplex Radio
Transceivers there is virtually an infinite number of IDs available;
specific Duplex IDs can be chosen or the UR92 will select its
own; however, UR92 transceivers in the same layout as UR91
receivers should also be assigned the same LocoNet ID as the
UR91s.
LocoNet ID with UR91 Simplex Radio Receivers
The LocoNet Manager should assign LocoNet IDs to the various
layouts either before the Show or as the layouts “report in.” The
Main NTRAK Layout should be assigned LocoNet ID=7. Other
layouts should be assigned LocoNet IDs in descending order,
with ID=0 being the last assigned.
LocoNet ID
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Layout
Main NTRAK Layout

DT100/DT100R Throttle
1. Disconnect the DT100/R from LocoNet.
2. Press and hold MODE/DISP on the
DT100/R and plug back into LocoNet.
Release MODE/DISP after plugging in the
throttle.
3. The DT100/R will display current LocoNet
ID “Ir:0n” or “rA:0n,” where “n” is current
LocoNet ID. Use R throttle knob to
change the ID, which can be 0 to 7.
4. Press SEL/SET to set the system to new
LocoNet ID.
5. The DT100/R used to change the ID will
automatically log on to new LocoNet ID.

In the event there are more than 8 Digitrax-operated layouts and
Digitrax dealers at the Show, LocoNet IDs may need to be
shared. This can be done based on size (small can be shared)
and geographic diversity (distance between nearest UR91s). If
necessary a LocoNet ID can also be shared based on a range of
addresses. One layout could be assigned addresses 1,000 –
3,000 to use while another could be assigned 5,000 – 8,000,
both using the same LocoNet ID.
The table below is the procedure to set the LocoNet ID:
LocoNet ID with UR92 Duplex Radio Transceivers
Even though UR92 Duplex Radio transceivers will be have a
Duplex Group Name (see later section in this Appendix), they
must also be assigned a LocoNet ID in the same manner as a
UR91.
Duplex Group Name with UR92 Duplex Radio
Transceivers
The UR92 duplex radio transceiver has an 8-digit Duplex Group
Name feature that allows multiple Digitrax-equipped layouts to
operate in close proximity to each other at a Show. The UR92
can set this Group Name internally or can accept input of a
Group Name via a DT402D throttle or by software.
Note: If there will be more than one UR92 in the layout be sure
they are all connected before changing the Duplex Group Name
of channel number. If this is not done then the units will
automatically re-negotiate the Duplex Group name and channel
values with each addition.

Procedure to Set LocoNet ID
DT300/DT300R Throttle
DT400/DT400R/DT402R/DT402D Throttle
1. Disconnect the DT300/R from LocoNet.
2. Press and hold MODE on the DT300/R
and plug back into LocoNet. Release
MODE after plugging in the throttle.
3. The DT300/R will display current
LocoNet ID “Ir:0n” or “rA:0n,” where “n”
is current LocoNet ID. Use either
throttle knob to change the ID, which
can be 0 to 7.
4. Press SEL to set the system to the new
LocoNet ID.
5. The DT300/R used to change the ID will
automatically log on to new LocoNet ID.

1. Disconnect DT400/R from LocoNet.
2. Press and hold EDIT on the DT400/R and plug
back into LocoNet. Release EDIT after plugging in
the throttle.
3. The DT400/R will display E1 in Mode Indicator and
current LocoNet ID “Ir:0n” or “rA:0n,” where “n” is
the current LocoNet ID. Use R throttle knob to
change the ID, which can be 0 to 7.
4. Press ENTER to set the system to the new
LocoNet ID.
5. The DT400/R used to change the ID will
automatically log on to new LocoNet ID.

Unplug and reconnect any other DT series throttles that will be used on this system so they can log on to the new LocoNet ID number
and be able to operate on the system.
If a new UR91 is added to the system the IDs must be re-synchronized in all the UR91s using this procedure.
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Automatic Setting of Duplex Group Name. When
powered up and connected to a working LocoNet the UR92 will
automatically set the Duplex Group Name and channel number.
When the LocoNet is connected to one of the jacks at the rear of
the UR92 the RED LED will go off and the GREEN “radio” LED
will wink at a 2-second interval to indicate that it is duplex
configured and operational.

 Press the “ENTER” button to update the current displayed
characters as the new UR92 Duplex Group Name. To skip making
any changes, simply press the “EXIT” button.

To add additional UR92 after the initial setup do the following:

The use of this software requires a computer running Windows 2000,
XP, Vista or Windows 7 and connected to LocoNet via the Digitrax
MS100 or the Digitrax PR3. (Note: this software will NOT work with the
RR-CirKits LocoBuffer-USB.) Connect from the computer to the MS100
or PR3/ then to the LocoNet jack on the Command Station.

 Add the UR92(s) to the LocoNet.
 Use a DT402D throttle to turn OFF layout track power and then turn
track power back ON. This forces all the UR92s to automatically
negotiate a common and permanent single Duplex Group Name
and channel Number. Note that the Duplex Group Name may
change with each UR92 addition.
 Rejoin the DT402Ds by a tethered or untethered step to use the
newly negotiated Duplex Group Name and channel.

Manual Setting of Duplex Group Name. The UR92 Group
Name can be set manually by means of a DT402D throttle or by
means of a software program downloadable from the Digitrax
web site.
Using a DT402D Throttle. Be sure all UR92s are connected
to LocoNet prior to changing the Group Name. If another UR92 is
added after setting the Group Name the UR92s will automatically
renegotiate and may change the preferred name to a default. The
Group Name should be changed to the desired name after each new
UR92 is attached to LocoNet. Following is the procedure:
 Connect the DT402D throttle to the front RJ12 jack of any UR92 on
the LocoNet network or any LocoNet jack. If there are both
ThrottleNet and BoosterNet be sure to connect the throttle to
ThrottleNet.
 On the DT402D press the “OPTN” button and then the “EDIT”
button.
 The 8 character Duplex Group Name will now appear in the center
of the throttle display.
 Use the “R” throttle knob to change the first character value. It will
blink as it is changed. When the desired character is seen, use the
“L” throttle knob to move across and select a character to modify.

Using Software. Digitrax has made available a software
program, DigiGroupSetup.exe that can be downloaded from their web
site. This program allows, among other things, the setting of the Duplex
Group Name.

Proceed as follows:
 Connect the UR92(s) to be edited to LocoNet.
 Start the DigGroupSetup program, and use the Portsetup menu
to select the correct COM port to which the MS100 or PR3 is
connected. If using an MS100 set the bit rate to 16457.
 Use the Get button to read the current Duplex Group Name, RF
Duplex Channel and the Password (a Password value of 0000
disables password usage). Edit any of these settings as desired
then use the Set button to download these values to any UR92s
connected to LocoNet.
 If interference from other services (e.g. Wi-Fi) in the 2.4GHz band
is detected or suspected the Start Channel Scan allows using the
UR92 to make a quick scan of the available channels to see how
much signal (and possibly interference ) may be present at your
location. The graphics on the monitor show the peak signal and
average detected while the scan runs. This can be helpful in setting
up the UR92s for best Duplex performance.

Note: All duplex throttles must not only be disconnected
from LocoNet but also have their batteries removed when
scanning the channels or the scan will give false results.
Verifying LocoNet ID and Duplex Group Name
From time-to-time during the Show, the LocoNet Manager
should check each layout to ensure they are actually using the
ID assigned. This is done by plugging in a DTxxxR throttle and
reading the number in the right side of the display.
For the Duplex Group Name simply plug in a DT402D throttle
into the LocoNet being checked and read the Duplex Group
Name.

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Digitrax Sensor & Switch Address Ranges
by Doug Stuard, NVNTRAK
Sensor inputs can be identified by Sensor Numbers (also
referred to as "Contact" numbers), or by a "Sensor Address".
The former is based on the actual number reported in a LocoNet
sensor message, while the latter is a display convention based
on the original "Board ID, Input#" numbering scheme used with
the BDL16. This can be confusing when using boards with only 8
(vs. 16) sensor inputs such as the DS64, and SE8C, where
board #2 for example would have Sensor Addresses 1,9 thru
1,16, rather than 2,1 thru 2,8. For this reason, the "Sensor
Number (Sensor#) approach is felt to be more consistent.
Sensor Addresses (shown in italics) are also provided here for
those who are more familiar with that format and for those
software packages that use it.

Switch (Turnout) Addresses are strictly numeric, and with the
exception of the DS64, are assigned in sequential blocks based
on the Board ID. In the case of DS64s, switch addresses are
individually programmable and are independent of board ID.
The Sensor and Switch Address Ranges are listed on the next
page.
Address information for some other Digitrax products are listed
on the following pages, including:
 SE8C Default Switch Address Range Usage for Board IDs 01 – 36
 Commonly Available Switch Decoders and their Parameters

Commonly Available Switch Decoders and Their Parameters
Decoder
No. of
Outputs
DCC Specialties Hare
DCC Specialties Wabbit
DCC Specialties Jack Wabbit
Digitrax DS1K1
Digitrax DS44
Digitrax DS52
Digitrax DS64
Lenz LS-150
NCE Switch-It
NCE Snap-It
NCE Switch Kat
NCE Switch-8
Team Digital SMD82

1
2
4
1
4
2
4
6
2
1
1
8
8

Basic Data
Address
Range
1–2044
1–2044
1–2044
1–??
1–??
1–??
1–2048
1–1024
1–2044
1–2044
1–2044
1–2044
1–2047

Position
Feedback

A1

A2

Output Types
B1
B2
C1

Optional
Optional
Optional
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
NR
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y

N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y

N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N

C2

Alternate
Flash

N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N

N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N

where
A1: Motor Driven Stall Type
A2: Motor Driven Power Cut Off Type
B1: Twin Coil Low to Medium Current

B2: Twin Coil High Current
C1: Bipolar Low Current
C2: Bipolar Higher Current

Be sure that addresses for PM42 boards and BDL168 boards do not overlap. It is suggested you use addresses 1–20 for BDL168 and
21 up for PM42s.

Digitrax Sensor and Switch Address Ranges
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To identify the Board ID and input for a given Sensor Address :

To identify the Board ID and input for a given Sensor Number:
Enter Sensor (Contact)# (1-4096) =>
Sensor Address
Board ID
1
1
1
1

BDL168
DS54
DS64
SE8C

Enter Sensor Address (a,b) =>
Sensor#

1
1,1
Input
DS 1
#NAME?
#NAME?
#NAME?

BDL168
DS54
DS64
SE8C

Board ID
1
1
1
1

1,1
1
Input
DS 1
#NAME?
#NAME?
#NAME?

To identify the Board ID and switch output for a given Switch Address:
Enter Switch Address (1-2048) =>

1

Board ID Sw Output
1
A
DS54
DS64 (Independent of Board ID)
1
SMTM 1
SE8C

To determine the sensor numbers and equivalent sensor addresses for each input, and switch addresses for each output for a given Board ID:
Enter board ID =>
Inputs:
BDL168

1

Input
Sensor#
Sensor Address

DS 1
1
1,1

DS 2
2
1,2

DS 3
3
1,3

DS 4
4
1,4

DS 5
5
1,5

DS 6
6
1,6

DS 7
7
1,7

DS 8
8
1,8

Input
Sensor#
Sensor Address

DS 9
9
1,9

DS 10
10
1,10

DS 11
11
1,11

DS 12
12
1,12

DS 13
13
1,13

DS 14
14
1,14

DS 15
15
1,15

DS 16
16
1,16

DS54

Input
Sensor#
Sensor Address

AuxA
1
1,1

SwitchA
2
1,2

AuxB
3
1,3

SwitchB
4
1,4

AuxC
5
1,5

SwitchC
6
1,6

AuxD
7
1,7

SwitchD
8
1,8

DS64

Input
Sensor#
Sensor Address

A1
1
1,1

S1
2
1,2

A2
3
1,3

S2
4
1,4

A3
5
1,5

S3
6
1,6

A4
7
1,7

S4
8
1,8

SE8C

Input
Sensor#
Sensor Address

DS01
1
1,1

SW01
2
1,2

DS02
3
1,3

SW02
4
1,4

DS03
5
1,5

SW03
6
1,6

DS04
7
1,7

SW04
8
1,8

C
3

D
4

Outputs: (Note: Switch addresses above 2048 are invalid)
DS54
Switch Output
A
B
Switch Address
1
2
DS64

Switch Output
Switch Address

SE8C
Turnouts:

Switch Output
Switch Address

2G/2G
3R/3G
4R/4G
1R/1G
(Independently Addressable, 1-2048)
SMTM 2
2

SMTM 3
3

SMTM 4
4

SMTM 5
5

SMTM 6
6

SMTM 7
7

SMTM 8
8

Signal Drivers: 4 Aspect Signal Addresses (Adr1/Adr2)
Driver Socket=>
DRV1
DRV2
A1 - Main
257/258
265/266
A2 - Diverging
259/260
267/268
B - Main
261/262
269/270
C - Siding
263/264
271/272

DRV3
273/274
275/276
277/278
279/280

DRV4
281/282
283/284
285/286
287/288

DRV5
289/290
291/292
293/294
295/296

DRV6
297/298
299/300
301/302
303/304

DRV7
305/306
307/308
309/310
311/312

DRV8
313/314
315/316
317/318
319/320

DRV3
265
266
267
268

DRV4
269
270
271
272

DRV5
273
274
275
276

DRV6
277
278
279
280

DRV7
281
282
283
284

DRV8
285
286
287
288

SMTM 1
1

2 Aspect Signal Addresses
Driver Socket=>
DRV1
A1 - Main
257
A2 - Diverging
258
B - Main
259
C - Siding
260

DRV2
261
262
263
264

Aspect
1
2
3
4

Switch
Display
Command
Red
Adr1="t"
Green
Adr1="c"
Yellow
Adr2="c"
Fl Yel*
Adr2="t"
* can be changed via OpSw settings.

Aspect
Display
1
Red
2
Green

SE8C Default Switch Address Range Usage for Board IDs 01 – 36

Adr
Adr="t"
Adr="c"
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Board ID

Slow Motion
Turnout Machine
Switch Address
Range

Signal Control
Switch Address
Range

Signal Control Switch
Address Range

Press ID Button, set
Sw# for Board ID
number

8 Per SE8C

4 Aspects per Head

2 Aspects per Head

64 per SE8C

32 per SE8C

01
Sw01-Sw08
Sw257-Sw320
Sw257-Sw288
(factory setting)
02
Sw09-Sw16
Sw321-Sw384
Sw289-Sw320
03
Sw17-Sw24
Sw385-Sw448
Sw321-Sw352
04
Sw25-Sw32
Sw449-Sw512
Sw353-Sw384
05
Sw33-Sw40
Sw513-Sw576
Sw385-Sw416
06
Sw41-Sw48
Sw577-Sw640
Sw417-Sw448
07
Sw49-Sw56
Sw641-Sw704
Sw449-Sw480
08
Sw57-Sw64
Sw705-Sw768
Sw481-Sw512
09
Sw65-Sw72
Sw769-Sw832
Sw513-Sw544
10
Sw73-Sw80
Sw833-Sw896
Sw545-Sw576
11
Sw81-Sw88
Sw897-Sw960
Sw577-Sw608
12
Sw89-Sw96
Sw961-Sw1024*
Sw609-Sw640
13
Sw97-Sw104
Sw1025-Sw1088*
Sw641-Sw672
14
Sw104-Sw112
Sw1089-Sw1152*
Sw673-Sw704
15
Sw113-Sw120
Sw1153-Sw1216*
Sw705-Sw736
16
Sw121-Sw128
Sw1217-Sw1280*
Sw737-Sw768
17
Sw129-Sw136
Sw1281-Sw1344*
Sw769-Sw800
18
Sw137-Sw144
Sw1345-Sw1408*
Sw801-Sw832
19
Sw145-Sw152
Sw1409-Sw1472*
Sw833-Sw864
20
Sw153-Sw160
Sw1473-Sw1536*
Sw865-Sw896
21
Sw161-Sw168
Sw1537-Sw1600*
Sw897-Sw928
22
Sw169-Sw176
Sw1601-Sw1664*
Sw929-Sw960
23
Sw177-Sw184
Sw1665-Sw1728*
Sw961-Sw992
24
Sw185-Sw192
Sw1729-Sw1792*
Sw993-Sw1024*
25
Sw193-Sw200
Sw1793-Sw1856*
Sw1025-Sw1056*
26
Sw201-Sw208
Sw1857-Sw1920*
Sw1057-Sw1088*
27
Sw209-Sw216
Sw1921-Sw1984*
Sw1089-Sw1120*
28
Sw217-Sw224
Sw1985-Sw2048*
Sw1121-Sw1152*
29
Sw225-Sw232
Sw2049-Sw2112*
Sw1153-Sw1184*
30
Sw233-Sw240
Sw2113-Sw2176*
Sw1185-Sw1216*
31
Sw241-Sw248
Sw2177-Sw2240*
Sw1217-Sw1248*
32
Sw249-Sw256
Sw2241-Sw2304*
Sw1249-Sw1280*
33
Sw257-Sw264
Sw2304-Sw2368*
Sw1281-Sw1312*
34
Sw265-Sw272
Sw2369-Sw2432*
Sw1313-Sw1344*
35
Sw273-Sw280
Sw2433-Sw2496*
Sw1345-Sw1376*
36
Sw281-Sw288
Sw2497-Sw2560*
Sw1377-Sw1408*
* Addresses above 1000 require a DCC computer program for access.

PM42 Power Managers can be connected to LocoNet and assigned an address so another device or a computer software can
communicate with them. PM42 units can be assigned addresses in the range from 0 — 255.
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ap
ppendix L

Comm
mand Sta
ation Co
onfiguration and
d Opera
ation
This Appendix deescribes the electrical coonfiguration annd
operaation for the Coommand Station. The Digitraxx DCS100 will be
b
used as the Commaand Station, booth active and backup,
b
for moost
NTRA
AK layouts.

The D
Digital Master should confirm
m that a new battery
b
(CR20332
Lithium Coin Cell) has
h been recenntly installed inn both the activve

d
and baackup Commaand Stations. IIf this cannot be determined
with ceertainty the Diggital Master shoould install a neew battery prio
or
to initiaal power up of tthe Command Station.
The D
Digital Master should also vverify all power connections
throughh the UPS to tthe 120VAC suupply and ensuure the 120VAC
C
supply is on.
Total System Re
eset
Once tthe Command Stations are initially installeed, they will be
e
powereed up and a tootal system resset (OpSw #39=c) carried outt.
This tootal system resset may also bbe required froom time-to-time
should the Commannd Station slotts become fulll or should the
e
Comm and Station slot memory beecome corrupteed. Following is
the proocedure for thee total reset; thee reset can alsso be performed
d
using LLocoNet Checkker or JMRI LocoTools softwaare.

Procedu
ure to Set OpSw
O
#39 fo r Total Systtem Reset
DT1000R Throttles

DT3000R Throttles

DT400R/DT4002R/DT402D TThrottles

1. M
Move right toggle switch
s
on front of Command
S
Station to OP posittion.
2. D
Disconnect LocoN
Net from Command Station
aand connect DT100/R to LocoNet poort.
3. P
Press MODE/DISP
P to enter Switch mode.
m
4. U
Use throttle knobss to dial up OpSw
w #39. 39
w
will appear in display left side and “tt” in display
riight side.
5. TTo change statee of OpSw #39 press R
rreverse key for cloosed (c).
6. M
Move Command Station
S
mode switcch to RUN.

1. Move
M
right toggle switch
s
on front of C
Command
Station
S
to OP posittion.
2. Disconnect
D
LocoN
Net from Commannd Station
and
a connect DT3000/R to LocoNet poort.
3. Press
P
MODE to ennter Switch (Sw) m
mode.
4. Use
U throttle knobs to dial up OpSw
w #39. 39
will
w appear in dissplay left side aand “t” in
display right side.
5. To
T change state of OpSw #39 press R
reeverse key for cloosed (c).
6. Move
M
Command Station mode switcch to RUN.

Move right togglee switch on front of Command
1. M
S
Station to OP posittion.
2. D
Disconnect LocoN
Net from Command Station and
coonnect DT400/4022 to LocoNet port..
3. P
Press SWCH to ennter switch mode.
4. U
Use numeric keyppad to enter OpSw number (39).
“339” is displayed onn text line along w
with “t.”
5. P
Press CLOC c to m
move it to “closed”” position.
6. M
Move Command S
Station mode switcch to RUN, and
ppress EXIT or FUN
NC on throttle.

mmand Station Parame
eter Configu
uration
Com
The sscale switch onn the DCS100 must
m be set to the
t “N” positionn.
The foollowing table provides the noormal operatingg configurationn for the Comm
mand Stations (CS):
OpSw##

Purpo
ose

Settting

E
Effect for NTR
RAK Layouts

2
Disable Com
mmand Station Function
F
t
Ensurres CS is Comm
mand Station
3
Booster is Auto-Reverse
A
t
n/a
5
Command Station
S
is Comm
mand Station
c
Ensurres CS is Comm
mand Station
13
Address purge time extendeed to 600 seconds
c
Sets ppurge time at 6000 seconds
15
Purging forcces a locomotivee to speed 00
c
Purgeed locomotive is stopped
18
Extend short circuit shutdow
wn from 1/8 to ½ second
c
Short circuit shutdownn is ½ second
20
Disable adddress 00
c
See nnote below.
25
Disable aliaasing
c
Aliasinng not permittedd at Convention
26
Enable Rouutes
c
Enablles routes if needed, otherwise ““t”
44
Expand sysstem capacity to 120 slots
c
Systeem has 120 slotss
Note: For
F setup and tessting of BoosterN
Net, including phhasing the Boostters, OpSw#20 sshould be set to “t”. At all other
times, and especcially during operrations, OpSw#220 must be set too “c” to disable aanalog address 000.

Sincee Decoder Assisted Consisting may be usedd on NTRAK layyouts the follow
wing OpSw’s w
will also be proggrammed:
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Purpose

Setting

Global System Default for NEW Loco Selection
Global System Default for NEW Loco Selection
Global System Default for NEW Loco Selection

t
t
c

Effect
t t t =Normal 128 step mode
t t c = FX 128 step mode for DAC

All other OpSw’s will be left at their default setting. Following is the procedure to set the OpSw’s in a DCS100 or DCS200 using a
DTxxx throttle. The OpSw’s can also be set using LocoNet Checker or JMRI LocoTools software.

Procedure to Set OpSw Switches
DT100R Throttles

DT300R Throttles

DT400R/DT402R/DT402D Throttles

1. Move right toggle switch on front of
Command Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT100/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press MODE/DISP to enter Switch mode.
4. Use throttle knobs to dial up desired option
switch. OpSw # will appear in display left
side and either “c” or “t” in display right side.
5. To change state of OpSw press L Reverse
key for thrown (t) or R Reverse key for
closed (c).
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all desired OpSw
have been set.
7. Move Command Station mode switch to
RUN.

1. Move right toggle switch on front of
Command Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT300/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press MODE to enter Switch (Sw) mode.
4. Use throttle knobs to dial up desired option
switch. OpSw # will appear in display left
side and either “c” or “t” in display right side.
5. To change state of OpSw press L Reverse
key for thrown (t) or R Reverse key for
closed (c).
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all desired OpSw
have been set.
7. Move Command Station mode switch to
RUN.

1. Move right toggle switch on front of
Command Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT400/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press SWCH to enter switch mode.
4. Use numeric keypad to enter desired OpSw
number. The OpSw number is displayed on
text line along with “c” or “t.”
5. Press OPTN t to move OpSw to “thrown”
position or CLOC c to move it to “closed”
position.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all desired OpSw
have been set
7. Move Command Station mode switch to
RUN, and press EXIT or FUNC on throttle.

Special note on Purging (OpSw #13, 14, 15): The Command
Station is configured above to permit Purging, extend the
Purging time to 600 seconds (10 minutes) and to force Purged
locomotives/consists to 00 speed. These settings are a
compromise that allows improved slot management while also
allowing for delays in train operation when waiting for clear track
ahead or for trains running at a constant speed without throttle
intervention for a lengthy time.
During normal usage throttles (tethered or radio) will ping the
Command Station to keep the purge countdown timer from
reaching “0”. The countdown timer is reset to 600 seconds with
each ping. The ping only occurs after periods of time with no
throttle actions. When a battery operated radio throttle goes into
the Power Saver mode (r-PS), the throttle will wake up into
normal function mode approximately every 60 seconds and ping
the Command Station to reset the purge countdown timer
The alternative to Purging as specified above is to disable
Purging then do a complete System Reset when the slots
become full or train response becomes sluggish. This is not an
acceptable approach for large NTRAK layouts given our
objective of the continuous reliable running of trains. The
LocoNet Checker and JMRI LocoTools Slot Monitor permit
releasing throttles individually, and is the preferred method of
solving problems of this type.

Command Station Audible Sounds
The DCS100/200 emits several beeps and clicks that provide
information on its status and which can be helpful in
troubleshooting any problems.
Sound

DCS100/200 Meaning

1 Beep

DCS powered on successfully or sent
programming command.
3 Beeps
Address has been “purged” due to non-use.
4 Beeps
Route nesting error or too many entries
cascaded
5 Beeps
Booster short circuit shutdown. Fault alarm
6 Beeps
Command Station already present in system
7 Beeps
CMOS battery low condition
8 Beeps
Memory ECC/checksum fail. Auto reset (no
action)
9 Beeps
DCS transmit failure. LocoNet fault
16 Beeps
Software timeout failure. Auto reset (no
action)
Continuous soft clicks Low input supply voltage (<9.5VDC or
<8VAC)

DCS100 or DCS200 Command Stations Used as
Boosters Only
The following table provides the operating configuration for a
DCS100/200 Command Station to be configured as a Booster
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:

OpSw#

Purpose

Setting

Effect

2
Disable Command Station Function
c
Ensures CS is Booster only
3
Booster is Auto-Reverse
t
Ensures Booster is Non-Reversing
5
Command Station is Command Station
t
Ensures CS is Booster only
Notes: If auto-reversing if required for a Command Station operating as a Booster set OpSw#3 to “c”.
All other OpSw settings can be ignored.

DCS50 Command Station Used as Booster Only
The following table provides the operating configuration for a DCS50 Command Station to be configured as a Booster:

OpSw#

Purpose

Setting

Effect

2
Disable Command Station Function
c
Ensures CS is Booster only
3
Booster is Auto-Reverse
t
Ensures Booster is Non-Reversing
Note: If auto-reversing if required for a Command Station operating as a Booster set OpSw#3 to “c”.

Following is the procedure to effect this change to Booster only:
 Press the PROG key followed by the SWITCH key. The Switch
Indicator Dot blinks to indicate the system is in Option Switch
Mode.
 Use the numeric keypad to enter the number of the Option Switch
to be changed.
 Press the c/- or t/+ key to set the OPSW to the setting desired.
 Press EXIT when finished. The DCS50 display will show –CS– to
indicate Command Station mode or –br– to indicate Booster only
mode.

DB100 and DB200 Used as Booster Only
The DB100 and DB200 Boosters contain Command
Station functionality that was used in the early Digitrax

Challenger system (circa 1994). To disable the Command
Station function and ensure the DB100 and/or DB200 is working
correctly as a Booster connect a jumper wire between the SYNC
and GND terminals.
DB150 Command Station Used as Booster Only
To set a DB150 as a Booster only, connect a jumper wire
between the Config A and Gnd terminals. For auto-reversing
also connect a jumper between Config B and Gnd.
It should be noted that the DB150 Power LED will flash at a 1
second rate (0.5 second on, 0.5 second off) when the DB150 is
configured as a Booster; if the Power LED is on steady then the
DB150 is configured as a Command Station.

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ap
ppendix J

Manufacturiing and Testing
g LocoNet Cable
es
Net cables uttilize 6-wire teelephone/data-type cable with
LocoN
RJ12 plugs on each end. For our model railroaad purposes, flat
cablee is much easieer to work with.
In adddition to the infformation in this Appendix pleease refer to thhe
publiccation “LocoNeet & LocoNet Cables”
C
availabble on the Norrth
Raleiggh Model Railrroad Club web site.
The 66-wire cable is configured as follows:
f
Pin
n

Color

Function

1
White
Rail-Sync B
2
Black
Common
3
Red
Data
4
Green
Data
5
Yellow
Common
6
Blue
Rail-Sync A
Note:: Colors may vaary with differennt
cable manufaccturers

Note:

Flat 6-wire cabble has a tiny, ssingle rib down tthe middle of on
ne
side. When m
making cables bee sure to have riib side up for on
ne
RJ plug and ribb side down for tthe other.

The foollowing materrial is neededd to manufactuure a LocoNe
et
cable:
6-Wire Flat Line Cord
RJ12 (6p6c) Plugs
Professional Crimping Tool foor 6-wire or 8-wiire cable

To makke the cable, ddo the followingg:
 Usinng diagonal wiree cutters (or thee crimping tool bblade that will cu
ut
throough the cable, if your tool has that blade) cuut the 6-wire fla
at
cabble to the desiredd length. Be surre the cut is at right angles to the
cabble and the end iss smooth wheree the cut was maade.
 Inseert one end of the cable into the cable jacket-sstripping blade of
o
the crimping tool. S
Squeeze the haandle and then carefully pull ou
ut
the 6-wire cable fro
rom the tool. Thhis operation rem
moves the cable
jackket exposing thee 6 conductors. B
Be sure the endss of the wires are
eveen; if necessaryy, make them even using the diagonal wire
cuttters. Spread thee wires apart just slightly to ennsure they will fit
f
propperly into the RJJ12 plug.

Telepphone-type cabble and data-ttype cable aree essentially thhe
samee cable. Whatt is different is how the RJ12
R
plugs are
a
positioned on the cable
c
— normaal or reversed. Data-type cabble
is preeferred for LocooNet.
If youu take a Telco-type or moduular phone cabble and lay it out
o
flat, tthe connectorss on each endd are in the same orientatioon.
That is, both face up
u or down in relation
r
to the locking tab. Thhis
causees the cable to reverse the poolarity of the caable. That is, pin
p
1 connnects to 6, 2 to 5, 3 to 4 on
o the oppositee end. This is a
normaal or straight phone cable.
On a data-type cable, laid out fllat, the connectors are of thhe
e faces up annd
oppossite orientationn on each end. That is, one end
the otther faces dow
wn. See photo below.
b
This cauuses the cable to
keep the same polaarity. That is, pin
p 1 connects to 1, 2 to 2, 3 to
3, 4 to 4, 5 to 5 and
a 6 to 6 onn the oppositee end. This is a
reverssed or skewedd cable. Even thhough it is calleed reversed, thhis
is only in relation to the connectorss; the wires aree always straigght
and ppin 1 is always connected to pin
p 1 on the othher end.

 Slidde the RJ12 connnector onto the wires, makingg sure the wires
stayy lined up. The cconnector has siix slots, one for each wire. Try to
makke each wire reach the end of its sslot. The cable
jackket/insulation shhould reach just beyond the eend of the crimp
poinnt. If the insuulation doesn't reach far enoough inside the
connnector, cut the wires off juust a bit moree. If the cable
jackket/insulation reaaches too far paast the crimp point or if the wires
donn't reach the ennd of their slotts, simply trim off a little more
jackket/insulation.
For the RJ12 connnector to be verry reliable it is vvery important to
enssure the cable jacket is insertted into the cleear body of the
connnector. This is tthe only strain reelief these frail w
wires will receive
e.
If yoou fail to do thiss, the connector will, sooner or later, fail and ge
et
youu into trouble.
Wheether the blue wire or the whhite goes is on the left doesn't
mattter. What you must be is connsistent. If you aalways have the
sam
me color cable on the left at bboth ends of the cable you are
connstructing a dataa-type cable, thee preferred type.. If you have one
coloor on the left at one end of the cable and the oother color on the
left at the other ennd of the cable, you will consttruct a telco-type
cabble. You can alsoo use the moldeed rib as a guidee as explained in
the note under the ddiagram above.
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 Again verify that all is in order and insert the connector into the
crimping tool. Crimp it. This requires a little bit of strength, and you
may need to use two hands.
 Repeat the previous step for the other end of the cable.
 Test the cable to make sure it works properly (see next section).

Testing a LocoNet Cable
If using a Digitrax LT1 tester, plug one end of the cable into
either the LocoNet A or B jack on the nearest Booster, and plug
the other end into the LT1. The LEDs on the LT1 should light.
Refer to the next Section for the correct interpretation of the LT1
LEDs.
If using a data cable tester plug both ends of the cable into the
tester. If all LEDs light green the cable is a good data-type cable.
If no LEDs light or they light in any other combination the cable
is faulty. Wiggle the cable at each connector to be sure there is
not an intermittent crimp. Try to determine which RJ12
connection is incorrect, cut it off and replace with a new RJ12
plug.
Testing a LocoNet Cable Using the Digitrax LT1 Tester. The
Digitrax LT1 LocoNet Cable Tester should be used to check the
integrity of the throttle network (ThrottleNet). A short length of
known good LocoNet cable with RJ12 plugs on each end will be
plugged in at one end to the LT1. The other end will be plugged
into LocoNet jacks around the layout to check the integrity of the
ThrottleNet. The following procedure will be used:
 A Digitrax throttle should be plugged into the ThrottleNet near the
Command Station.
 Connect the free end of the LocoNet cable to ThrottleNet jacks
beginning at the Command Station and working successively out to
the layout extremities.
 All four LEDs on the LT1 will light if the cables and jacks are good
to the point tested. LEDs may not all be the same brightness; this is
normal. (Note: if a Digitrax throttle is not plugged in only 3 LEDs will
light.)
 If any of the LEDs fail to light then check the cabling back to the
point of the last successful test. This could involve re-crimping the
connectors, replacing a connector or replacing the cable.
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 The following are the meaning of the various possible indications
on the LT1:
 All 4 LEDS reference to LocoNet common, which is Pins 2 and
5 on the LocoNet cable. If both LEDs on one side or the other of
the LT1 are off, then there is a problem with that side of the
LocoNet common. If both sides (all LEDs) are out, then that
would indicate no power on LocoNet at that location or an open
common on both sides.
 Both outside LEDs are RailSyncs, the low current mirrors of the
track signal and used for LocoNet limited power. If both these
LEDs are out, either there is an open in both Pins 1 and 6 or the
system has track power off. If one or the other LED is off there
is an open at this location or a Command Station problem.
 Both inside LEDs are the LocoNet data lines. If both LEDs are
off the system is either in sleep mode or there is an open or
short taking the LocoNet voltage down (throttles will go to idle).
Note that if there are no LocoNet devices such as a throttle
plugged in then only one of these LEDs will light; at least one
throttle should be plugged into LocoNet close to the Command
Station for LT1 testing.

The following are nominal LocoNet voltages, measured to
LocoNet common (Pins 2 and 5), at the N Scale setting:
 LED #1, RailSync +, White Wire = 6.2VDC
 LED #2, LocoNet Data 1, Red Wire = 14.5VDC
 LED #3, LocoNet Data 2, Green Wire = 14.5VDC
 LED #4, RailSync -, Blue Wire = 6.2VDC

Note that the LED #1 and #4 voltage is dependent on the track
voltage setting (figures shown reflect the “N” scale setting on the
Booster).
Warning re Use of LT1 Tester During Layout Operations.
The use of the LT1 Tester to check LocoNet during normal
railroad operations must be avoided. The LT1 is not a
LocoNet device, it is a tool, a tester as the name implies. With a
normal load of throttles on the LocoNet, plugging in an LT1 can
cause problems. Plugging in two LT1’s will definitely cause
problems, probably causing LocoNet to stop functioning.

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix N

In
nstalling
g and Te
esting Lo
ocoNet Wiring
Largee NTRAK layouut DCC systems should be im
mplemented using a two-tieredd protected LoccoNet design bbased on the D
Digitrax LocoNe
et
Repeeater (LNRP), which will feeed separate Throttle
T
and Boooster Nets oon each loop as described in Appendix H
H. All LocoNe
et
comm
munications beetween the Command Node and the loop junctions shouuld be carried via a single pprotected backkbone LocoNett,
ratherr than separate Throttle and Booster Nets as has been done in the paast. At each juunction, a “Looop LNRP” will be placed from
m
whichh separate ThroottleNet and BooosterNet connnections for thee loop or branc h will be madee as shown beloow.

Booster

PM42

UP3/5

UP3/5

U
UR91
ThrottleNet

Booster
BoosterNet

ThrottleNet
Th ttl N t

PM42

UR91
BoosterNet

Booster

Booster

PM42

U
UP3/5

U
UP3/5

PM42
Loop
p
LNRP
P

Loop
LNRP
Backb
bone LocoN
Net

T
To next loop
p

To n
next loop

Command
C
Node
N
LNRP

P
PC/JMRI

Comma
and Station
Com
mmand Nod
de
LocoNet
Sincee each loop in the layout maay have two Juunction Modulees
and thus two LNRP
Ps, each loop may
m have two ThrottleNets
T
annd
two B
BoosterNets with the electriccal boundary between
b
each at
the appproximate hallf-way point aroound the loop.
Existing LocoNet cabling
c
can bee used where the length annd
color matches whaat is needed. Otherwise new cable will be
b
consttructed using a spool of 6-wirre flat cable of the correct collor
(or m
marked with tape at each RJ12), an apprropriate crimpinng
tool(ss) and RJ12 plugs.
p
In eitherr case, each cable
c
should be
b
checkked for integrityy using a netwoork cable tester.
Loco
oNet Wiring
g at the Com
mmand Nod
de
Whenn layout setup begins, the layyout spine shouuld be the first to
be buuilt. As the spine is being exxtended in eacch direction, thhe

or
Comm and Node cann be set up aand tested in preparation fo
installaation of the Bacckbone LocoNeet.
Once the Command Station andd other compponents of the
e
Comm and Node havve been placed, a short lengthh of white/silve
er
6-wire flat cable should be conneccted between JJack “A” on the
e
Comm and Station aand a jack onn the “protecteed” side of the
e
Comm and Node LNR
RP. Jack “B” oon the Commaand Station will
be connnected to the layout control and monitorinng computer via
a
6-wire flat cable and a Digitrax MS
S-100, Pr3 or LLocoBuffer-USB
B
interfacce. A dedicateed DT400 throottle should bee connected via
the fro nt throttle jackk on the Comm
mand Node LN
NRP. See figure
e
below.
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 Usinng either existing LocoNet caables of the ccorrect length or
o
LoccoNet cables maanufactured to thhe needed lengthh, as appropriate
e,
connnect the Loop LLNRPs at each junction in seqquence along the
spinne, suspending the cable from
m the underside of the modules
usinng twist ties orr other secure mounting as you go. As each
connnection to a LN
NRP is made, teest the connectioon using the LT1
testter, both incominng from the prevvious LNRP as well as outgoing
to thhe next LNRP. R
Resolve any problems found beffore continuing to
the next link.
Notte: Existing on-m
module LocoNet wiring or conneectors should no
ot
be iincorporated in tthe Backbone LoocoNet.
Diagram
m courtesy of Doug Stuard, NVNTrak

Exte
ending the Backbone
B
along
a
the La
ayout Spine
e
Oncee the spine is complete, installation off the backbonne
LocoN
Net trunk cables along the spine can beegin. Installatioon
consists of installingg LocoNet cablling, Booster Ground
G
and Looop
LNRP
Ps and their asssociated poweer supplies at each
e
junction as
a
shown below, moving outward in each direection from thhe
Comm
mand Node.
Note: There should be no UP33/5 panels orr other LocoN
Net
devices in the Backbone LocoNet.. Also, LocoNeet splitters shouuld
not bbe necessary in
i the backbonne, but if requuired, should be
b
testedd prior to beingg inserted into the
t backbone.

 Exteend the Boosterr Ground conneection along the spine, providing
acccess for connectiion of the loop B
Booster Ground.
 Conntinue the abovve process unttil the backbonne LocoNet and
Boooster Ground fo
for the entire sspine is compllete, tested and
opeerational.

Exten
nding ThrotttleNet Arou
und the Lay
yout Loops
As layyout loops are completed, thhe setup teams can begin to
o
install Universal Paanels and connect ThrotttleNet cabling
g,
beginnning from the Loop LNRP aand following tthe ThrottleNe
et
routingg plan for eachh loop. Each ccable, Universaal Panel and/o
or
UR91 should be testted with a netw
work cable tesster and/or LT1
tester in sequence as they are connected innto ThrottleNett,
supplemented by thee diagnostic LE
EDs on the apppropriate Loop
LNRP. See the diagraam below.

Diagram
m courtesy of Doug Stuard, NVNTrak

All LoocoNet and Booster
B
Groundd cables mustt be suspendeed
from the modules and
a not alloweed to be routedd on the floor or
hang down excessiively from the modules. Twisst ties, tie wraps
or othher suitable fassteners are to be used for thhis purpose. Any
extra length of cablle must be coiled and fastenned with suitabble
fastenners.

Diagram ccourtesy of Doug Stuard, NVNTTrak

The B
Backbone LocooNet installationn procedure is as follows:

Note: TThese proceduures apply to tthe Red Line R
Route only, and
d
to thosse loops sharing the DCC sysstem with the R
Red Line Route
e.
DCC innstallation for tthe Yellow andd/or Blue and/oor Green tracks
within a loop that aree not part of the Red Line Rooute system are
e
the reesponsibility oof the individdual clubs, and should be
e
coordinnated through tthe Loop DCC Coordinator.

 Insstall Loop LNRP
Ps at each junction module per the layout desiggn.
Eaach LNRP should have its own PS14 or equivaalent power suppply
forr powering ThrottleNet and BoosterNet for eachh individual loop or
brranch. Using tappe or other meaans, ensure that the front throtttle
jacck of each LNR
RP is not accesssible to operatoors and cannot be
miistaken for a ThrrottleNet connecction.

All ThrrottleNet cabless must be susppended from thhe modules and
d
not alloowed to be rouuted on the flooor or hang doown excessively
from tthe modules. Twist ties, ttie wraps or other suitable
e
fasteneers are to be used for this purpose. Any extra length of
o
cable m
must be coiled and fastened with suitable ffasteners. If it is
necesssary to run a TThrottleNet cabble on the floorr, care must be
e
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used to ensure itt is flat (nott twisted) andd secured with
approopriate duct or similar tape.

mented by thhe diagnostic LEDs on the
e
ThrottleeNet, supplem
approppriate Loop LNR
RP.

The TThrottleNet insttallation proceddure is as follow
ws:

Note: TThese proceduures apply to tthe Red Line R
Route only, and
d
to thosse loops sharing the DCC sysstem with the R
Red Line Route
e.
DCC innstallation for tthe Yellow andd/or Blue and/oor Green tracks
within a loop that aree not part of the Red Line Rooute system are
e
the reesponsibility oof the individdual clubs, and should be
e
coordinnated through tthe Loop DCC Coordinator.

 Loocate the necesssary Universal Panels
P
on moduules at roughly the
deesired distances (20 feet outside and, where thhe DCC system is
paart of the Red Line Route sysstem, inside thee modules), using
eitther existing built-in panels or innstalling panels as necessary. Do
D
thiis for all panels on a loop of thee layout. All modules with yard or
siggnificant switchiing capabilities should have Digitrax UP paneels
annd the wall-wart supply should be
b connected and plugged into the
1220VAC line.
 Loocate and insttall the UR91 radio receiverrs, UR92 duplex
traansceivers and their
t
associated PS14 power suupplies as defined
in the wiring plan, using radio tow
wers. Ensure thhe UR91 antennas
arre straight, verticcal and spread about 20 degreess apart.
c
length, or
 Usse either existiing LocoNet caables of the correct
maanufacture LocooNet cables to thhe needed lengtth, as appropriate,
annd connect the various Universal Panels and radio receiveers
toggether moving around the looop. Suspend the cable from the
unnderside of the modules
m
using tw
wist ties, tie wrapps or other secuure
moounting. As eaach connection to a Universaal Panel or raddio
receiver is made, test the connection using the LT
T1 tester. Resolve
anny problems fouund before conttinuing to the next
n
link. LocoN
Net
caables from UR91 Radio Receivers and UR92 Duuplex Transceiveers
caan be plugged into the side jack on Digitrax UP5 Universal Paneels,
whhere available.

All BooosterNet and B
Booster Ground cables mustt be suspended
d
from thhe modules annd not allowedd to be routed on the floor or
o
hang ddown excessivvely from the m
modules. Twistt ties, tie wraps
or otheer suitable fastteners are to bbe used for this purpose. Any
extra leength of cable must be coiledd and fastenedd with a suitable
e
fasteneer. If it is necesssary to run a B
BoosterNet cabble on the floorr,
care m
must be used too ensure it is fflat (not twisted) and secured
d
with apppropriate ductt or similar tapee.
Boosteers and PM42ss should be loccated on the flooor beneath the
e
geograaphical center of the electrric block, as shown on the
e
routingg plan.

 Foor modules withh built-in Univerrsal Panels and module LocoN
Net
wiring, connect a LocoNet cable to the moduule then test the
Unniversal Panels with the LT-1. If the test paasses, the built-in
paanels may be ussed. If the test fails,
f
tape over the built-in paneels
annd install Digitrax UP, Loy’s Toyys PH-UP or eqquivalent Universsal
Paanels.
 Foor modules withh stationary deecoders or otheer approved DC
CC
deevices, connect them in-line or via the side jaack of the neareest
UP
P5 panel. This would
w
include PM4/PM42 boardds if not served by
looop BoosterNet. Such connectionns should be cooordinated with the
Looop DCC Coordinator and/or thee module owner.
 Atttach a red ribboon or tape to each UP to make them more visibble
to engineers walkking around thee layout and too distinguish theem
froom UPs serving independent DC
CC loops.
 Coontinue the abovve process for each
e
loop until ThrottleNet
T
for the
enntire loop is complete, tested andd operational

Exte
ending Boos
sterNet Aro
ound the Layout Loops
s
As layyout loops aree completed, thhe setup teamss can also beggin
to insstall Boosters, Power Managers, BoosterN
Net cabling annd
Boostter ground aroound the layoout loops, begginning from thhe
Loop LNRP and folllowing the BoosterNet routinng plan for eacch
loop. See the diaggram in the next
n
column. Each
E
cable annd
device connection should
s
be testeed with a netw
work cable testter
and/oor LT1 tester in sequence as they are connected innto

Diagram ccourtesy of Doug Stuard, NVNTTrak

The BooosterNet instaallation proceduure is as follow
ws:
 Loccate Boosters/PM
M42s on the flooor under the m
module at roughly
the geographic center of the elecctrical district aas shown on the
BooosterNet plan. B
Booster power ssupplies should be plugged into
the 120VAC line; aany extra line coord length shouuld be coiled and
fasttened with a suittable fastener. D
Do this for all Booosters on a sub
bloopp of the layout. Be sure the Scale Switch iss set to the “N
N”
possition.
 At tthe electrical disstrict boundariess ensure insulateed rail joiners are
insttalled and thatt the bus cabbles beneath tthe module are
unpplugged. Fasten a tag to those ccables indicatingg they should no
ot
be cconnected.
 Usee either existing black LocoNet cables of the ccorrect length, or
o
mannufacture LocoN
Net cables to thee needed lengthh, as appropriate
e,
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and connect the various Boosters and PM42s together moving
around the loop. Suspend the cable from the underside of the
modules using twist ties or other secure mounting, and provide a
direct vertical drop to the Booster, leaving a little slack in the
vertical drop. Connect the Booster and PM42 ground connections
to the loop Booster Ground.
 As each connection to a Booster is completed, phase the input to
the booster (see Appendix O) and connect the booster output to the
track, ensuring that the track polarity is correct (see Appendix O).
Resolve any problems found before continuing to the next Booster.
 For layout loops with centralized power distribution, connect the
BoosterNet and Booster Ground cables to the central cabinet using
a route that will expose the shortest distance of LocoNet cable on
the floor. Cover the floor portion of the cable with duct tape from the
drop point under modules to the central panel. Check booster
phasing and track polarity (Appendix O) at the central cabinet.
Resolve any problems before continuing.
 Continue the above process until BoosterNet for each loop is
complete, tested and operational.

The Booster/PM42 ground installation procedure is as follows:
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 A 12- or 14-gauge wire should be connected to the grounding block
at the Command Station node and run in each direction along the
spine, being suspended and fastened under each module in the
spine.
 Connect a length of 12- or-14-gauge wire to the Ground terminal on
the Booster; this wire should be long enough to extend from the
Booster ground terminal to the Loop ground wire suspended from
the module. Make sure that any PM42 ground wire is also
connected to the Booster ground terminal.
 Connect a length of wire in the same manner to Boosters/PM42s
located in the spine.
 Connect this short lead to the Loop ground wire suspended from
the module using a 3M Dual-Bladed Guillotine Insulation
Displacement Connector (IDC).
 For Boosters/PM42s in the spine connect this lead to the Spine
ground wire suspended from the module using a 3M Dual-Bladed
Guillotine Insulation Displacement Connector (IDC).
 Continue until all Boosters/PM42s in the Loop and Spine are
connected to the Booster ground wire.

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix O

Booster Phasing and Grounding, Track Polarity and Coin Test
The Boosters in use on the Red Line Route and most other
DCC-operated tracks should be set as non-reversing Boosters,
and thus must be phased at setup. Phasing should also be
checked at least once per day, plus whenever the layout is
powered up. The Boosters must be phased first at the input
(LocoNet) side and then at the output (track power) side.
The Track Status LED in the Command Station and Boosters is
a bi-polar LED, which means it lights orange with DCC packets,
and with analog pulse stretching either red or green depending
on the polarity of the DC component. When properly phased all
Boosters plus the Command Station will have their Track Status
LED either red or green at the same time, when analog pulse
stretching is at maximum. The color depends on the setting of
the direction button.
When the Boosters are properly phased a locomotive should be
able to run from any electrical district into the adjoining electrical
district without encountering a polarity change (short circuit).
This assumes that the track wires are connected properly — Rail
A to Cinch-Jones wide pin or Powerpole colored connector to
front rail on module.
Booster phasing is not required for any Boosters set up for autoreverse. They will take care of themselves.
Booster Phasing — Input
Following is the process for phasing the Boosters at their input
from BoosterNet:


With the Command Station powered up and in the “Run” state,
using the throttle at the Command Station set address 00 active at
speed 99 during Booster phasing.



When the Booster is powered up, check the Track Status LED to
verify it is the same color as the Track Status LED on the
Command Station.



If the color of the LED is different, set the Booster to the AutoReverse mode and then short the track to switch polarity. Then
take the Booster out of the Auto-Reverse mode. Alternately, a
crossover LocoNet cable can be used in the connection towards
the next Booster towards the Command Station.



Follow up by making sure the track polarity is correct for each track
that is DCC powered, as instructed in the next Section.

Continue the process until BoosterNet is complete and all
Boosters are installed, phased and track polarity correct.
Booster Phasing — Output
The requirement for Booster phasing at the output side is that
the Rail A terminal of the Booster ends up being connected to

the wide pin of the Cinch-Jones connectors or the colored
Powerpole connector at the module, and thus the outside (front)
rail. Any PM4/PM42 in the circuit must be included in this check
and corrected as necessary.
The tool for checking polarity is a bi-polar LED. This LED, with a
1,000 ohm series resistor and red and black alligator clips, is
connected to each track across the district boundary to check
polarity.
If the LED is placed across the Rail A and Rail B terminals on
the Booster the LED should light with the same color as the
Track Status light on the Booster. If not reverse the LED
connection. Then, ensuring the same alligator clip that
connected to Rail A is connected to the wide pin of the Cinch
Jones plug or colored Powerpole connector on the track feeder
cable, check that the LED still lights with the same color. If not
reverse the track power connections at the Rail A and Rail B
terminals, and check again with the bi-polar LED.
Note: Some modelers have equipped DPDT switches on the
output side of the Booster or PM42. To correct track polarity it is
necessary only to move the DPDT switch to the other position.
Checking Track Polarity
Theoretically, with all Boosters correctly phased at their input
and the Rail A output of the Boosters/PM4s connected to the
wide pin of the Cinch-Jones connectors or colored Powerpole
connector and thus the outside rail, track polarity at electrical
district boundaries should be automatically correct. In practice
this is not a sure thing. Thus it is necessary to check track
polarity at the district boundaries.
The tool for checking polarity is a bi-polar LED. This LED, with a
1,000 ohm series resistor and red and black alligator clips, is
connected to each track across the district boundary to check
polarity.
If the LED is placed across the two rails in the electrical district
the LED should light with the same color as the Track Status
light on the Booster. If not reverse the Rail A and B leads at the
Booster or PM4.
Note: Some modelers have equipped DPDT switches on the
output side of the Booster or PM42. To correct track polarity it is
necessary only to move the DPDT switch to the other position.
If the LED lights when the clips are placed on like rails (either
both outside rails or both inside rails) on either side of the
boundary then the track polarity on one side of the boundary is
wrong. If the LED remains dark the track polarity is correct.
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Track polarity should be checked and fixed by the BoosterNet
crew as BoosterNet is connected around the layout.
The Coin Test
Once the Booster is phased and Track Polarity correct, the team
must take a coin (25¢) and go over every section of the track(s)
in the electrical district. Place the coin across the track and verify
the Booster shuts down virtually instantaneously.
If there is a PM4/PM42 Power Manager between the Booster
and track, verify that the PM4/PM42 shuts down before the
Booster, and that the Booster does not trip.
If you can count to one before the Booster trips, the track wiring
is marginal, but acceptable. If you can count to two before the
Booster trips, the track wiring must be augmented — either by
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re-wiring or doubling up on the wire. If the Booster does not trip
at all the module wiring must be doubled or the module must be
carefully examined for removal from the layout.
Booster Grounding
Coincident with extending BoosterNet around the layout, the
BoosterNet team will also install Booster ground wires. The
ground wires will be routed following the same path as
BoosterNet wiring and connected to the Ground terminal of each
Booster.
When connecting the ground wire to each Booster any existing
ground from the Booster to any other source such as the metal
case of the local power supply will be removed.

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix P

Power Up, System Reset and Shut Down Sequences
Power-Up Sequence
To ensure proper operation, the power up sequence is to power
the Command Station before any of the Boosters.
Command Station. Before any Boosters are powered, the
Command Station must be powered up and stabilized, so it is
generating proper DCC packets, especially the RailSyncs, even
with Track Power off. This process should take approximately 2
– 3 seconds after the Mode Switch is placed in the Run position.
If the Boosters are powered up before the Command Station is
generating packets, the results are anything from jumping
locomotives to runaways.
Boosters. Once the Command Station is powered up individual
Boosters can be powered. When all Boosters are powered up
Track Power will be turned on at the Command Station. Booster
phasing should then be verified. If any Boosters are determined
to be out-of phase they should be re-phased and the track
polarity verified at each electrical district boundary served by that
Booster.
System Reset
In the event major control problems are encountered such as an
all slots full condition, corruption of the Command Station slot
memory or other problems, and releasing slots via the JMRI

LocoTools Slot Monitor does not resolve the problem, it may be
necessary to perform a system reset. This process should only
take about one minute, but it requires shutting down power to
the DCC tracks. After the reset is performed all locomotive
addresses including any UniVersal consists must be
reprogrammed into the system.
Depending on the problem encountered there are two degrees
of System Reset to be followed. For an all slots full or corruption
of slot memory the Command Station must be reset using OpSw
#36. For any other problem reset the system using the more
inclusive OpSw #39.
Special Note: An OPSW #39 reset will be carried out at the
start of operations each day. Immediately following this
reset, the LocoNet ID will be reset.
OpSw #36 Reset. This reset clears all locomotive and consist
information from the Command Station, idling all slots. The
following is the process:
 At the Command Station, turn Track Power off.
 Carry out the following procedure to set OpSw #36, or use the
LocoNet Checker or JMRI LocoTools software.

Procedure to Set OpSw #36 to Clear Locomotive and Consist Information
DT100R Throttles
1. Move right toggle switch on front of
Command Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT100/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press MODE/DISP to enter Switch mode.
4. Use throttle knobs to dial up OPSW #36. 36
will appear in display left side and “t” in
display right side.
5. To change state of OPSW #36 press R
reverse key for closed (c).
6. Move Command Station mode switch to
RUN.

DT300R Throttles
1. Move right toggle switch on front of
Command Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT300/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press MODE to enter Switch (Sw) mode.
4. Use throttle knobs to dial up OPSW #36. 36
will appear in display left side and “t” in
display right side.
5. To change state of OPSW #36 press R
reverse key for closed (c).
5. Move Command Station mode switch to
RUN.

OpSw #39 Reset. This reset clears all internal memory states in
the Command Station. The following is the process:
 At the Command Station, turn Track Power off.
 Use the following procedure to set OpSw #39, or use LocoNet
Checker or JMRI LocoTools software.
 Reset all Command Station internal OpSw’s to the
state described in Appendix L.

DT400R/DT402R/DT402D Throttles
1. Move right toggle switch on front of
Command Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT400/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press SWCH to enter switch mode.
4. Use numeric keypad to enter OpSw number
(36). “36” is displayed on text line along
with “t.”
5. Press CLOC c to move it to “closed”
position.
6. Move Command Station mode switch to
RUN, and press EXIT or FUNC on throttle.

 At the Command Station turn track power on.
 Inform train engineers they can re-program their
locomotives and consists into the system and resume
operations.
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Procedure to Set OPSW #39 for Total System Reset
DT100R Throttles

DT300R Throttles

1. Move right toggle switch on front of
Command Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT100/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press MODE/DISP to enter Switch mode.
4. Use throttle knobs to dial up OPSW #39. 39
will appear in display left side and “t” in
display right side.
5. To change state of OPSW #39 press R
reverse key for closed (c).
6. Move Command Station mode switch to
RUN.

1. Move right toggle switch on front of
Command Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT300/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press MODE to enter Switch (Sw) mode.
4. Use throttle knobs to dial up OPSW #39. 39
will appear in display left side and “t” in
display right side.
5. To change state of OPSW #39 press R
reverse key for closed (c).
6. Move Command Station mode switch to
RUN.

DT400R/DT402R/DT402D Throttles
1. Move right toggle switch on front of
Command Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT400/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press SWCH to enter switch mode.
4. Use numeric keypad to enter OpSw number
(39). “39” is displayed on text line along with
“t.”
5. Press CLOC c to move it to “closed” position.
6. Move Command Station mode switch to
RUN, and press EXIT or FUNC on throttle.

 Remove power from the Boosters.

Shut Down Process
Whenever necessary to cease operations or at the time of tear
down of the layout after the Convention ends the following
process to shut down the DCC system will be followed:

 Set the Command Station mode switch to the Sleep position.

 At the Command Station, turn Track Power off.

At the end of the show continue with disassembly of the total
layout.

 Remove power from the Command Station

________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix Q

Track and Wheel Cleaning
Clean track, clean turnout points and clean wheels are
fundamental to reliable operation whether DC or DCC. All should
be cleaned before the start of operations and again during
operations as necessary to ensure continuous reliable operation.
Peco turnout points provide a special cleaning need to ensure
conductivity, especially with electrofrog turnouts.

 Fold a one-half inch by 4-inch slice of BLACK 320-grit wet/dry
emery paper in half lengthwise.

Cleaning Track
Track cleaning removes oxides and dirt, both of which interfere
with electrical pickup. As well as the top of the rail the inside of
the railhead should also be cleaned as power is picked up there
as well as the top. There are at several ways to clean track on
NTRAK layouts. These include:

 Repeat for the opposite stock/point rail.

 An abrasive rubbing pad, such as a Bright Boy. Be careful with
abrasives. Coarser grits scratch rails and minute ruts collect dirt.
Finer grits polish railheads reducing traction.
 Track cleaning cars such as Aztec (liquid and abrasive) or Roco
(abrasive). Be especially careful with car-mounted abrasive blocks
since the polishing of the railheads is longitudinal in the same
direction as tractive force.
 Centerline track cleaning cars, two used in tandem. The cloth on
the front roller should be wet and the cloth on the rear roller should
be dry.
 Atlas/Tomix motorized track-cleaning car. This car offers both liquid
and abrasive cleaning as well as a vacuum effect to clean debris;
only one effect can be used at a time.
 Wipe the track with a wet rag followed by a dry rag.

Suitable cleaning fluids are 409 Detergent, Fantastik or Isopropyl
Alcohol, and electronic solvents (contact cleaners and
degreasers, but be sure they are styrene compatible). Other
cleaning fluids such as Goo Gone and lighter fluid are prohibited
on NTRAK layouts (Goo-Gone leaves a film on the track and
lighter fluid is flammable).
It is important to be sure the track has dried from any liquid track
cleaner and that any residue has been removed. If trains are run
while the track is still wet, then the train will spread any dirt that
is coming off wheels or the residue of the cleaner all over the
layout.
Liquid track cleaning cars should be run only in special track
cleaning trains. Abrasive track cleaning cars can be included in
any train.
Cleaning Peco Turnouts
To clean Peco turnout points to improve electrical conductivity
through the turnout, do the following:

 Place it between the stock and point rails. Hold the other point rail
so the wet/dry paper is for sure going to contact both surfaces.
Slowly move the paper back and forth; a few times is all that is
needed.
 Place a drop or two of Atlas Conducta Lube & Cleaner on both
stock/point rail pairs. This will improve the electrical contact of the
points.

Cleaning Wheels
All attendees should be required to clean the wheels on all of the
locomotives and rolling stock that they will use on the NTRAK
layout. The following procedure will be provided to attendees:
 Use a section of track approximately 12 – 18 inches long.
 Take a sheet of single thickness kitchen-type paper towel and
place it over the track section.
 Saturate the towel with cleaning fluid (see below).
 Take one car at a time and roll it with left and right pressure to
clean the flanges about 3 to 4 times. Check the wheels. If not
clean repeat until clean.
 For locomotives connect the track section to an appropriate power
source. Place one truck of the locomotive on the towel and the
other on the track. Loosely hold the locomotive in place and turn on
the power so the wheels turn. Continue until the wheels on that
truck are clean. Turn the locomotive end-for-end and repeat for the
other truck.

The Minitrix No. 66623 Track Cleaning Fixture may also be used
for cleaning locomotive wheels.
As the wheels become clean the paper towel will blacken. From
time-to-time move the towel slightly so the wheels roll on a clean
section. Be sure to keep the towel saturated by rewetting it from
time-to-time.
Suitable cleaning fluids are 409 Detergent, Fantastik, Isopropyl
Alcohol, and electronic (contact cleaners and degreasers, but be
sure they are styrene compatible). The use of Goo Gone and
lighter fluid will not be permitted on NTRAK layouts.
The number of wheel-cleaning stations needed will depend on
the size of the NTRAK layout.
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Appendix R

System
m Monito
oring, Co
onfigura
ation and Measu
uring
Com
mmand Station Slot Mo
onitoring
The LLocoNet Checcker and JMRI LocoTools Sllot Monitor toools
displaay a table of thhe “command station
s
slots” coontent. Slots are
a
used to control indivvidual locomottives and consists. The displaay
includdes the decodder’s speed steep format, currrent speed annd
function settings, consist informaation and statuus. The tool caan
displaay all slots or only
o the slots being actively used. A sampple
displaay follows:

1. In Use — selecteed and operateed by a throttlee.
2. Coommon — disppatched by a thhrottle, not yet purged, able to
o
bee selected
3. Id le — dispatcheed and purged,, can be selectted by a throttle
e
4. Cllear — slot is cclear, nothing iss occupying it.
motive, it first gooes to state #2
2.
When a throttle dispaatches a locom
After a period of selectable time (bby Command Station OpSws
#13 annd #15) and if thhe speed is 0, the slot will goo to state #3.
The sloot status will reemain as Idle unless clearedd by OpSw #36
6
or indivvidually using LLocoNet Checkker or JMRI LocoNet Tools.
Devic
ce Configurration
Both L ocoNet Checkker and JMRI LLocoTools havee programs tha
at
permit the configurattion of various Digitrax devicces such as the
e
Comm and Station, B
BDL detectors, PM42 powerr manager and
d
signal ccontrol devicess, by means off a simple graphic interface.

LocoNet
L
Checker Slot Monitor

JM
MRI LocoNet Toools Slot Monitor

The aaddress displaay allows the Digital Team to determine if
unautthorized locomotive addressees are being ussed.
The S
Slot Monitor toools allow the inndividual releasse of slots, whicch
should significantly reduce the instances wheen a full systeem
reset might be requuired. There aree four differentt states of a sloot,
as follows:

Comm
mand Station Configurationn. At the Com
mmand Station
node tthe Commandd Station conffigurator should be used to
o
managge the OpSw’s in the Commaand Station, inccluding carrying
g
out syystem resets, setting the OPSWs to their standard
d
configuuration as described in Apppendix L, annd making any
changees necessary dduring normal ooperation. A saample screen is
shown below.
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Command Stationn Configuration Screen
S
from LoccoNet Checker

PM422 Power Manaager Configurration. The PM
M42 Programm
mer
providdes a simple graphic interrface for conffiguring Digitraax
poweer managemennt boards, oncce the PM4/P
PM42 has beeen
assigned an addresss. Each sectioon is shown ass a checkbox on
o
the screen. The cuurrent contentss can be read from the boarrd,
and cchanges written to the boardd. There is no need to removve
the booard from the layout, or climbb underneath thhe layout to pussh
buttonns as all programming
p
is done via their LocoN
Net
conneections.
For ddynamic configguration of PM
M4/PM42 boardds they must be
b
conneected to BoosteerNet.
Addreesses should be
b assigned too all PM4/PM442 boards in thhe
layout during setupp by the Loopps/Setup/Tear Down teams. A
label should be attaached to the PM4/PM42
P
boaard indicating its
assigned address, and that address should bee marked on thhe
overaall layout conffiguration diagram. The setuup team shouuld
ensurre each PM4/P
PM42 board is connected
c
to BoosterNet.
B
As thhe screen dispplay shows it is only necesssary to enter thhe
PM4’ss address thenn its current seettings can be read and/or neew
settings created.
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thenn press the “c” button to issue a “closed” com
mmand. This sets
the board address. The green “ID” LED changes too a steady green
indi cating PM4/PM442 power ON annd that the boardd address setting
modde is complete.
 Rem
move the LocoN
Net termination juumper, if it was uused earlier.

Note tthat the PM4//PM42 responnse time shouuld be set fasst
enoughh that a shorrt circuit trips the PM4/PM
M42 before the
e
associaated Booster trips. This will be checkedd by the setup
teams as each Boostter/PM42 combbination is instaalled.
M4/PM42 OPSW
W settings, if nnecessary to do
o
Follow ing are the PM
manuaal programmingg with a DT-typpe throttle:
Short Circuuit Trip Current (PM4 and P
PM42)
OppSw
Secttion 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4
001
t
c
t
c
002
t
t
c
c
Trip C
Current
33A
6A
9A
12A
1. Tr ip current can be reduced byy 1.5A from vaalues above by
seetting OPSW 09 to “c.”
2. Thhe default value for all PM4/PM442 OPSWs is “t” (thrown).
3. OP
PSW 01 and 022 determine the trip current threeshold for all 4
seections of the PM
M4/PM42. Defauult = 3A.

Short Cirrcuit Current S
Sensitivity (PM
M42)
S
Section 1

JMRI LocoNet Tools PM4 Programmer

PM42 board address
a
duringg setup do thhe
To set the PM4/P
wing:
follow
 Coonnect a DT-typee throttle to the LocoNet
L
port on the PM4/PM42.
 If the PM4/PM42 is not connecteed to a working LocoNet position
thee LocoNet termination jumper, located behind the
t RJ12 sockets,
accross both pinss. This is not necessary if the PM4/PM42 is
coonnected to a woorking LocoNet.
 Prress and hold thhe “ID” button behind
b
the greenn LED for aboutt 1
seecond. The green “ID” LED will blink when the button
b
is releaseed.
Thhis indicates the PM4/PM42 is inn board address setting mode.
 Foor NTRAK layoouts, PM4/PM442 boards shoould be assigned
adddresses in the 100–200
1
range.
 Ennter the Switch control mode on
o the throttle. Select the swittch
adddress that correesponds to the desired
d
PM4/PM42 board addresss,

OP
PSW 03
t
t

OPSW
W 05
c
t

Sensitivity
S
Slow
Staandard
(Deefault)
c
c
Faaster
c
t
Faastest
S
Section 2 OP
PSW 11 OPSW
W 13
Sensittivity per
Secction 1
S
Section 3 OP
PSW 19 OPSW
W21
Sensittivity per
Secction 1
S
Section 4 OP
PSW 27 OPSW
W 27
Sensittivity per
Secction 1
N
Note: if the PM442 feeds an AR
R1 Auto-Reverseer then set
tthe PM42 to “Faster”. Do NOT sset to “Fastest”.

To chaange OpSw’s using a DTxxxx throttle insteead of the PM4
4
Prograammer, do the ffollowing:
 Enteer Option Switcch mode — preess OPTION (left) button for 1
seccond and releasee. The Green ID
D LED and red O
OPTION LED will
flas h alternatively.
 Connnect a DT seriees throttle to thee PM4/PM42 LoccoNet connector.
If thhe PM4/PM42 iss not connectedd to a working LLocoNet, position
the LocoNet terminaation jumper acrross both pins.
 Enteer switch controol mode on the thhrottle. Select thhe switch address
for tthe desired OpS
Sw. Press “c” orr “t” as appropriiate.
 Wheen finished, preess the OPTION button. The PM
M4/PM42 will exit
OPTTION mode. Oppen the LocoNet jumper.
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Loco
oNet Monito
or
The LLocoNet Monittor tool displayys LocoNet traaffic in a humaanreadaable form. Messsages are avvailable in a scrolling
s
window.
Optioonally, the timee the messagee was receivedd and/or the raaw
packeet bytes can bee included. Thee log informatioon can be storeed
in a teext file. A sampple display folloows:
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Measuuring Voltage Drop and Losss. There are many places in
the patth from the Boooster to the decoder where voltage can be
e
lost, annd the amount of loss generaally increases w
with the amoun
nt
of currrent drawn. All components in the path including the railss,
rail joi ners, wiring, cconnectors, ettc., contribute to the voltage
loss.
To dettermine voltagee loss the voltaage must be m
measured when
currentt is flowing. W
Without a currrent flow theree is little to no
o
voltagee loss. It is diffficult to get a good stable vvoltage reading
g
using a train running as a current looad. Some typee of steady load
d
is requuired. An autoomotive lamp provides a steeady load, and
d
they a re cheap and readily available. The follow
wing lamps are
e
useful:

JM
MRI LocoTools LoocoNet Monitor

Voltage and Cu
urrent Measurements
The D
DCC waveform
m is neither DC nor sine wave AC. It is squarrewave AC, as show
wn in the folloowing diagram. Most commoon
meterrs can read both DC andd sine wave AC,
A but cannnot
accurrately read DC
CC. In order to accurately reaad DCC powerr a
true R
RMS meter is required.
r
The true
t RMS meteer to be used for
f
voltagge and currennt measuremennts on NTRAK
K layouts is thhe
RRam
mpMeter, show
wn below, deesigned by American
A
Hobby
Distribbutors and soldd by Tony’s Traain Exchange.

Lamp

C
Current

912
1141
1156

1A
1.5A
2.25A

Solder a couple of ppieces of wire tto the lamp terrminals. Fasten
alligatoor clips to the oother ends of tthe wires, and then clip to the
e
right si de of the meteer, as shown beelow.

To cheeck voltage losss, proceed as ffollows:
 Meaasure the no loaad voltage of the Booster at a point as close to
the Booster as posssible.

c
thee two terminalss on the left sidde
Voltagge is read by connecting
of thee meter. The end of the circuit board haas an area thhat
permiits putting the meter directlyy on the rails to measure thhe
voltagge, or a set of
o test clips caan be plugged into a jack juust
behinnd the left-handd terminals. Too measure currrent, the curreent
must flow through the meter by coonnecting the two
t terminals on
o
the riight side of thhe meter. Again, a set of teest clips can be
b
pluggged into a jack behind the righht-hand terminaals.

 Leaaving the RRamppMeter connecteed near the Boooster, connect the
loadd (lamp) to the rails. The differrence between tthe two readings
provvides the voltagee loss of the Boooster at the lampp current.
 Meaasure the no loaad voltage at the rails.
 Meaasure the voltagge at the rails w
with the lamp clipped to the righ
ht
sidee of the meter. Make additionaal measurementss at other points
withhin the electrical district as necesssary.
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By taaking readingss at specific points
p
it is posssible using thhis
methood to measurre the voltagee loss across many types of
compponents, such as
a connectors, rail joiners, wirring, etc.
Monitoring Voltag
ge and Curren
nt. Using special cables with
Cinchh-Jones or Poowerpole connnectors on onne end and thhe
RRam
mpMeter banana-type plug on the other it is possible to
monittor voltage andd current of an electrical distrrict during layoout
operaations. For exaample, the RR
RampMeter couuld be placed in
the trrack power feeed between thhe Booster/PM44 and the cabble
conneecting to the traack plugs, as shown
s
in the diaagram below.
____
__________
___________
__________
__________
___________
__________
__________
___________
__________
_
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Appendix S

Troubleshooting the DCC System
Introduction
Troubleshooting can be easy or it can be very difficult depending
on what has happened. The first thing to do is determine the
reason for the problem. There are two very basic questions:



What happened?
What changed just before the problem struck?

For some problems we will need details of the layout, including
the track plan, locations of Boosters and all other DCC-related
devices, active or passive, plus programming information for
devices such as BDL detectors, DS64s, SE signal controllers,
etc. Information about particular locomotives is not really
required as the locomotive can easily be removed from the track,
and during operations the locomotive’s owner will be present to
answer any needed questions.
In addition to the above, ask the following, as appropriate:

Troubleshooting the Layout
The first step is to isolate the problem to the affected section of
the layout, either the spine or one of the layout loops. If there is
a LocoNet problem this can be done by looking at the LNRP
diagnostic LEDs. If the LocoNet checks out then look for a track
short circuit. This could be as simple as a locomotive or car
sitting on turnouts and/or gaps. Check all gaps to be sure the
gaps are still open and not closed due to temperature and
humidity changes, or physical contact.
If the track appears to be shorted, but the Booster is not beeping
or the PM42 not tripped then remove all locomotives and lighted
cars from the track and carry out the quarter test to determine if
there is a wiring problem.
Carefully check all track and turnouts in the affected district,
using a Standard Gauge where necessary.

The intent here is not to find fault and ascribe blame. It is to find
the cause of the problem so it can be resolved quickly.

Troubleshooting Command Station/Booster
Problems
If a Command Station/Booster and/or Booster is not performing
properly on the layout, check the following items. If these do not
bring the Command Station and/or Booster back to proper
operation the unit should be replaced by a working unit, and then
sent to Digitrax for repair.

Tools Required
Following are the tools that should be available for
troubleshooting, although you may only need a few of them to
resolve the particular problem.

Before sending a DCS100 or DCS200 Command Station for
repair, replace the CR2032 battery with a new battery and test
again. Sometimes a low or dead CR2032 battery can create
various problems.

What happened?
When did it happen?
Where did it happen
Who found the problem?
What was the last change made?

Tool
VOM Multimeter
RRampMeter
Quarter
Product Manuals
LT-1 Tester
LED Tester
DT400 Throttle
Small hand tools

Who worked on it last?
What were you doing?
Who told you to do that?
Why didn’t you ask first?

Use
Indispensible for measuring voltage &
resistance
Indispensible for measuring DCC voltage and
current.
Used for the “quarter test”
When all else fails . . . refer to the manual.
Used for checking LocoNet cables & RJ plugs
Used for checking track polarity and Booster
phase
Used for checking LocoNet voltage, turning
track power on/off
The same tools used for setting up the layout

Except for the product manuals all these tools can be easily
carried in a small tool case or even an apron for rapid transport
to the trouble area.

Command Station Audible Sounds. The DCS100/200 emits
several beeps and clicks that provide information on its status
and which can be helpful in troubleshooting any problems.
Sound
1 Beep

DCS100/200 Meaning

DCS powered on successfully or sent
programming command.
3 Beeps
Address has been “purged” due to non-use.
4 Beeps
Route nesting error or too many entries cascaded
5 Beeps
Booster short circuit shutdown. Fault alarm
6 Beeps
Command Station already present in system
7 Beeps
CMOS battery low condition
8 Beeps
Memory ECC/checksum fail. Auto reset (no action)
9 Beeps
DCS transmit failure. LocoNet fault
16 Beeps
Software timeout failure. Auto reset (no action)
Continuous soft Low input supply voltage (<9.5VDC or <8VAC)
clicks
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Nothing is Respon
nding
No LEDs Lit on Fron
nt Panel of the Comman
nd
Statioon/Booster. Check the follow
wing:

Troublleshooting Coommand Stattion/Booster Shutdowns. If
the Coommand Station/Booster and//or Booster shuts down when
not plaanned or shuts down frequenttly do the follow
wing:

 Chheck the power supply to ensure the 120VA
AC plug is firm
mly
insserted in the outtlet, and there is power to the ouutlet.

 Enssure Command S
Station/Booster heat sink has a flow of cool air.

 Chheck any fuses and/or circuit breakers
b
on thee power supply to
ennsure they havee not blown or tripped. Replacce with the sam
me
rated fuse. Applyy power. If the fuse blows agaain disconnect the
wires from the Coommand Station//Booster and tryy another fuse. If it
stiill blows then repplace the power supply.
 Onnce the power supply
s
is verified as producing power, check the
coonnections from the power suppply to the Power In connections on
thee front of the Command
C
Station/Booster. Ensuure they are firm
mly
atttached.
 Sw
wap out the poower supply if there are still no lights on the
Coommand Stationn/Booster.
 If the above doess not correct thee problem, replaace the Command
Sttation/Booster and send the fauulty Command Station/Booster to
Digitrax for repair.

Some LED
Ds Lit on Fro
ont Panel of the Comman
nd
Statioon/Booster. Check the follow
wing:
 Chheck the throttle’s Track Statuss Indicator to seee if track powerr is
turrned off at a throottle. If the Trackk Status LED or Dot is not on, tuurn
traack power on at a throttle.
 Too turn track pow
wer on with a DT100
D
or DT3000 press the STO
OP
annd Y/+ buttons toogether. To turnn Track Power on with a DT400 or
DTT402 press the POWER
P
and theen the Y/+ buttonns.

No Power or In
ntermittent Operation.
O
The majority of
interm
mittent operatioon problems reesult from bad connections on
o
the laayout, dirty traack or dirty wheels
w
and poower pickups on
o
locom
motives. Do thee following:
 Clean the track annd locomotive whheels and powerr pickups.
e
in thhe electrical distrrict
 Chheck for adequaate track power everywhere
ussing the quarter test. Take a quarter and move along the track in
thee electrical disttrict from bounddary to boundaary creating shoort
cirrcuits every 4 feet or so. The Boooster should beeep and shut dow
wn
virrtually instantaneeously as each short is detecteed. When the cooin
is removed the Booster should reeturn to normal operations. If thhis
dooes not happen or the Booster takes
t
more thann 1 second to shhut
doown check wirinng to ensure minimal voltage drop
d
in the feedder
wires. Add more feeeders as necesssary.

 Placce the Commannd Station/Boosteer out of direct rradiant heat such
as ssunshine or otheer heater.
 Usee a small fan to blow air onto thhe heat sink. If this is a recurring
probblem consider m
mounting a cooling fan directly to the fins of the
heaat sink.
 Low
wer the track looad current byy running fewerr locomotives or
o
makking the electricaal district smaller.
 Redduce the input vvoltage from thee power supply. For operation at
a
the N scale setting the recommendded input voltagee from the powe
er
suppply is 14V.

Layou t Wiring Issuees. Sometimess problems witth layout wiring
g
can crreate what apppears to be a Command Station/Booste
er
problem
m. The waay to verify whether thhe Command
d
Stationn/Booster or the layout w
wiring is the problem is to
o
discon nect the Command Station//Booster from the layout and
d
test it on a small seection of track (that is not coonnected to the
e
layout)). If the Com
mmand Stationn/Booster works OK in this
configuuration the prooblem lies in the layout. If the Command
d
Stationn/Booster still ddoes not workk it should be ssent to Digitrax
for repaair.
Repla
acing a Bro
oken RJ12 P
Plug
RJ12 pplugs on throtttles and LocoN
Net cables occcasionally break
and muust be replacedd. The most coommon problem
m is the locking
g
tab breeaks off. Anothher problem is excessive straain on the wires
inside the RJ12 pplug causes one to breaak or become
e
intermiittent. Replacinng the plug is easy and quicck. Just do the
e
followinng:
 Notte the proper wirre color as oriented to the existinng plug. Looking
at thhe RJ12 plug on a Digitrax throottle, with the loccking tab up and
awaay from you, ass shown in the diagram on thee next page, the
whitte wire is on the left.
 Cutt off the damageed or failed plug as close to the plug as possible
e.
Usee diagonal wire ccutters.

wer Manager beetween the Boooster and trackk it
 If there is a Pow
shhould trip before the Booster.
 Chheck LocoNet caables with the LT
T1 tester to ensure the cables are
a
soound.
 Chheck locomotivees for problems with their mechhanical drive traain
annd make sure thhere is free moovement of the locomotive wheeel
seets. This is a partticular issue withh inexpensive loccomotives.



Bee sure the end off the cable is cut square and sm
mooth. Use the jig
buuilt into the crim
mping tool to cut and remove tthe cable sheath
baack the proper distance.
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Insert one end of the cable into the cable jacket stripping blade of
the crimping tool. Squeeze the handle and then carefully pull out
the 6-wire cable from the tool. This operation removes the cable
jacket exposing the 6 conductors. Be sure the ends of the wires
are even; if necessary, make them even using the diagonal wire
cutters. Spread the wires apart just slightly to ensure they will fit
properly into the RJ12 plug.
Slide the RJ12 connector onto the wires, making sure the wires
stay lined up and the xx wire goes to the correct pin on the plug.
The connector has six slots, one for each wire. Try to make each
wire reach the end of its slot. The cable jacket/insulation should
reach just beyond the end of the crimp point. If the insulation
doesn't reach far enough inside the connector, cut the wires off
just a bit more. If the cable jacket/insulation reaches too far past
the crimp point or if the wires don't reach the end of their slot,
simply trim off a little more jacket/insulation.
For the RJ12 connector to be very reliable it is very important to
ensure the cable jacket is inserted into the clear body of the
connector. This is the only strain relief these frail wires will
receive. If you fail to do this, the connector will, sooner or later, fail
and cause trouble.

Test the Command Station and/or Boosters. To test the
Command Station or a Booster suspected of having a LocoNet
fault do the following:
 Remove all LocoNet cables and throttles from the Command
Station or Booster under test. Check each LocoNet jack in the
Command Station or Booster by looking inside to make sure none
of the contacts have been bent and are shorting across to another
contact. Carefully put back or bend back any contacts that are out
of place. If this cannot be accomplished send the Command Station
or Booster to Digitrax for repair.
 Plug the LT1 LocoNet tester into one and then the other LocoNet
jacks on the Command Station or Booster under test. This should
result in 3 LEDs being lit on the tester — 1–2–4 or 1–3–4
depending whether the cable connected to the LT1 is straight or
reversed. Either means the Command Station or Booster is OK. If
not OK, send the Command Station or Booster to Digitrax for
repair.
 Repeat these tests for any additional Command Station or Booster
that appears to have a problem. Send any unit that fails the test to
Digitrax for repair.



Again verify that all is in order and insert the connector into the
crimping tool. Crimp it. This requires a little bit of strength, and you
may need to use two hands.

Test Throttles. A faulty throttle can cause symptoms that
appear to be LocoNet problems. Test any faulty throttles as
follows:



Test the cable to make sure it works properly (Appendix M).

 Remove the battery from the throttle.

Troubleshooting LocoNet Problems
The NET indicator on the DCS100/DCS200 Command Station is
a red LED that displays information about what the Command
Station sees on LocoNet. When the LocoNet is wired correctly
and is operating properly, the NET indicator will be on and it will
flicker off any time a good LocoNet message is detected by the
Command Station. The following table explains the various
patterns for this indicator:
NET LED Indication
Solid Red
ON, Blink Off
Off
Off, Blink Every 0.5
Second

Meaning
LocoNet OK
Command Station detects a valid
LocoNet message
Command Station detects a short circuit
on LocoNet
Command Station is in Option Set Up
Mode

If an installed and working LocoNet starts causing problems or
stops working, testing each part of the LocoNet will be
necessary to isolate the problem cable or components, a
process that is made easier with the protection capabilities of the
LocoNet Repeaters. The only tool necessary to do this is the
Digitrax LT1 tester coupled with the fault codes on the LNRP.
Some faults can be better checked with a multimeter and test
probes, but for expediency it is easier to replace any suspect
cable or component.

 With the LT1 LocoNet tester plugged into one jack on the
Command Station or Booster, plug the throttle into the other jack.
With a throttle plugged in, the LT1 tester should have all 4 LEDs lit.
If this is the case we can assume the throttle is OK. If all 4 LEDs
are not lit there is a problem with the throttle connector, the throttle
cable or the throttle itself.
 The first step with any throttle that does not test OK is to first simply
recrimp the RJ12 connector and test again. If this does not solve
the problem then replace the RJ12 connector, as described above.
Retest the throttle.
 If the 4 LEDs still do not light the problem is either the cable or the
throttle itself, both of which require disassembling the throttle. The
throttle should be sent back to Digitrax for repair.

Test LocoNet Around the Layout. The starting point for testing
is at the LocoNet Repeater (LNRP) with the active fault
indication. For all tests be sure there is a Digitrax DTxxx throttle
plugged into either the LNRP throttle jack or a Universal Panel in
the affected district located close to the LNRP. Following is the
procedure:
 Starting at the appropriate LNRP remove one main branch of the
LocoNet and plug in the LT1. All 4 LEDs should light. If less than 4
LEDs or none light the problem is in the LNRP. If all 4 LEDs light
then the problem is in the LocoNet branch disconnected.
 Move out the affected branch to the end of the first cable,
disconnect it and plug in the LT1 there. If less than 4 LEDs or none
light then replace that cable.
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 Continue along the spine or down the loop until the LT1 fails to light
or less than 4 LEDs light, and replace the bad cable. If a Universal
Panel is determined to be the problem either replace it or bypass it.

Types of LocoNet problems to check for are:
 Plugs that aren’t fully inserted into the jacks (insert the plug, then
pull it back just a bit so that it “clicks” into place).
 Male plugs that haven’t been properly crimped.
 Loose or broken wires on RJ12 telco jacks.
 A less common problem is one of the pins in the LocoNet port is
crossed over another. Look inside each port to be sure that the pins
are lined up in their respective slots.
 Using 4-wire components (cables and plugs)
 Using Ethernet RJ45 components (jacks, plugs, Cat 5 cables)

LocoNet Voltage Measurements. Generally, performing the
above tests should resolve most problems. If not, a much more
detailed process is required, which involves measuring LocoNet
voltages at various places on the layout. This starts at the
Command Station, then the LocoNet Repeaters and moves out
on the layout from there, as follows:
 Remove LocoNet cables from the jack(s) of the device being
measured. Plug in a LocoNet pigtail cable (RJ12 on one end, wire
insulation stripped on other end) — use the cable that comes with a
Digitrax Starter Set or make one.
 Check the voltage between wires 1 and 2, and then between 5 and
6. These should measure at least 7 volts, but no lower than 5 volts.
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terminals on the back) and a throttle with a damaged RJ12
connector is plugged in. The resulting damage is to blow one of
the 500mA diodes in series with the external power connections
to the UP3.
The problem throttle can have a damaged RJ12 plug, a bad
crimp or a loose wire inside such that this throttle causes a short
between one of the track terminals on the rear and the Booster
via LocoNet. This is caused by the throttle shorting two of the
pins in the UP throttle receptacle together either at the connector
or in the throttle. The current path would pass the Booster’s
power through the diode thus damaging it. Normally these
diodes see very little current.
This may not always damage the diode and the throttle in
question may appear to operate properly. Also, enough load
may be presented that the Booster does not see a short. So this
throttle may be used for a while until another diode blows. The
UP3/UP5s may fail anywhere on the layout, in any electrical
district, into which this throttle plugs.
The only way to detect the problem throttle is by plugging an LT1
LocoNet Tester into one of the front receptacles on the
UP3/UP5. When the bad throttle is plugged into the other front
port, one of the two outside LEDs on the LT-1 will dim noticeably
while this current path is in action.
Putting 100 ohm, 2-watt resistors in series with both rail
connections will prevent damage to the diode(s) by limiting the
current while still allowing the track to provide power for the
UP3/UP5’s throttles.

 Check the voltage between wires 2 and 3 and between 4 and 5.
These voltages are the data line voltages and should be
approximately 14.5 volts.

Failed UP3/UP5 Universal Panels should be replaced with a like
UP, if available, or it should be bypassed.

If the above measurements are normal the device under test is
operational. Continue moving out into the layout LocoNet and
measuring again, as follows:

Troubleshooting Lost Control of Trains
Perhaps the most common problem encountered is lost control
of trains, especially with wireless throttles. Most of these
problems tend to be operator caused, not a system problem.
The following items should be checked when operators report
losing control of their trains.

 Repeat the measurements at any LNRPs in the layout. Leave the
pigtail in one jack and measure the voltages. Connect a LocoNet
cable to the other jack and measure again. If the voltages
measured are not approximately the same as before the cable was
plugged in then there is a problem in that leg of the LocoNet
network which needs to be tracked down. There should be no
throttles plugged into that LocoNet cable while measuring voltages.
 Finally check throttles, one-by-one, by connecting the throttle
(without a battery installed) to a layout jack and measure the
voltages again. While there will be some voltage drop since the
throttle is loading the LocoNet there should be no significant
reduction in the voltages. If there is the throttle is faulty and needs
to be repaired.

Troubleshooting Digitrax UP3/5 Universal Panels
The following can happen to a Digitrax UP3 or UP5 Universal
Panel only if it is connected to Track Power (via the rail screw

Analog Address 00 is Active. While analog operation should
be disabled and address 00 set to speed 00, it may be that this
has not been reset when after being used for phasing or
checking the phase of Boosters. Check to be sure address 00 is
set to speed 00 and analog operation (OpSw #20=c) is disabled
in the Command Station. The "zero stretching" can cause
various anomalies on the LocoNet, especially when a lot of
locomotives are in use.
Locomotive Address Purging. Allowing the command stations
slots to fill up often slows down throttle response. For this reason
purging is enabled (OpSw #14=t), and set to force a purged
address to stop (OpSw #15=c). The purge time is extended to
600 seconds (from 200 seconds) (OpSw #13=c) so that
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locomotives will not be purged during any delay less than 10
minutes on the layout.

operators before doing this reset, then let them know when it is
complete and what they must do to resume operation.

Clear Command Station Locomotive & Consist Information.
Consists made using Universal Consisting do not purge. As
necessary and at least once each day, perform an OpSw #36=c
to clear out all locomotive and consist information. Advise all

Clearing the Command Station Locomotive and Consist
Information will normally be done using LocoNet Checker or
JMRI software at the Command Station. Clearing can also be
done using a throttle following this procedure:

Procedure to Set OPSW #36 to Clear Locomotive and Consist Information
DT100R Throttles

DT300R Throttles

DT400R/DT402R/DT402D Throttles

1. Move right toggle switch on front of Command
Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT100/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press MODE/DISP to enter Switch mode.
4. Use throttle knobs to dial up OPSW #36. 36
will appear in display left side and “t” in display
right side.
5. To change state of OPSW #36 press R
reverse key for closed (c).
6. Move Command Station mode switch to RUN.

1. Move right toggle switch on front of Command
Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT300/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press MODE to enter Switch (Sw) mode.
4. Use throttle knobs to dial up OPSW #36. 36
will appear in display left side and “t” in
display right side.
5. To change state of OPSW #36 press R
reverse key for closed (c).
5. Move Command Station mode switch to RUN.

1. Move right toggle switch on front of Command
Station to OP position.
2. Disconnect LocoNet from Command Station
and connect DT400/R to LocoNet port.
3. Press SWCH to enter switch mode.
4. Use numeric keypad to enter OpSw number
(36). “36” is displayed on text line along with
“t.”
5. Press CLOC c to move it to “closed” position.
6. Move Command Station mode switch to RUN,
and press EXIT or FUNC on throttle.

Throttle Power. Since all Digitrax UP3/UP5 Universal Panels
will be powered from the Loop LNRP or by a wall-wart supply,
this should only apply to throttles that are plugged-in, and to
throttle-plug-ins that are not powered. The issue is the LocoNet
voltage may be dragged down to the level where LocoNet
becomes unstable, which should cause LNRP protection to kick
in and show a diagnostic code on the LNRP LEDs.
Modules with built-in, non-UP throttle plug-ins need to be
observed from time-to-time to ensure any wired throttles have
batteries in them.
Throttle Settings. Wireless throttles can be set for wired
operation only, radio only, or radio and IR operation. IR does not
work very well in large open spaces such as NTRAK show
layouts so check that the throttle is in radio mode.

If the throttle operates correctly when connected to LocoNet but
not when untethered, even after ensuring correct battery polarity
and confirming the battery is good, the problem may be that
radio transmission has been turned off. Reset the throttle to
normal radio mode. Be sure to release all addresses from the
throttle knobs before doing this.
Check that when you first plug in the throttle to LocoNet, the
display says rA:0n when n is a number and/or the Duplex Group
Name. This indicates the UR91/UR92 is operating correctly.
The throttles should be set to the following options;
 Local Run/Stop
 Radio Mode only

Following is the procedure to set throttle options.

Procedure to Set Throttle Options
DT100R Throttles

DT300R Throttles

DT400R Throttles

DT402 Throttles

1. Unplug the DT100R from LocoNet.
Press/hold SEL/SET key while
plugging DT100R back into LocoNet.
The display will show “oP:0x”., where
“x” is the current setting.
2. Use R or L throttle knob to change
setting to “oP:01”.
3. Press SEL/SET key to save setting &
advance to next option. The display
will show “oS:xx”.
4. Use R or L throttle knobs to change
the setting to “oS:43”.
5. Press SEL/SET to save setting then
press SEL/SET two more times to
complete the process.

1. Unplug the DT300R from LocoNet.
Press/hold SEL key while plugging
DT300R back into LocoNet. The
display will show OP#1=??? where
??? is current setting.
2. Use R or L throttle knob to change
setting to x01.
3. Press SEL key to set OP#1 and
advance to OP#2.
4. Use R or L throttle knob to change
the setting to x43.
5. Press SEL key to set OP#2 and
advance to OP#3.
6. Since no change required in OP#3–6
press SEL four more times to step
through these options.

1. Press the OPTN t key. The right
side of the display will show the
current value for OP#1
2. Use R or L throttle knob to change
the setting to x01.
3. Press ENTER to set OP#1 to the
selected value & advance to OP#2.
4. Use R or L throttle knob to change
the setting to x43.
5. Press ENTER to set OP#2 to the
selected value & advance to OP#3.
6. Since no change is required in
OP#3–6 press ENTER key four
more times to step through these
options.

1. Press the OPTN t
button. The display
shows
Options/OpEdit.
2. Use the R throttle knob
to scroll through options
to Duplex RF.
3. Use the Y/+ or N/buttons to set the option
to ON.
4. Press ENTER to set the
change or EXIT to
leave
the
option
unchanged.
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Note: DT100R and DT300R throttles will time out and return to RUN mode in 5 or 6 seconds if no action is taken following each step above.

It is strongly recommended that all locomotives assigned to the throttle (both throttle knobs) are released (i.e. dispatched) before any throttle options
are changed.

If a throttle set for radio mode goes to IDLE when unplugged
from LocoNet the problem may be interaction with the throttle’s
Power Save feature; this appears to be a particular issue with
DT400R throttles. The solution is to disable the throttle’s Power
Save mode. Proceed as follows:
 With a known good battery in the DT400R enter Option Mode by
pressing the OPTION button on the throttle
 Press ENTER consecutive times until OPT #2 shows in the display,
and dial in the hex value x87 with the right throttle knob.
 Press ENTER and continue pressing ENTER until the throttle
display rolls out of Options mode.

Throttle Battery. If lost train control appears to be isolated to a
single throttle and the throttle’s settings are OK, check the
throttle’s battery. If this does not solve the problem remove the
throttle from operation on the layout.
First be sure the battery is inserted in the throttle with the correct
polarity. This condition should be suspect if the throttle display
goes blank when the throttle is unplugged from ThrottleNet.
A good battery is key to successful operation in the radio
(tetherless) mode. A battery is not needed when the throttle is
plugged into LocoNet. Whatever may appear to be wrong with a
throttle, the first thing to suspect is the battery. Replace the 9V
battery with a new or known good battery. Try two or three
batteries before deciding there is a fault with the throttle.
Examples of problems caused by weak or dying batteries
include:
 The throttle operates correctly when plugged into LocoNet, but you
cannot control the train after it is unplugged.
 The throttle loses control of a train after a period of time.
 The throttle makes beeping noises.

Don't assume that a newly purchased battery will always be a
good battery. A new battery can have a high internal resistance
that prevents it from putting out sufficient voltage and/or current
to operate the throttle. Always purchase batteries from a store
that sells lots of batteries and therefore always has fresh
batteries on hand. Batteries have a "shelf life" as they will
deteriorate even if not used.
Runaway Locomotives (DC Runaway). DC Runway is when a
locomotive suddenly takes off at full speed. This most often
happens when a Booster is powered up before there are DCC
packets on LocoNet, or when the LocoNet becomes unstable
(such as when a throttle with a bad RJ plug is plugged into
LocoNet, thus shorting LocoNet). It also only happens in
locomotives where the decoder is set for dual-mode DC/DCC
operation. The solution is one or a combination of the following:
 Change CV29 in the locomotive’s decoder so analog conversion is
turned off.
 Ensure the Command Station is powered on so that it is generating
DSCC packets on LocoNet before Boosters are powered.
 Be sure that the RJ plugs on throttles are not damaged or have
crossed contact wires.
 Take care when plugging throttles into LocoNet so that the plugs
are not stressed.

Radio Receivers/Transceivers
UR91 Simplex Radio Receivers. The number of UR91
receivers that have be determined to be needed for the NTRAK
layout, mounted on radio towers, should provide reliable
operation. When there are complaints about radio reception, the
wall-wart power supply to the UR91 should be checked that it is
plugged into 120VAC.
If this does not solve the problem reset the LocoNet ID for all
radio receivers. Do the following:

DT100R Throttle

DT300R Throttle

DT400R/DT402R/DT402D Throttle

1. Disconnect the DT100/R from LocoNet.
2. Press and hold MODE/DISP on the
DT100/R and plug back into LocoNet.
Release MODE/DISP after plugging in the
throttle.
3. The DT100/R will display current LocoNet
ID “Ir:0n” or “rA:0n,” where “n” is current
LocoNet ID. Use R throttle knob to change
the ID, which can be 0 to 7.
4. Press SEL/SET to set the system to new
LocoNet ID.
5. The DT100/R used to change the ID will
automatically log on to new LocoNet ID.

1. Disconnect the DT300/R from LocoNet.
2. Press and hold MODE on the DT300/R
and plug back into LocoNet. Release
MODE after plugging in the throttle.
3. The DT300/R will display current LocoNet
ID “Ir:0n” or “rA:0n,” where “n” is current
LocoNet ID. Use either throttle knob to
change the ID, which can be 0 to 7.
4. Press SEL to set the system to the new
LocoNet ID.
5. The DT300/R used to change the ID will
automatically log on to new LocoNet ID.

1. Disconnect DT400/R from LocoNet.
2. Press and hold EDIT on the DT400/R and plug
back into LocoNet. Release EDIT after plugging in
the throttle.
3. The DT400/R will display E1 in Mode Indicator and
current LocoNet ID “Ir:0n” or “rA:0n,” where “n” is
the current LocoNet ID. Use R throttle knob to
change the ID, which can be 0 to 7.
4. Press ENTER to set the system to the new
LocoNet ID.
5. The DT400/R used to change the ID will
automatically log on to new LocoNet ID.
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Unplug and reconnect any other DT series throttles that will be used on this system so they can log on to the new LocoNet ID number and
be able to operate on the system.
If a new UR91 is added to the system the IDs must be re-synchronized in all the UR91s using this procedure.

UR92 Duplex Radio Transceivers. The layout DCC design
should ensure sufficient UR92 transceivers, mounted on radio
towers, are located around the layout to provide reliable
operation. When there are complaints about radio reception, first
determine if the throttle is simplex or duplex then check the wallwart power supply to each UR92 to ensure it is plugged into
working 120VAC.
If this does not solve the problem then reset the Duplex Group
name to ensure all UR92 transceivers have the same Group
Name. Do the following:
Using a DT402D Throttle. Be sure all UR92s are
connected to LocoNet prior to changing the Group Name. If
another UR92 is added after setting the Group Name the UR92s
will automatically renegotiate and may change the preferred
name to a default. The Group Name should be changed to the
desired name after each new UR92 is attached to LocoNet.
Following is the procedure:
 Connect the DT402D throttle to the front RJ12 jack of any UR92 on
the LocoNet network.
 On the DT402D press the “OPTN” button and then the “EDIT”
button.
 The 8 character Duplex Group Name will now appear in the center
of the throttle display.
 Use the “R” throttle knob to change the first character value. It will
blink as it is changed. When the desired character is seen, use the
“L” throttle knob to move across and select a character to modify.
 Press the “ENTER” button to update the current displayed
characters as the new UR92 Duplex Group Name. To skip making
any changes, simply press the “EXIT” button.

Using Software. Digitrax has made available a software
program, DigiGroupSetup.exe, that can be downloaded from
their web site. This program allows, among other things, the
setting of the Duplex Group Name. The use of this software
requires a computer running Windows and must be connected to
LocoNet via the Digitrax PR3.
If this does not solve the problem do the following to check
operation of the transceiver and reset it to factory defaults:
 Disconnect the UR92 from LocoNet and any throttle plugged into
the front jack of the UR92
 Leave the power supply connected to the UR92.
 Press and hold the momentary switch (next to the power supply
jack) for two seconds or until both the red and green LEDs begin to
blink. Release the switch.

 When the LEDs stop blinking, unplug the power supply.
 Reconnect the power supply to the UR92. The green and red LEDs
should blink and then the red LED should stay on.
 Connect LocoNet to the UR92 using one of the jacks on the rear of
the UR92. The red LED should go off and the Green “radio” LED
will wink at a 2-second interval to indicate that is it duplex
configured.
 Repeat this procedure for any other UR92s in the layout.
 Reset the Duplex Group name as described above.
 If problems still persist return the UR92 to Digitrax for servicing.

Radio Deadspots. Several UR91 and/or UR92radio receivers
will be strategically located around the DCC portion of the layout
to minimize any problems with radio reception. However, radio
dead spots may still be encountered. In most cases simply
moving a foot or two should correct the problem.
In normal operation the best orientation is to hold the throttle
from about horizontal to about 30 degrees upward in a natural
hand position, about 12” out from the body.
Command Station Reset. If lost control issues cannot be
resolved by application of the recommendations above, then a
Command Station reset (OpSw #39) should be carried out.
Updating DT402 Throttle Firmware
From time-to-time Digitrax will provide updated firmware for
DT402 throttles (DT402, DT402R and DT402D) to correct
problems or improve performance. Digitrax has provided a
software utility to do the firmware upgrade. This procedure
should be done at the Programming Station; it should NOT be
done using the active layout Command Station as it is too easy
to alter all DT400 Family throttles active on the layout.
The use of this software requires a computer running Windows
2000, XP, Vista or Windows 7 and connected to LocoNet via the
Digitrax MS100, Digitrax PR3 or the RR-CirKits LocoBuffer.
Connect from the computer to the MS100/PR3/LocoBuffer then
to the LocoNet jack on the Command Station.
Proceed as follows:
 Connect the DT402 throttle to be edited to the LocoNet at the
Programming Station. Be sure no other DT402 throttle is connected
to LocoNet while this process is carried out.
 Start the DigiIPLxxx program, and use the pulldown menu to select
the correct COM port to which the MS1--/PR3/LocoBuffer is
connected. If using an MS100 set the bit rate to 16457.
 Click on Select File and point to the DT402xxx.dmf file stored on
the computer, then press the Start icon.
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 If the .dmf file selected is correct for the DT402 and the software
revision is the same or higher than the DT402 currently has, the
DT402 will start to IPL, flash the white LED and put the text “IPL
run” on the display.
 When the IPL has completed the throttle will automatically restart
and display its version number on the start screen.
 If the IPL process is interrupted the DT402 will remain in IPL mode,
and you can restart the program until a successfully update has
been completed. If power is removed in the IPL state, the display
will not show “IPL run” but the unit will accept the IPL, if it is started.

Short Circuits at Insulated Rail frogs
This problem is encountered with insulated frog (insulfrog)
turnouts and crossings. The problem does not exist with
electrofrog turnouts.
At insulated frogs the two rails in the frog are separated by a thin
section of plastic. It is possible for the wheels treads of
locomotives, lighted cars and any cars with metal wheels to
momentarily bridge the insulation gap and contact both rails at
the same time as the train passes through the frog, causing a
short circuit.
With DC (analog) power, most power packs take a finite amount
of time to detect the short circuit and shut down. By the time this
occurs the locomotive/car has usually moved on and no longer
bridges the gap. The train continues to run.
With DCC (digital) power, detection of the short circuit and shut
down of the Booster/PM42 is much faster, sometimes
instantaneous. The effect on the train will depend on its speed
and whether the locomotive(s) have flywheels. A train traveling
faster and/or having flywheels will probably continue past the
frog thus ending the short circuit. There may be a noticeable jerk
in speed, however. This scenario will repeat as each wheel set
in the locomotives and cars pass the frog. It will also cause
jerkiness in the speed of all trains in the same power district.
A train traveling slower and/or not having flywheels will probably
jerk to a stop as a result of the short circuit. The train will
probably have to be pulled through the frog to clear the short
circuit. All trains in the same power district are affected.
The solution is to modify the frog to prevent the short circuit from
happening. There are at least three (3) ways of doing this:
1) Brush a thin coat of clear nail polish on the end of the frog where
the short occurs. This is the fastest solution, but the frog must be
recoated from time-to-time as the nail polish wears off due to train
traffic through the frog.
2) Glue thin paper or plastic to the frog to cover the area where a
short may occur. If using plastic, file down the frog slightly so the
top surface including the plastic overlay is flat. Also file the shape of
the plastic to match the frog.
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3) Using a motor tool, make the rail V-shaped with the apex of the “V”
the inside of the rails, where the flange contacts the rail.

Method 3 is preferred as it is permanent, but Method 1 is
acceptable on NTRAK layouts for expediency.
Troubleshooting Automatic Reverse Problems
Auto-Reversing Controllers such as the Digitrax AR1 are used
for automatically switching track polarity when a train enters and
leaves a reversing section on the layout. The input power to the
controller is taken from the Rail A and Rail B of the electrical
district next to the reversing section and the output power from
the controller is connected to the reversing track.
If the automatic reverse controller does not switch polarity as the
train enters or exits the reversing section, check the following:
 Ensure the entrance and exit boundaries of the reversing section
connect to the same electrical district that is powering the
automatic reverse controller.
This is important — the reversing section must be on the same
power district as the adjacent approach trackage, both for input
and output. Where one end will be in a different power district
create a short section of track powered from the same district as
the AR1. This short section of track should be at least as long as
the longest single locomotive, such that it cannot bridge power
back into a district powered from a different Booster or Power
Manager section.
This is easily checked by removing power from the district the
reverse section is in. If either adjacent rail still has power, you have
found the problem, which can now be fixed.
 Ensure there are double gaps in both rails at each end of the
reversing section, and that the gaps have not closed.
 Check to be sure there is not more than one entrance to and one
exit from the reversing section. If there are optional routes in the
reversing section make sure all boundaries are double-gapped, and
the connecting tracks are in the same electrical district as the input
to the automatic reverser.
 Ensure all connections between the automatic reverse controller
are low resistance so that the short when the wheels cross the
boundary is definitely seen as a short, and therefore reverses the
polarity.
 If using a Digitrax AR1 Automatic Reversing Controller check the
trip current adjustment. This permits setting the current (range is
0.25A to 8A) at which the reversing section reverses when the train
crosses the gaps into the reversing section.
Turning the adjustment screw clockwise increases the current trip
point, and vice-versa. The total adjustment is approximately onehalf revolution of the adjustment screw.
When adjusting the trip current there should be a full load on the
reversing section, i.e. the total number of locomotives that will be in
the reversing section.
Do the following to adjust the AR1 trip current:
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 Turn the current adjustment screw to the midpoint position.
 Turn on track power
 Place a locomotive(s) on the track and operate it /them into the
reversing section. The AR1 should trip one time at the
beginning of the section or at the end of the section. It should
not trip more than once while the locomotives are in the
reversing section.
 If the AR1 trips more than once the trip current is set too
low. Turn the current adjustment screw clockwise slightly to
increase the current trip point. Operate the locomotives into
the section as above. Repeat as necessary until the AR1
trips once while the train goes through the reversing
section.
 If the AR1 does not trip and the Booster shuts down, the trip
current is set too high. Remove the locomotives from the
reversing section and allow the Booster to reset. Turn the
current adjusting screw counterclockwise slightly and repeat
the test until the train trips the AR1 once without shutting
down the Booster.

Also be sure you do not have back-to-back reverse sections. If
this case exists then place two short pieces of track between the
reversing sections, wiring each adjacent piece to its own side.
If the AR1 is powered from a district that in turn is powered
through a PM42 Power Manager do not use the “fastest setting”
in the PM42 Short Circuit Settings section. Use either the
“Standard” or the “Faster” settings. See the following table:
Short Circuit Current Sensitivity (PM42)
Section 1

OPSW 03 OPSW 05
Sensitivity
t
c
Slow
t
t
Standard (Default)
c
c
Faster
c
t
Fastest
Section 2 OPSW 11 OPSW 13 Sensitivity per Section 1
Section 3 OPSW 19 OPSW21
Sensitivity per Section 1
Section 4 OPSW 27 OPSW 27 Sensitivity per Section 1
Note: if the PM42 feeds an AR1 Auto-Reverser then set the PM42
to “Faster”. Do NOT set to “Fastest”.
PM42 Short Circuit Detection Settings for Use with AR1

Troubleshooting Power Manager (PM42) Short
Circuit Problems
Power Managers, such as the Digitrax PM42 and other brands,
should be inserted between DCC Boosters and the track being
powered in order to limit current to the track, thus preventing
short circuit conditions where power is not shut off in a timely
manner and damage is done to locomotives. Power Managers
with multiple outputs also provide short circuit protection to a
part of the layout powered from a Booster without disrupting
power to other sections.
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There are a number of possible fault conditions for a Power
Manager:
 Short circuit detection and power shutdown occurs frequently,
disrupting operations.
 Apparent permanent short circuit detection and power shutdown.
 Short circuit detection and power shutdown occurs in the Booster
rather than the Power Manager, affect a larger portion of the layout.

To test and/or adjust the PM42 Power Manager proceed as
described in the following sections. For Power Manager sections
used as Auto Reverse controllers refer to the previous section.
Frequent Short-Circuit Detection and Power Shut Down.
This is an indication that the PM42 short circuit trip current is too
low for the normal current load in the layout section being
powered. The solution is to increase the trip current one step at
a time per the following table until shutdown occurs at an
acceptable frequency. Do not set the trip current higher than
necessary as this increases the chance that a short circuit will
not be properly detected and thus not remove power to protect
locomotives.
OpSw

Setting

Setting

Setting Setting

OpSw 09 = t
c
OpSw 01
t
c
t
t
t
c
c
OpSw 02
Trip Current (Approx)
3A
6A
9A
12A
OpSw 09 = c
OpSw 01
t
c
t
c
OpSw 02
t
c
t
c
Trip Current
1.5A
4.5A
7.5A
10.5A
Preferred NTRAK settings are 3 or 4.5A, maximum 6A. Never go
above 6A for N Scale locomotives. Factory default = 3A

The following procedure is used to change the PM42 OpSw
settings per the table above, using a DT-type throttle with battery
installed.
1. Enter option switch mode by pressing the OPTION button on the
PM42 for about 1 second and then releasing it. The green “ID” LED
and red “OPTION” LED will flash alternatively to indicate that you
have entered the option switch mode.
2. Connect a DT-type throttle to the PM42’s LocoNet connector. Note:
Because the throttle’s switch control mode is used to change the
PM42s OpSw settings, each time you change the PM42s settings
you will also send switch commands to the layout if the PM42 is
connected to LocoNet.
3. If the PM42 is connected to a working LocoNet skip to step 4. If the
PM42 is not connected to a working LocoNet move the LocoNet
termination jumper so that it is across both pins. The LocoNet
termination jumper is located behind the RJ12 sockets on the
PM42 circuit board.
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4. Enter switch control mode on the throttle. Select the switch address
that corresponds to the OpSw number you want to change. Press
the “c” or “t” button to change the OpSw setting as desired.
5. When OpSw setup is complete press the PM42s OPTION button
and the unit will exit option switch model. If you moved the LocoNet
termination jumper in step 3 above, return it to its original position
(leave it attached to one pin).

If the PM42 is connected to LocoNet the settings can also be
changed using the JMRI software suite or LocoNet Checker
software. To do this each PM42 is assigned a unique board
address.
Apparent Permanent Short Circuit. An apparent permanent
short circuit is a problem that can be caused by either layout
wiring, a faulty Power Manager or faulty Power Manager wiring.
Proceed as follows:
1. Disconnect the layout wiring from all section(s) of the PM42. Since
this is an NTRAK layout it should be simply unplugging connectors
(Cinch-Jones or Powerpoles) or, at most, disconnecting wires from
a terminal strip.
If the short circuit condition goes away then the fault is in the layout
wiring and/or track. Check for crossed wires, closed gaps in the
rails or missing gaps in the rails. Repair the problem then reconnect
the wiring to ensure the short circuit indication does not return.
2. If the short circuit condition does not go away when the layout
connections are removed then the fault is in either the PM42 itself,
or in the wiring at the 44-pin connector.
To determine if the problem is in the PM42 itself or the wiring
replace the PM42 circuit card with a known good PM42 card. If the
problem goes away then send the faulty card to Digitrax for repair.
If the problem still exists then carefully examine the 44-pin
connector, its wiring, the ground and power supply connections, as
follows:
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Shut Down Occurs In Booster Not Power Manager. This is
caused by a mismatch in the Booster short circuit shutdown
timing vs. the Power Manager shutdown timing. The Booster
timing should be longer than the Power Manager timing so the
Power Manager always shuts down first.
Set the Booster shutdown timing to ½ second per the
instructions in Appendix L, by setting the Command Station
OpSw #18 = “c”.
Set the Power Manager shutdown timing less than ½ second
according to the table below.
Short Circuit Current Sensitivity (PM42)
Section 1

OpSw 03
t
t
c
c
OpSw 11

OpSw 05
c
t
c
t
OpSw 13

Sensitivity
Slow
Standard (Default)
Faster
Fastest
Section 2
Sensitivity per
Section 1
Section 3 OpSw 19
OpSw21
Sensitivity per
Section 1
Section 4 OpSw 27
OpSw 27
Sensitivity per
Section 1
Note: if the PM42 feeds an AR1 Auto-Reverser then set the
PM42 to “Faster”. Do NOT set to “Fastest”.
PM42 Short Circuit Detection Settings

Troubleshooting Advanced Consist Related
Problems
These potential problems relate to Advanced Consisting.
Single Locomotive Does Not Run at Its Address. If a single
locomotive will not run at its assigned two-digit or 4-digit address
check and make sure that CV19 is set to 0.

 Carefully check the wiring connections to the 44-pin connector
terminals to be sure the correct wire is connected to the correct
terminal, and that no stands of wire bridge between any
terminals. Repair as necessary.

Advanced Consist Does Not Run. If an advanced consist does
not run, be sure the throttle is using the two-digit consist
address, not the address of one of the locomotives.

 Carefully check the 44-pin connector contacts to be sure they
are properly in place in the connector and make connection to
the traces on the PM42 board.

Headlight Functions Don’t Work on Lead Locomotive. If the
headlight or other functions don’t work on the lead locomotive of
an advanced consist, do one of the following:

 Check to ensure there is a wire between the ground pin (pin B)
of the 44-pin connector and the GND terminal of the Command
Station/Booster or Booster to which the PM42 is connected.
Repair or install as necessary.
 Check the voltage of the power supply powering the PM42 to
be sure the voltage is within specs, that its rated current is
sufficient to power the PM42, and that the power supply is not
connected to any other equipment (except for other PM42s).
Repair or replace as necessary.
3. Once any problems are detected and resolved re-connect all parts
of the system and check to verify that problems have been solved.

 Pull up the lead locomotive on a throttle and use that throttle to
control lights and functions. Speed and direction are controlled by
the consist address.
 Put the locomotive on the programming track and make sure CVs
21 and 22 are set to allow the lead unit’s headlights and functions
to respond to commands sent out to the consist address.

Troubleshooting Digitrax PR3 Problems
The Digitrax PR3 can be used as the interface between a
computer and the DCC Command Station, as well as for other
functions such as programming decoder CVs and sound files,
when the PR3 is installed and configured properly. Most PR3
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problems occur in the computer to which it is connected and/or
the third party software being used. A faulty USB cable
connecting the PR3 to the computer can also seem to be a PR3
problem. To resolve PR3 problems do the following:
 Disconnect the PR3 from the computer and uninstall all the
software drivers for the PR3.
 Using the CD that came with the PR3 install the PR3 again from the
start carefully following the instructions for the operating system on
the computer.
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 If the PR3 is not detected by the computer or the drivers do not
install then replace the USB cable with a USB cable known to be
certified for USB 2.0 and try again.
 Connect the PR3 to LocoNet.
 Configure LocoNet monitoring software (e.g. DecoderPro or
LocoNet Checker) to the correct COM port for the PR3 (as shown
in Control Panel/Device Manager/Ports) and try monitoring LocoNet
activity. If LocoNet messages are appearing on the screen then the
PR3 is working properly.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix P

Troubleshooting Mobile Decoder Problems
If mobile decoder problems are encountered when running on
the Red Line Route or other DCC-powered tracks the offending
locomotive should be removed from the track, and replaced with
a locomotive with a known good decoder and programming.
The faulty locomotive can then be checked at a Programming
Station, and reprogrammed as necessary.
Be sure the wheels of the locomotive are clean and there is
power to the track.
Be sure the throttle address and the decoder address are the
same. Also make sure that the advanced consist CV (CV19) is
set to 00 (unless actually using Advanced Consisting).
Reset the Decoder to Factory Default Settings
In many cases messed up decoder programming can be fixed by
resetting the decoder to factory defaults (in many cases set
CV8=08), then reprogramming the desired address and features.
The following table provides the factory reset CVs and value for
several decoder brands:
Manufacturer
Digitrax
Lenz
LokSound (ESU)
MRC
NCE
SoundTraxx
SoundTraxx Tsunami
Train Control Systems

Mfr ID in
CV08
129
99
151
143
11
141
141
153

CV to Reset &
Value
CV8 = 8
CV8 = 33
CV8 = 8
CV125 = 1
CV30 = 2
CV30 = 2
CV8 = 8
CV8 = 8 or CV30 = 2

Decoder Thermal Shutdown
If the locomotive has been running normally and suddenly stops
check to see if the locomotive shell over the decoder location is
warm. If so the decoder may have thermally shut itself down to
protect itself from burnout. Let the decoder cool off and see if it
starts up again.
If there are burn marks on the decoder or holes in the insulation
cover the decoder has probably burned out. Remove the
decoder and send to the manufacturer for repair.
If the locomotive is equipped with a sound decoder and the
sound has also stopped the decoder may be in “Shutdown”
mode. Refer to the decoder’s instruction manual for the correct
sequence to exit Shutdown mode.
Strange Locomotive Light Behavior
If strange behavior of locomotive lights is encountered do the
following:

 If the lights on the locomotive cannot be controlled make sure the
decoder is programmed to match the speed setting of the
Command Station, which is the 23/128 speed step mode. Check
the value programmed into CV29 and set to an appropriate value.
This can be done at a Programming Station.
 A Digitrax Series 3 decoder that allows control of the lights, but not
the motor, may have a motor short circuit. These decoders are
designed to shut down motor operation when a short is detected to
prevent damage to the decoder.
 If a Digitrax decoder blinks the lights when it is put on the DCC
track remove it from the track immediately because this behavior
indicates a short circuit in the installation. Check all wiring and
correct the short circuit to prevent damage to the decoder.

Decoder Does Factory Reset
A spontaneous factory reset is when the decoder does not
respond to its programmed address, but does respond to
address 03.
Every decoder, no matter what model or manufacturer, performs
a checksum when it powers up. If the checksum fails then the
decoder resets itself to the factory defaults. The term “power up”
could be when track power is turned on, when track power
returns following a short circuit, when voltage spikes are
encountered or encounters “flaky” power during power up or a
short.
The checksum is a number that is computed internally in the
decoder by adding up all of the values in all of the Configuration
Variable fields. When a decoder has a change in its
programming the decoder re-computes the checksum and stores
the value in the decoder. Whenever the decoder powers up it recomputes the checksum and compares it to the saved value. If
the two numbers are different the decoder does a reset to
factory defaults, the values of which are stored in the decoder.
The decoder does not provide any indication that it has
performed a reset, except it cannot be controlled using the
address to which it was programmed. A sure sign of a decoder
checksum failure and reset is that the decoder will
respond to address 03.
Experience shows that no brand or type of decoder is more
susceptible to checksum resets than any other. However,
experience has shown that checksum resets can be fewer if DC
compatibility is turned off in the decoder (assuming DC is not
required). Turning off DC compatibility also eliminates run-away
at full speed at power up.
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The only solution to a checksum reset is to place the locomotive
on the programming track and re-program to the desired
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address and features.
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